Charter Hall Long
WALE REIT
RETAIL ENTITLEMENT OFFER

Details of a 1 for 13 accelerated non-renounceable
entitlement offer at an Issue Price of $5.20 per New Security

Retail Entitlement Offer closes
at 5.00pm (AEST),
Monday, 2 September 2019.
Charter Hall WALE Limited
(ABN 20 610 772 202, AFSL 486721)
as Responsible Entity for
Charter Hall Long WALE REIT

NOT FOR RELEASE TO US WIRE SERVICES OR DISTRIBUTION OUTSIDE AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
This document and the personalised Entitlement and Acceptance Form that accompanies it contains important information. You should read both
documents carefully and in their entirety. If you have any queries please call your professional adviser or the Charter Hall Long WALE REIT Offer
Information Line on +61 1300 303 063 between 8:30am and 5:30pm (AEST), Monday to Friday, during the Retail Offer Period (Thursday, 22 August
2019 to Monday, 2 September 2019) or visit our website at https://www.charterhall.com.au/investments/funds/clw. If you do not understand these
documents, or are in doubt as to how to act, you should consult your financial or other professional adviser before making any investment decision.
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Important Notice
This Retail Offer Booklet is issued by Charter Hall WALE Limited (Responsible Entity) (ABN 20 610 772 202, AFSL 486721) as
responsible entity for Charter Hall Direct Industrial Fund (ARSN 144 613 641) and LWR Finance Trust (ARSN 614 713 138), being
the managed investment schemes that comprise the Charter Hall Long WALE REIT (CLW or the REIT). This Retail Offer Booklet is
dated Thursday, 22 August 2019 and relates to the Retail Entitlement Offer, which is part of an offer of New Securities announced
by the Responsible Entity on Friday, 16 August 2019.
This Retail Entitlement Offer is being made pursuant to section 1012DAA of the Corporations Act (as modified by ASIC Corporations
(Non-Traditional Rights Issues) Instrument 2016/84 and ASIC Corporations (Disregarding Technical Relief) Instrument 2016/73)
which allows rights issues to be conducted without a product disclosure statement.
This Retail Offer Booklet is not a product disclosure statement under the Corporations Act and has not been lodged
with ASIC. This Retail Offer Booklet does not contain all of the information which would be required to be disclosed in a
product disclosure statement. As a result, it is important for you to read and understand the publicly available information
on the REIT and the Entitlement Offer (for example, the information available on the REIT’s website
https://www.charterhall.com.au/investments/funds/clw or on the ASX’s website www.asx.com.au) prior to deciding
whether to accept your Entitlement and apply for New Securities.
The Investor Presentation, which is included in Annexure B, contains a non-exhaustive summary of important factors and risks
that could affect the financial and operating performance of the REIT. Please refer to the summary of key risks in Appendix B of
the Investor Presentation for further details. When making an investment decision in connection with this Retail Entitlement Offer,
it is essential that you consider these risk factors carefully in light of your individual personal circumstances, including financial and
taxation issues (some of which have been outlined in Section 3 of this Retail Offer Booklet).
The Responsible Entity does not guarantee any particular rate of return or the performance of the REIT, nor does it guarantee the
repayment of capital from the REIT or any particular tax treatment.
In addition to reading this Retail Offer Booklet in conjunction with the REIT’s other periodic and continuous disclosure
announcements including the Investor Presentation and ASX Announcement, you should conduct your own independent review,
investigation and analysis of the REIT and the New Securities and obtain any professional advice you require to evaluate the
merits and risks of an investment in the REIT before making any investment decision.
By returning an Entitlement and Acceptance Form or otherwise paying for your New Securities through BPAY® in accordance
with the instructions on the Entitlement and Acceptance Form, you acknowledge that you have read this Retail Offer Booklet and
agree to the terms of the Retail Entitlement Offer detailed in this Retail Offer Booklet.
This Entitlement Offer is made on the basis that the determination of eligibility of investors for the purposes of the institutional
or retail components of the Entitlement Offer is made by reference to a number of matters, including legal and regulatory
requirements, logistical and registry constraints and the discretion of the Responsible Entity and / or the Underwriters. Each
of the Responsible Entity and the Underwriters and each of their respective affiliates disclaim any duty or liability (including for
negligence) in respect of that determination and the exercise or otherwise of that discretion, to the maximum extent permitted
by law.
J.P. Morgan Securities Australia Limited and UBS AG, Australia Branch are acting as joint lead managers and underwriters to the
Entitlement Offer and they have not authorised, permitted or caused the issue or lodgement, submission, dispatch or provision
of this Retail Offer Booklet and there is no statement in this Retail Offer Booklet which is based on any statement made by the
Underwriters or by any of their respective affiliates, officers or employees.
To the maximum extent permitted by law, the Underwriters and their respective affiliates, officers, employees and advisers
expressly disclaim all liabilities in respect of, and make no representations regarding, and take no responsibility for, any part of
this Retail Offer Booklet other than references to its name and makes no representation or warranty as to the currency, accuracy,
reliability or completeness of the information in this Retail Offer Booklet.

No overseas offering
This Retail Offer Booklet, the accompanying Entitlement and Acceptance Form or any accompanying ASX Announcements,
do not constitute an offer or invitation in any place in which, or to any person to whom, it would not be lawful to make such an
offer or invitation. In particular, this Retail Offer Booklet does not constitute an offer to Ineligible Securityholders and may not
be distributed in the United States and the New Securities may not be offered or sold, directly or indirectly, to persons in the
United States.
No action has been taken to register or qualify the Retail Entitlement Offer or the New Securities, or otherwise permit the public
offering of the New Securities, in any jurisdiction other than Australia and New Zealand.

®

Registered to BPAY® Pty Limited ABN 69 079 137 518.
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The distribution of this Retail Offer Booklet (including an electronic copy) outside Australia and New Zealand, is restricted by law.
If you come into possession of the information in this Retail Offer Booklet, you should observe such restrictions and should seek
your own advice on such restrictions. Any non-compliance with these restrictions may contravene applicable securities laws.

New Zealand
The New Securities are not being offered to the public within New Zealand other than to existing Securityholders with registered
addresses in New Zealand to whom the offer of these securities is being made in reliance on the Financial Markets Conduct Act
2013 and the Financial Markets Conduct (Incidental Offers) Exemption Notice 2016.
This document has been prepared in compliance with Australian law and has not been registered, filed with or approved by
any New Zealand regulatory authority. This document is not a product disclosure statement under New Zealand law and is not
required to, and may not, contain all the information that a product disclosure statement under New Zealand law is required to
contain.

United States
This Retail Offer Booklet, and any accompanying ASX Announcements and the Entitlement and Acceptance Form, do not
constitute an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy, any securities in the United States or to any persons acting for the
account or benefit of any person in the United States. Neither this Retail Offer Booklet nor the Entitlement and Acceptance Form
may be distributed in the United States. The New Securities have not been, nor will be, registered under the US Securities Act
or the securities laws of any state or other jurisdiction of the United States. The New Securities may not be offered or sold in
the United States except in a transaction exempt from, or not subject to, the registration requirements of the US Securities Act
and the applicable securities laws of any state or other jurisdiction in the United States. The New Securities offered and sold in
the Retail Entitlement Offer will be sold only in “offshore transactions” (as defined in Rule 902(h) under the US Securities Act) in
reliance on Regulation S under the US Securities Act.

Not investment advice
Securityholders must note that the information provided in this Retail Offer Booklet and the accompanying Entitlement and
Acceptance Form do not constitute financial product advice. All information has been prepared without taking into account your
individual investment objectives, financial circumstances or particular needs. The information contained in this Retail Offer Booklet
and the accompanying Entitlement and Acceptance Form should not be considered as comprehensive or to comprise all the
information which a Securityholder may require in order to determine whether or not to subscribe for New Securities. If you have
any questions, please consult your professional adviser before deciding whether or not to invest.

Forward-looking statements
No representation or warranty is given as to the accuracy or likelihood of achievement of any forward-looking statement in this
Retail Offer Booklet, or any events or results expressed or implied in any forward-looking statement. These statements can
generally be identified by the use of words such as “anticipate”, “believe”, “expect”, “project”, “forecast”, “estimate”, “likely”,
“intend”, “should”, “could”, “may”, “target”, “predict”, “guidance”, “plan” and other similar expressions. Indications of, and
guidance on, future earnings and financial position and performance are also forward-looking statements. Such forward-looking
statements are not guarantees of future performance and are by their nature subject to significant uncertainties, risks and
contingencies. Actual results or events may differ materially from any expressed or implied in any forward-looking statement and
deviations are normal and to be expected. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.

Definitions
Defined terms used in this Retail Offer Booklet are contained in the Glossary.

Currency
All currency amounts in this Retail Offer Booklet are in Australian Dollars unless otherwise stated.

Times and dates
All dates and times in this Retail Offer Booklet are indicative only and subject to change. Unless otherwise specified, all
times and dates refer to AEST. Any changes to the timetable will be posted on Charter Hall Long WALE REIT’s website at
https://www.charterhall.com.au/investments/funds/clw
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Chairman’s Letter
Charter Hall Long WALE REIT – Retail Entitlement Offer
22nd August 2019
Dear Securityholder,
On behalf of the board of Charter Hall WALE Limited, as the responsible entity of the managed investment schemes that
comprise the Charter Hall Long WALE REIT, I am pleased to invite you to participate in a fully underwritten accelerated
non-renounceable entitlement offer of new securities in the REIT at an issue price of $5.20 per New Security.
Offer
On Friday, 16 August 2019, the Responsible Entity announced its intention to raise $261 million by way of a fully
underwritten 1 for 13 accelerated non-renounceable entitlement offer (to raise approximately $131 million) (Entitlement
Offer) and a fully underwritten institutional placement (to raise $130 million) (Placement and together with the
Entitlement Offer, the Offer).
The Responsible Entity successfully conducted the Institutional Entitlement Offer to raise approximately $90 million and
the Placement to raise $130 million, at an issue price of $5.20 per New Security. New Securities are expected to be
issued under the Placement and Institutional Entitlement Offer on Friday, 30 August 2019.
The Entitlement Offer comprises:
•

an offer to Eligible Institutional Securityholders; and

•

an offer to Eligible Retail Securityholders, to which this Retail Offer Booklet relates.

The Offer is fully underwritten by J.P. Morgan Securities Australia Limited and UBS AG, Australia Branch.
Use of proceeds
The proceeds from the Offer will be used to partially fund the acquisition of a 24.5% interest in a portfolio of 37
telecommunication exchange properties (Telstra Portfolio) and a 100% interest in an A-grade office building in Upper
Mount Gravatt, Brisbane for a total consideration of $413.6 million (the Acquisitions) and associated transaction costs.
Key highlights of the Acquisitions include:
•

•

The Telstra Portfolio:
•

 omprises 37 telecommunication exchange properties leased to Telstra Corporation Ltd, an S&P/ASX 20
C
company and Australia’s largest telecommunications company;

•

Triple net leases with a portfolio WALE of 21 years and structured annual rental reviews of CPI + 0.5%;

•

Introduces a new subsector for the REIT, Telco Exchange Properties, with the portfolio value supported
by high underlying land value;

•

 Charter Hall managed partnership will acquire a 49% interest and Telstra will retain a 51% interest in
A
a property trust that holds the Telco Exchange Properties. The Charter Hall managed partnership will be
owned 50% by CLW, 28.2% by a wholesale capital partner and 21.8% by the Charter Hall Group.

ATO Office Building, Upper Mount Gravatt:
•

Predominantly leased to the Australian Taxation Office (ATO);

•

Has a WALE of 7.1 years with fixed 2.5% annual rental reviews;

•

 cquisitions increase the REIT’s existing exposure to high quality tenants in Telstra Corporation Ltd and the
A
Commonwealth Government; and

•

Combined Acquisitions WALE of 17.4 years increases the REIT’s portfolio WALE from 12.5 years to 13.2 years.

Financial impact of the Acquisitions and the Offer
Including the impact of the Acquisitions and Offer and barring any unforeseen events and no material change in market
conditions, CLW is pleased to re-confirm FY20 Operating EPS guidance of 28.0 cents per security which represents
annual FY20 Operating EPS growth of 4.0% over FY19.
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Following the Acquisitions and the Offer and including the impact of post balance date transactions1, the REIT’s
forecast pro-forma 30 June 2019 position comprises:
•

balance sheet gearing of 25.7%, within CLW’s target range of 25 – 35%;

•

look through gearing of 37.1%; and

•

NTA per security of $4.14.

Additional information on the transaction rationale, use of the proceeds of the Offer, the REIT and its strategy is
contained in the ASX Announcement and the Investor Presentation annexed to this Retail Offer Booklet.
Retail Entitlement Offer
This Retail Offer Booklet relates to the Retail Entitlement Offer, which will raise approximately $41 million. Under the
Retail Entitlement Offer, Eligible Retail Securityholders can subscribe for 1 New Security for every 13 Securities they
hold as at the Record Date at an Issue Price of $5.20 per New Security. The Issue Price under the Retail Entitlement
Offer is the same Issue Price as for the Institutional Entitlement Offer and the Placement, and represents:
•

a discount of 4.1% to the last close price of $5.42 on Thursday, 15 August 2019;

•

a 3.8% discount to TERP2 of $5.40; and

•

a FY20 forecast Operating EPS Yield of 5.4%.

New Securities issued under the Offer will rank equally with existing Securities from the date of their issue and will be
entitled to the distribution for the three months to 30 September 2019.
The number of New Securities for which you are entitled to subscribe for under the Retail Entitlement Offer is set out in
your personalised Entitlement and Acceptance Form that will accompany this Retail Offer Booklet when it is despatched
to Eligible Retail Securityholders on Thursday, 22 August 2019.
The Entitlement Offer is non-renounceable and therefore your Entitlements will not be tradeable on ASX or otherwise
transferable. This means that Eligible Retail Securityholders who do not take up their full Entitlement will receive no
value for those Entitlements and their percentage holding in the REIT will be reduced.
How to apply
To participate in the Retail Entitlement Offer, please ensure that you validly accept it, before 5:00pm (AEST) on
Monday, 2 September. You can accept by paying your Application Monies via BPAY®. If you choose to pay via BPAY®
you are not required to submit the Entitlement and Acceptance Form but are taken to make the statements on that
form and representations outlined below in Section 2.4 (Implications of making an Application) including the Eligible
Retail Securityholder declarations set out in Section 5. Alternatively, you may submit your completed Entitlement
and Acceptance Form together with cheque, bank draft or money order for all Application Monies. Detailed payment
instructions are set out in the personalised Entitlement and Acceptance Form that accompanies this Retail Offer Booklet.
If you apply and pay your Application Monies before 5.00pm (AEST) on Wednesday, 28 August 2019 (Early Retail
Acceptance Due Date) via BPAY®, your New Securities will be allotted to you on Friday, 30 August 2019, which is the
same date applicable to Eligible Institutional Securityholders who took up their entitlements on Friday, 16 August 2019
under the Institutional Entitlement Offer.
You should seek appropriate professional advice before making any investment decision. If you have any
questions about the Retail Entitlement Offer, please do not hesitate to contact the Charter Hall Long WALE
REIT Offer Information Line on +61 1300 303 063 between 8:30am and 5:30pm (AEST), Monday to Friday
during the Retail Offer Period (Thursday, 22 August 2019 to Monday, 2 September) or visit our website at
https://www.charterhall.com.au/investments/funds/clw).
The board of Charter Hall WALE Limited encourages you to participate in the Retail Entitlement Offer and thanks you for
your continued support of the REIT.
Yours sincerely,

Peeyush Gupta AM
Chairman
Charter Hall WALE Limited as responsible entity of the Charter Hall Long WALE REIT
22 August 2019

1 Including post balance date transactions reported in Appendix A of the equity raising investor presentation released to the market on 16 August 2019.
2	The theoretical ex-rights price (TERP) is the theoretical price at which securities should trade after the ex-date for the Entitlement Offer. TERP excludes New Securities
issued under the Placement. TERP is a theoretical calculation only and the actual price at which securities trade immediately after the ex-date for the Entitlement Offer
will depend on many factors and may not equal TERP.
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Key Dates
Key event

Date

Trading halt and announcement of the Transaction

Friday, 16 August 2019

Institutional Entitlement Offer and Placement conducted

Friday, 16 August 2019

Trading of securities recommences on the ASX on an ‘ex-entitlement’ basis

Monday, 19 August 2019

Entitlement Offer Record Date

7:00pm, Tuesday, 20 August 2019

Retail Entitlement Offer Booklet is despatched and Retail Entitlement Offer opens

Thursday, 22 August 2019

Early Retail Acceptance Due Date

5:00pm, Wednesday, 28 August 2019

Settlement of New Securities issued under the Placement and Institutional
Entitlement Offer (and Retail Entitlement Offer for applications received by the
Early Retail Acceptance Due Date)

Thursday, 29 August 2019

Allotment and normal trading of New Securities issued under the Institutional
Entitlement Offer (and Retail Entitlement Offer for applications received by the Early
Retail Acceptance Due Date)

Friday, 30 August 2019

Retail Entitlement Offer closes

5:00pm, Monday, 2 September 2019

Allotment of remaining New Securities issued under the Retail Entitlement Offer

Monday, 9 September 2019

Normal trading of remaining New Securities issued under the Retail Entitlement Offer

Tuesday, 10 September 2019

All dates and times are indicative only and subject to change. Unless otherwise specified, all times and dates refer to AEST.

Section 1 - What Should You Do?
1.1 Decide if you are eligible to participate in the Retail Entitlement Offer
The Retail Entitlement Offer is an offer only to Eligible Retail Securityholders, being Securityholders who:
1.

are registered as a Securityholder on the Record Date;

2.

have a registered address in Australia or New Zealand;

3.

are not in the United States or acting for the account or benefit of a person in the United States;

4.

are not an Institutional Securityholder; and

5.

are eligible under all applicable securities laws to receive an offer under the Retail Entitlement Offer.

1.2 Read this Retail Offer Booklet and the accompanying Entitlement and
Acceptance Form
This Retail Offer Booklet and the personalised Entitlement and Acceptance Form that accompanies it contain important
information about the Retail Entitlement Offer. You should read both documents carefully and in their entirety before
deciding whether or not to participate in the Retail Entitlement Offer.
This Retail Entitlement Offer is not being made under a product disclosure statement. This Retail Offer Booklet
does not contain all of the information which would be required to be disclosed in a product disclosure
statement. As a result, it is important for you to read and understand the publicly available information on the
REIT and the Entitlement Offer (for example, the information available on Charter Hall Long WALE REIT’s website
https://www.charterhall.com.au/investments/funds/clw or on the ASX’s website www.asx.com.au) before deciding
whether to accept your Entitlement and apply for New Securities.
If you are in doubt as to the course you should follow, you should seek appropriate professional advice before making an
investment decision.
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1.3 Consider the Retail Entitlement Offer in light of your particular investment
objectives and circumstances
Please consult with your stockbroker, accountant or other independent professional adviser if you have any queries or are
uncertain about any aspects of the Retail Entitlement Offer.
An investment in New Securities is subject to both known and unknown risks, some of which are beyond the control of the
Responsible Entity. These risks include the possible loss of income and principal invested. The Responsible Entity does not
guarantee any particular rate of return or the performance of the REIT, nor does it guarantee the repayment of capital from
the REIT or any particular tax treatment. In considering an investment in New Securities, investors should have regard to
(amongst other things) the key risks section in Appendix B of the Investor Presentation and the disclaimers outlined in this
Retail Offer Booklet.

1.4 Decide what you want to do
1.4.1 Ineligible Securityholder
All Securityholders who do not satisfy the criteria to be Eligible Retail Securityholders or Eligible Institutional
Securityholders, are Ineligible Securityholders.
Ineligible Securityholders must not take up any of their Entitlements.

1.4.2 Eligible Securityholders
If you are an Eligible Retail Securityholder, you may subscribe for all, some or none of your Entitlement.
Eligible Retail Securityholders who do not participate in the Retail Entitlement Offer, or participate for an amount
less than their Entitlement will have their percentage holding in the REIT reduced as a result of the Entitlement Offer.
Eligible Retail Securityholders who participate in the Retail Entitlement Offer will see their percentage holding in the
REIT reduce, increase or stay the same depending on the proportion of their Entitlement they subscribe for as a
result of the Entitlement Offer.
The Entitlement Offer is non-renounceable, which means the Entitlements cannot be traded or otherwise
transferred on the ASX or any other exchange or privately. If you do not take up your Entitlement, you will not
receive any value for those Entitlements not taken up.

1.5 Apply for New Securities
To participate in the Retail Entitlement Offer, please complete and lodge a valid Entitlement and Acceptance Form and
Applicable Monies for New Securities, or make a payment by BPAY®, by 5.00pm (AEST) on Monday, 2 September 2019
pursuant to the instructions set out on the Entitlement and Acceptance Form. See Section 2 for more information.
Eligible Retail Securityholders have the opportunity to be allotted New Securities up to their Entitlement at the same time as
Eligible Institutional Securityholders and Institutional Investors under the Institutional Entitlement Offer on Friday, 30 August
2019 if they submit their Application and pay their relevant Application Monies by BPAY® so that cleared funds are received
by 5.00pm (AEST) on Wednesday, 28 August 2019 in accordance with their Entitlement and Acceptance Form.
If you take no action your Entitlement under the Retail Entitlement Offer will lapse, you will receive no value for
your lapsed Entitlement and your percentage holding in the REIT will reduce.

1.6 Questions
If you have any questions about the Retail Entitlement Offer, please do not hesitate to contact the Charter Hall Long WALE
REIT Offer Information Line on +61 1300 303 063 between 8:30am and 5:30pm (AEST), Monday to Friday during the
Retail Offer Period (Thursday, 22 August 2019 to Monday, 2 September 2019).
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Section 2 - How to Apply – Eligible Retail
Securityholders
2.1 Choices available to Eligible Retail Securityholders
Eligible Retail Securityholders may:
1.

take up all of their Entitlement;

2.

take up part of their Entitlement; or

3.

do nothing and allow their Entitlement to lapse (refer to Section 2.3).

The Retail Entitlement Offer is a pro-rata offer to Eligible Retail Securityholders only.

2.2 Take up all, or part, of your Entitlement
If you wish to take up your Entitlement in full or in part, there are two different ways you can submit your Application and
Application Monies.

2.2.1 Payment via BPAY®
To apply and pay via BPAY®, you should:
•

read this Retail Offer Booklet and the Entitlement and Acceptance Form in their entirety (also available online
at https://events.miraqle.com/CLW-Offer) and seek appropriate professional advice if necessary;

•

make your payment of the Application Monies via BPAY® for the number of New Securities you wish to
subscribe for (being the Issue Price of $5.20 per New Security multiplied by the number of New Securities
you are applying for) so that it is received by no later than the Final Retail Closing Date, being 5:00pm
(AEST) on Monday, 2 September 2019. You can only make a payment via BPAY® if you are the holder of an
account with an Australian financial institution.

If you choose to pay via BPAY® you are not required to submit a completed Entitlement and Acceptance Form but
are taken to make all of the statements on that form, including the representations and declarations outlined below
in Section 2.4 or online at https://events.miraqle.com/CLW-Offer.
You will be taken to have applied for such whole number of New Securities which is covered in full by your
Application Monies.
You can choose for your New Securities the subject of your Entitlement to be allotted at the same time as Eligible
Institutional Securityholders under the Institutional Entitlement Offer on the Early Retail Entitlement Offer Allotment
Date, being Friday, 30 August 2019. To do this you must pay your Application Monies via BPAY® in time to ensure
that cleared funds are received no later than 5:00pm (AEST) on Wednesday, 28 August 2019.
If your payment is received in cleared funds after 5.00pm (AEST) on Wednesday, 28 August 2019, but before
the Final Retail Closing Date, New Securities will be allotted to you on the Final Allotment Date being Monday,
9 September 2019. Your Application Monies will not be accepted after the Final Retail Closing Date, being 5:00pm
(AEST) on Monday, 2 September, and no New Securities will be issued to you in respect of that Application.
If you have multiple holdings you will have multiple BPAY® reference numbers. To ensure you receive your
Entitlement in respect of a holding, you must use the reference number shown on each personalised Entitlement
and Acceptance Form when paying for any New Securities that you wish to apply for in respect of that holding.
Applicants should be aware that their own financial institution may implement earlier cut off times with regards to
electronic payment, and should therefore take this into consideration when making payment of Application Monies.
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2.2.2 Submit your completed Entitlement and Acceptance Form together with cheque, bank
draft or money order for all Application Monies
To apply and pay by cheque, bank draft or money order, you should:
•

read this Retail Offer Booklet and the Entitlement and Acceptance Form in their entirety and seek
appropriate professional advice if necessary;

•

complete the personalised Entitlement and Acceptance Form accompanying this Retail Offer Booklet in
accordance with the instructions set out on that form, and indicate the number of New Securities you wish
to subscribe for; and

•

return the form to the Registry (address details below) together with a cheque, bank draft or money order
which must be:
--

in respect of the full Application Monies (being $5.20 multiplied by the number of New Securities
you wish to subscribe for);

--

in Australian currency drawn on an Australian branch of a financial institution; and

--

made payable to ‘Charter Hall Long WALE REIT’ and crossed ‘Not Negotiable’.

You should ensure that sufficient funds are held in relevant account(s) to cover the full Application Monies.
Cash payments will not be accepted. Receipts for payment will not be issued.
You can only choose for the New Securities the subject of your Entitlement to be allotted at the same time as
Eligible Institutional Securityholders on the Institutional Entitlement Offer on the Early Retail Entitlement Offer
Allotment Date being Friday, 30 August 2019 if you pay your Application Monies by BPAY®.
If you apply and pay by cheque, bank draft or money order, your Entitlement and Acceptance Form and your
Application Monies in cleared funds must be received by the Registry by no later than the Final Retail Closing
Date being 5:00pm (AEST) on Monday, 2 September 2019 and New Securities will be allotted to you on the
Final Allotment Date being Monday, 9 September 2019. Entitlement and Acceptance Forms (and payments for
Application Monies) will not be accepted after the Final Retail Closing Date and no New Securities will be issued to
you in respect of that Application.
You need to ensure that your completed Entitlement and Acceptance Form and cheque, bank draft or money order
in respect of the full Application Monies reaches the Registry at the following address:
Postal Address
Link Market Services Limited
Locked Bag A14
Sydney South NSW 1235
+61 1300 303 063
Entitlement and Acceptance Forms (and payments for any Application Monies) will not be accepted at Responsible
Entity’s registered or corporate offices.
For the convenience of Eligible Retail Securityholders who have elected to receive physical copies of securityholder
communications, an Australian reply paid envelope addressed to the Registry has been enclosed with this Retail
Offer Booklet.
Note that if you have more than one holding of Securities, you will be sent more than one personalised Entitlement
and Acceptance Form and you will have separate Entitlements for each separate holding. A separate Entitlement
and Acceptance Form and payment of Application Monies must be completed for each separate holding.
Refund of Application Monies
Any Application Monies received for more than your final allocation of New Securities or received after the Final Retail
Closing Date will be refunded as soon as practicable after the Final Allotment Date. No interest will be paid to applicants
on any Application Monies received or refunded.
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2.3 If you take no action all of your Entitlement will lapse
If you are an Eligible Retail Securityholder and you do nothing, your Entitlements will lapse in respect of your Securities.
You should also note that, if you do not take up all of your Entitlement, then your percentage holding in the REIT will be
reduced to the extent that New Securities are issued to other Eligible Securityholders under the Entitlement Offer.

2.4 Implications of making an Application
Returning a completed Entitlement and Acceptance Form or paying Application Monies for New Securities via BPAY® will
be taken to constitute a representation by the Eligible Retail Securityholder that they:
•

have received a copy of this Retail Offer Booklet and accompanying Entitlement and Acceptance Form, and read
them in their entirety;

•

make the Eligible Retail Securityholder declarations set out in Section 5; and

•

acknowledge that once the Entitlement and Acceptance Form is returned, or a BPAY® payment instruction is given
in relation to any Application Monies, the Application may not be varied or withdrawn except as required by law.

2.5 Enquiries
This Retail Offer Booklet and the Entitlement and Acceptance Form that accompanies it contain important information.
You should read both documents in their entirety before deciding whether or not to participate in the Retail Entitlement
Offer. If you:
•

have questions in relation to the existing Securities upon which your Entitlement has been calculated;

•

have questions on how to complete the Entitlement and Acceptance Form or take up your Entitlement; or

•

you have lost your Entitlement and Acceptance Form and would like a replacement form,

please call the Charter Hall Long WALE REIT Offer Information Line on +61 1300 303 063 between 8:30am and 5:30pm
(AEST), Monday to Friday during the Retail Offer Period (Thursday, 22 August 2019 to Monday, 2 September 2019). If you
have further questions you should contact your professional adviser.

Section 3 - Taxation
3.1 General
This Section 3 below provides a general summary of the Australian income tax, goods and services tax (GST) and stamp
duty implications of the Retail Entitlement Offer for certain Eligible Retail Securityholders.
The comments in this Section deal only with the Australian taxation implications of the Retail Entitlement Offer if you:
•

are a resident for Australian income tax purposes; and

•

hold your Securities on capital account.

These comments do not apply to you if you:
•

are not a resident for Australian income tax purposes; or

•

hold your Securities as revenue assets or trading stock (which will generally be the case if you are a bank,
insurance company or carry on a business of share trading); or

•

are assessed on gains and losses on the Securities under the ‘TOFA provisions’ in Division 230 of the Income Tax
Assessment Act 1997; or

•

acquired your Securities in respect of which your Entitlements are issued under any employee equity scheme or
where you are issued with any New Securities pursuant to any employee equity scheme; or

•

are subject to special tax rules such as insurance companies, partnerships, tax exempt organisations, trusts
(except where expressly stated), superannuation funds (except where expressly stated) or temporary residents.

The taxation implications of the Retail Entitlement Offer will vary depending upon your particular circumstances.
Accordingly, you should seek and rely upon your own professional advice before concluding on the particular taxation
treatment that will apply to you.
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The Responsible Entity and its officers, employees, taxation or other advisers do not accept any liability or responsibility in
respect of any statement concerning taxation consequences, or in respect of the taxation consequences.
This taxation summary is necessarily general in nature and is not exhaustive of all Australian tax consequences that
could apply in all circumstances for Eligible Retail Securityholders. It is strongly recommended that each Eligible Retail
Securityholder seek their own independent professional tax advice applicable to their particular circumstances.
This summary does not constitute financial product advice as defined in the Corporations Act. This summary is confined
to certain taxation matters, based on the relevant Australian tax laws in force, established interpretations of that law and
understanding of the practice of the relevant tax authority at the date of this summary. This summary does not take into
account the tax laws of countries other than Australia.

3.2 Issue of Entitlements
The issue of the Entitlements should not, of itself, result in any amount being included in your assessable income.

3.3 Acquiring New Securities
Eligible Retail Securityholders who exercise their Entitlements will acquire New Securities.
For the purposes of CGT, each New Security will:
•

have an initial cost base (and reduced cost base) that is equal to the Issue Price for the New Securities plus certain
non-deductible incidental costs incurred in acquiring the New Security; and

•

be taken to be acquired on the day that the Entitlement in respect of the New Security is exercised.

No income tax will arise on the exercise of the Entitlements.

3.4 Distributions on New Securities
Future distributions made in respect of New Securities will be subject to the same income taxation treatment as
distributions made on existing Securities held in the same circumstances.
The Responsible Entity has made an irrevocable election to adopt the Attribution Managed Investment Trust (AMIT) regime.
The Responsible Entity intends to attribute the taxable income of the REIT to its Securityholders on a fair and reasonable
basis each year. On this basis and the basis that the REIT undertakes only eligible investment business activities (i.e.
passive investment activities such as investing in land for the purpose/primarily for the purpose of deriving rent), the REIT
should not have any liability for Australian income tax.
In respect of each income tax year, an Eligible Retail Securityholder will be required to include their share of the taxable
income of the REIT (as advised by Responsible Entity) in their assessable income for tax purposes. An Eligible Retail
Securityholder’s share of the taxable income of the REIT will be included in their assessable income for the income
year to which that taxable income relates and not the year in which the relevant distribution is paid to the Eligible Retail
Securityholder.
If the REIT makes any non-assessable distributions to an Eligible Retail Securityholder, the cost base and reduced cost
base of the Security would be reduced by the amount of the non-assessable payment.
In the event that the non-assessable distribution exceeds an Eligible Retail Securityholder’s cost base in their Security, a
capital gain will arise (such a gain may potentially be eligible for the CGT discount – see below). Where this happens, the
cost base and reduced cost base of the Security are reduced to nil.

3.5 Disposal of New Securities
On disposal of a New Security, you will make a capital gain if the capital proceeds exceed the total cost base of the New
Security. You will make a capital loss if the capital proceeds are less than the total reduced cost base of the New Security.
Individuals, complying superannuation entities or trustees that have held New Securities for at least 12 months (not
including the dates of acquisition and disposal of the New Securities) should be entitled to discount the amount of any
net capital gain resulting from the disposal of the New Securities (after the application of any current year or carry forward
capital losses).
The CGT discount applicable is one-half for individuals and trustees and one-third for complying superannuation entities.
The CGT discount is not available for companies that are not trustees.
If a capital loss arises on disposal of the New Securities, the capital loss can only be used to offset capital gains; the
capital loss cannot be used to offset ordinary income. However, the capital loss can be carried forward to use in future
income years if the loss cannot be used in a particular income year it, providing certain tests are satisfied.
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3.6 Entitlements not taken up
As described in Section 2.3 above, any Entitlement not taken up under the Retail Entitlement Offer will lapse and the
Eligible Retail Securityholder will not receive any consideration for those Entitlements. In these circumstances, there should
not be any tax implications for the Eligible Retail Securityholder.

3.7 Tax file number
If an Eligible Retail Securityholder has quoted their Australian business number (ABN) (in certain circumstances), tax file
number (TFN) or provided notice of an exemption from quoting their tax file number in respect of an existing Security, this
quotation or exemption will also apply in respect of any New Securities acquired by that Eligible Retail Securityholder.
Tax may be required to be deducted by Responsible Entity from any distributions at the highest marginal tax rate if a TFN
has not been not quoted, or an appropriate TFN exemption has not been provided. Where the Eligible Retail Securityholder
acquires Securities in the course of an enterprise it carries on, the Eligible Retail Securityholder may quote its ABN rather
than a TFN.

3.8 Other Australian taxes
No Australian GST or stamp duty will be payable by Eligible Retail Securityholders in respect of the issue or exercise of the
Entitlements or the acquisition of New Securities pursuant to the Retail Entitlement Offer.

Section 4 - Important Information for
Securityholders
4.1 Retail Offer Booklet availability
Eligible Retail Securityholders will receive a copy of this Retail Offer Booklet and a personalised Entitlement and
Acceptance Form in the mail. Please read this Retail Offer Booklet and the Entitlement and Acceptance Form together in
their entirety.
A copy of this Retail Offer Booklet can be obtained during the Retail Offer Period (Thursday, 22 August 2019 to Monday,
2 September 2019) at the offer website at https://events.miraqle.com/CLW-Offer. Alternatively you can obtain a copy
by calling the Charter Hall Long WALE REIT Offer Information Line on +61 1300 303 063 between 8:30am and 5:30pm
(AEST), Monday to Friday during the Retail Offer Period.
If this Retail Offer Booklet is being viewed electronically, please ensure that you download the Retail Offer Booklet in its
entirety (including the annexures to this Retail Offer Booklet). Eligible Retail Securityholders can access their BPAY® details
online when the Retail Entitlement Offer opens on Thursday, 22 August 2019.
It is important to note that you will only be able to accept the Retail Entitlement Offer by either:
1.

paying your Application Monies via BPAY® using the information contained on your personalised Entitlement and
Acceptance Form or online at https://events.miraqle.com/CLW-Offer; or

2.

completing your personalised Entitlement and Acceptance Form which accompanies this Retail Offer Booklet and
returning it to the Registry together with your Application Monies by the Final Retail Closin-g Date.

See Section 2.2.2 for further information. Please carefully read the instructions on the accompanying Entitlement and
Acceptance Form.
Securityholders in foreign jurisdictions should refer to Section 4.16 below.

4.2 Ranking of New Securities
New Securities will rank equally with existing Securities from the date of their issue and will be entitled to the distribution
for the three months to 30 September 2019.
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4.3 Reconciliation and fractional entitlements
In any entitlement offer investors may believe that they own more or fewer existing Securities on the Record Date than they
ultimately do. This could potentially result in the requirement for reconciliation to ensure all Eligible Retail Securityholders
have the opportunity to receive their full Entitlement. If this is required, it is possible that the Responsible Entity may need
to issue a small quantity of additional New Securities to ensure all Eligible Institutional Securityholders and Eligible Retail
Securityholders have the opportunity to receive their full Entitlement. The price at which these Securities will be issued
will be the same as the Issue Price ($5.20). The Responsible Entity also reserves the right to reduce the number of New
Securities allocated to Eligible Securityholders or persons claiming to be Eligible Securityholders, if their Entitlement claims
prove to be overstated, or if they or their nominees fail to provide information requested to substantiate their Entitlement
claims, or if they are indeed not Eligible Securityholders.
To the extent that application of the offer ratio of 1 New Security for every 13 existing Securities held on the Record Date
results in a fractional entitlement to New Securities for a particular Securityholder, that Securityholder’s Entitlement shall be
rounded up to the next higher whole number of New Securities.

4.4 Quotation and trading
The Responsible Entity will apply to ASX for official quotation of the New Securities in accordance with ASX Listing Rule
requirements. Subject to approval being granted, it is expected that:
•

normal trading of New Securities allotted under the Institutional Entitlement Offer and Early Retail Entitlement Offer
will commence on Friday, 30 August 2019; and

•

normal trading of New Securities allotted under the Retail Entitlement Offer will commence on Tuesday, 10
September 2019.

4.5 Holding Statements
Holding statements are expected to be dispatched to Eligible Retail Securityholders:
•

on Friday, 30 August 2019 in respect of New Securities allotted under the Institutional Entitlement Offer and Early
Retail Entitlement Offer; and

•

on Tuesday, 10 September 2019 in respect of New Securities allotted under the Retail Entitlement Offer.

It is the responsibility of each applicant to confirm their holding before trading in New Securities. Any applicant who sells
New Securities before receiving confirmation of their holding in the form of their holding statement will do so at their
own risk. The Responsible Entity and the Underwriters disclaim all liability whether in negligence or otherwise (and to the
maximum extent permitted by law) to persons who trade New Securities before receiving their holding statements, whether
on the basis of confirmation of the allocation provided by Responsible Entity, the Registry or the Underwriters.

4.6 No Entitlement Trading
The Entitlement Offer is non-renounceable and therefore your Entitlements will not be tradeable on ASX or otherwise
transferable. If you do not participate in the Retail Entitlement Offer, your Entitlement will lapse and you will receive no value
for those your lapsed Entitlements and your percentage holding in the REIT will be reduced.

4.7 Participation of Directors and Charter Hall Group
The Directors (and their representatives) may acquire New Securities under the Entitlement Offer to the extent they are
Eligible Securityholders.
Charter Hall Group is the REIT’s largest Securityholder with approximately 15% of securities on issue and will take up its
full Entitlement, representing a commitment of approximately $20 million.
Details of Directors’ holdings of Securities and substantial holders’ interests in the REIT are disclosed to, and available
from, ASX at www.asx.com.au.

4.8 Withdrawal of the Entitlement Offer
The Responsible Entity reserves the right to withdraw the Entitlement Offer at any time, in which case Responsible Entity
will refund any Application Monies already received in accordance with the Corporations Act and will do so without
interest.
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4.9 Continuous disclosure requirements
Under the Corporations Act, the REIT is a disclosing entity and is subject to ongoing reporting and disclosure obligations
under the Corporations Act and the ASX Listing Rules, including the preparation of annual reports and half yearly reports.
Under the ASX Listing Rules, the Responsible Entity has an obligation (subject to certain exceptions) to notify the ASX
immediately of any information that a reasonable person would expect to have a material effect on the price or value of the
Securities. Such information is available to the public from the ASX.
The Responsible Entity is also required to lodge certain documents with ASIC. Such documents can be inspected and
obtained from an ASIC office.

4.10 Retail Offer Booklet does not constitute investment advice
Securityholders must note that the information provided in this Retail Offer Booklet and the accompanying Entitlement
and Acceptance Form does not constitute financial product advice. This Retail Offer Booklet is not a prospectus, product
disclosure statement or other form of disclosure document under the Corporations Act. All information has been prepared
without taking into account your individual investment objectives, financial circumstances or particular needs. The
information contained in this Retail Offer Booklet and the accompanying Entitlement and Acceptance Form should not be
considered as comprehensive or to comprise all the information which a Securityholder may require in order to determine
whether or not to subscribe for New Securities. Before making an investment decision, Eligible Retail Securityholders
should consider the appropriateness of the information having regard to their own objectives, financial situation and needs,
make their own assessment of the information and seek advice appropriate to their jurisdiction in relation to the information
and any action taken on the basis of the information. Any reference to, or explanations of legislation, regulatory issues or
any other legal commentary (if any) are indicative only, and do not summarise all relevant issues and are not intended to be
a full explanation of a particular matter.
If, after reading this Retail Offer Booklet, you have any questions about whether you should invest in the Retail Entitlement
Offer, please consult your professional adviser.

4.11 Risk factors
An investment in the REIT is subject to known and unknown risks, some of which are beyond the control of the REIT.
The Investor Presentation contains a non-exhaustive summary of important factors and risks that could affect the financial
and operating performance of the REIT. Please refer to the summary of the key risks in Appendix B of the Investor
Presentation for further details. When making an investment decision in connection with this Retail Entitlement Offer, it is
essential that you consider these risk factors carefully in light of your individual personal circumstances, including financial
and taxation issues (some of which have been outlined in Section 3 of this Retail Offer Booklet).

4.12 No authorisation beyond information contained within this Retail Offer Booklet
Any information or representation not contained in this Retail Offer Booklet may not be relied on as having been authorised
by the Responsible Entity in connection with the Entitlement Offer. No person is authorised to give any information or make
any representation in connection with the Entitlement Offer, which is not contained in this Retail Offer Booklet.
Except as required by law, and only to the extent so required, none of the Responsible Entity or the REIT or any of their
respective directors, officers or employees or any other person, warrants or guarantees the future performance of the REIT
or any return on any investment made pursuant to this Retail Information Booklet.

4.13 No cooling-off rights
Cooling-off rights do not apply to a subscription for New Securities under the Entitlement Offer. This means that you
cannot withdraw your Application once it has been accepted.

4.14 Forward-looking statements
No representation or warranty is given as to the accuracy or likelihood of achievement of any forward-looking statement in
this Retail Offer Booklet, or any events or results expressed or implied in any forward-looking statement. These statements
can generally be identified by the use of words such as “anticipate”, “believe”, “expect”, “project”, “forecast”, “estimate”,
“likely”, “intend”, “should”, “could”, “may”, “target”, “predict”, “guidance”, “plan” and other similar expressions. Indications
of, and guidance on, future earnings and financial position and performance are also forward-looking statements. Any
forward-looking statements are provided as a general guide only, they are not guarantees of future performance and are,
by their nature, subject to significant uncertainties, risks and contingencies, known and unknown.
Actual results, performance or events may differ materially from any expressed or implied in any forward-looking statement
and deviations are normal and to be expected. Neither the Responsible Entity or the REIT, nor any other person, gives any
representation, warranty, assurance or guarantee that the occurrence of the events expressed or implied in any forwardlooking statement will actually occur.
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Please refer to the summary of key risks in Appendix B of the Investor Presentation for a non-exhaustive summary of
certain general and company-specific risk factors that may affect the REIT. Eligible Retail Securityholders should consider
any forward-looking statements contained in this Retail Offer Booklet in light of those risks and disclosures. Any forwardlooking statements are based on information available to the REIT as at the date of this Retail Offer Booklet and may
involve significant elements of subjective judgement and assumptions as to future events which may or may not be proven
to be correct. Except as required by law or regulation (including the ASX Listing Rules), the Responsible Entity disclaims
any obligation and makes no undertaking to provide any additional or updated information whether as a result of new
information, future events or results or otherwise, or to reflect any change in expectations or assumptions.

4.15 Past performance
Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.

4.16 Offer jurisdictions – restrictions and limitations
The Retail Entitlement Offer will not be made to Securityholders with registered addresses outside Australia and New
Zealand. This document does not constitute an offer or invitation in any place in which, or to any person to whom, it would
not be lawful to make such an offer or invitation. Return of the Entitlement and Acceptance Form or payment by BPAY® of
Application Monies shall be taken by Responsible Entity to constitute a representation that there has been no breach of
any such laws by you.
The distribution of this document outside Australia and New Zealand may be restricted by law. If you come into
possession of this document you should observe any such restrictions. See Appendix C of the Investor Presentation titled
“International Offer Restrictions” for such restrictions. A failure to comply with such restrictions may contravene applicable
securities laws.
United States
This document does not constitute an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy, securities in the United States. Any
securities described in this document have not been, and will not be, registered under the US Securities Act and may not
be offered or sold in the United States absent registration or an exemption from registration under the US Securities Act.
The New Securities offered and sold in the Retail Entitlement Offer will be sold only in “offshore transactions” (as defined in
Rule 902(h) under the US Securities Act) in reliance on Regulation S under the US Securities Act.
New Zealand
The New Securities are not being offered to the public within New Zealand other than to existing Securityholders with
registered addresses in New Zealand to whom the offer of these securities is being made in reliance on the Financial
Markets Conduct Act 2013 and the Financial Markets Conduct (Incidental Offers) Exemption Notice 2016.
This document has been prepared in compliance with Australian law and has not been registered, filed with or approved
by any New Zealand regulatory authority. This document is not a product disclosure statement under New Zealand law
and is not required to, and may not, contain all the information that a product disclosure statement under New Zealand law
is required to contain.

4.17 Ineligible Securityholders
The Responsible Entity has decided that it is unreasonable to make offers under the Retail Entitlement Offer to retail
investors who are holders of Securities and who are resident outside Australia and New Zealand, having regard to the
number of such holders in those places and the number and value of the New Securities that they would be offered and
the cost of complying with the relevant legal and regulatory requirements in those places.

4.18 Nominees
The Retail Entitlement Offer is being made to all Eligible Retail Securityholders. Nominees with registered addresses in the
eligible jurisdictions, irrespective of whether they participate under the Institutional Entitlement Offer, may also be able to
participate in the Retail Entitlement Offer in respect of some or all of the beneficiaries on whose behalf they hold Securities,
provided that the applicable beneficiary would satisfy the criteria for an Eligible Retail Securityholder.
Nominees and custodians which hold Securities as nominees or custodians will have received, or will shortly receive, a
letter from the Responsible Entity. Nominees and custodians should consider carefully the contents of that letter and note
in particular that the Retail Entitlement Offer is not available to:
•

beneficiaries on whose behalf they hold Securities who would not satisfy the criteria for an Eligible Retail
Securityholder;

•

Eligible Institutional Securityholders who received an offer to participate in the Institutional Entitlement Offer
(whether they accepted their Entitlement or not);
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•

Ineligible Securityholders who were ineligible to participate in the Institutional Entitlement Offer or Retail Entitlement
Offer; or

•

Securityholders who are not eligible under all applicable securities laws to receive an offer under the Retail
Entitlement Offer.

Due to legal restrictions, nominees and custodians may not send copies of this Retail Offer Booklet or accept the Retail
Entitlement Offer on behalf of any person in the United States or other jurisdiction outside Australia or New Zealand,
except to beneficial Securityholders who are institutional or professional investors in certain foreign countries to the extent
contemplated in the Investor Presentation under Appendix C titled “International Offer Restrictions” or as the Responsible
Entity may otherwise permit in compliance with applicable law.
The Responsible Entity is not required to determine whether or not any registered Securityholder is acting as a nominee or
the identity or residence of any beneficial owners of existing Securities.

4.19 Underwriting arrangements and fees
J.P. Morgan Securities Australia Limited and UBS AG, Australia Branch will be acting as joint lead managers, bookrunners
and underwriters of the Offer (Underwriters). The Responsible Entity has entered into an Underwriting Agreement with the
Underwriters in respect of the Offer.
The Responsible Entity must pay the Underwriters an underwriting fee of 1.6% of the proceeds of the Offer and a
management fee of 0.4% of the proceeds of the Offer, in each case excluding the proceeds raised from Charter Hall
Group. The Responsible Entity must also reimburse the Underwriters for its reasonably incurred costs in connection with
the Entitlement Offer, including legal fees and disbursements, bookbuild expenses, travel expenses and stamp duty or
similar taxes payable in respect of the Underwriting Agreement.
The Underwriting Agreement contains representations and warranties and indemnities in favour of the Underwriters.
Each Underwriter may also, in certain circumstances, terminate its obligations under the Underwriting Agreement on the
occurrence of certain termination events including where:
•

any of the material obligations of the relevant parties under the agreements for the Acquisitions (Acquisition
Agreements) are not capable of being performed in accordance with their terms (in the reasonable opinion
of the Underwriter) or if all or any part of any Acquisition Agreement:
(i)

is amended or varied in a material respect without the consent of the Underwriters;

(ii)

is terminated or rescinded;

(iii)

is materially breached;

(iv)

ceases to have effect, otherwise than in accordance with its terms; or

(v) 	is or becomes void, voidable, illegal, invalid or unenforceable (other than by reason only of a party waiving
any of its rights);
•

a statement in this Retail Offer Booklet or other Offer documents is or becomes misleading or deceptive in a
material respect or is likely to mislead or deceive in a material respect (including by omission);

•

a certificate which is required to be furnished under the Underwriting Agreement is not furnished by the time
required;

•

CLW withdraws the Entitlement Offer;

•

CLW becomes required to give or gives a correcting notice under the Corporations Act other than as a result of a
new circumstance arising;

•

an application is made by ASIC for an order under Part 9.5 in relation to the Offer or the Offer documents or ASIC
commences any investigation or hearing under Part 3 of the Australian Securities and Investments Commission Act
2001 (Cth), and in each case is not withdrawn within 2 business days after it is made or commenced or if made or
commenced within 2 business days of a settlement date for the Entitlement Offer, before that settlement date;

•

ASX announces that the REIT will be removed from the official list or that any Securities will be delisted or
suspended from quotation by ASX;

•

a Director of the Responsible Entity is charged with an indictable offence or is disqualified from managing a
corporation under the Corporations Act;

•

any government agency commences any public action against a Director of CLW in their capacity as a Director of
CLW (or the Charter Hall Group) or announces that it intends to take any such action;

•

CLW or a material member of the REIT group is insolvent or there is an act or omission which may result in such
party becoming insolvent;
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•

unconditional approval (or conditional approval, provided such condition would not have a material adverse effect
on the success or settlement of the Offer) by the ASX for official quotation of the New Securities is refused, or is not
granted, or is withdrawn or ASX makes, in writing, an official statement to any person or indicates to CLW or the
Underwriters that official quotation of the New Securities will not be granted;

•

the Responsible Entity ceases to be the responsible entity of CLW;

•

there are certain delays in the timetable for the Offer;

•

any statement in a certificate to be provided under the Underwriting Agreement is false, misleading or deceptive;

•

any information supplied by or on behalf of CLW to the Underwriters in final form is or becomes misleading or
deceptive in a material respect, including by way of omission;

•

hostilities not presently existing commence (whether war has been declared or not) or an escalation in existing
hostilities occurs (whether war has been declared or not) involving any one or more of Australia, Hong Kong, New
Zealand, Singapore, the United Kingdom, any member state of the European Union or the United States, or a major
terrorist act is perpetrated on any of those countries;

•

there is introduced, or there is a public announcement of a proposal to introduce, into the Parliament of Australia or
any State of Australia, or any Federal or State authority of Australia adopts or announces a proposal to adopt a new
policy (other than a law or policy which has been announced before the date of the Underwriting Agreement), any
of which does or is likely to prohibit or adversely regulate the Offer;

•

a contravention by CLW or a CLW group member of the Corporations Act, any of their respective constitutions, the
ASX Listing Rules or any other applicable law;

•

CLW fails to perform or observe any of its obligations under the Underwriting Agreement and such breach is not
remedied within the time limits specified;

•

a representation or warranty made or given by CLW under the Underwriting Agreement proves to be, or has been,
or becomes, untrue or incorrect;

•

a general moratorium on commercial banking activities in Australia, Hong Kong, Singapore or the United States is
declared by the relevant central banking authority in those countries, or there is a material disruption in commercial
banking or security settlement or clearance services in any of those countries, in any such case continuing for 1 full
trading day or more;

•

trading in all securities quoted or listed on ASX, the New York Stock Exchange, the London Stock Exchange or the
Hong Kong Stock Exchange is suspended or limited in a material respect for at least 1 day on which that exchange
is open for trading;

•

a change in the fund manager of CLW or in the board of directors of CLW is announced or occurs;

•

in the reasonable opinion of an Underwriter, a new circumstance arises that would have been required to be
disclosed in the Offer documents had it arisen before the Offer documents were lodged with ASX; or

•

there is an application to a government agency for an order, declaration or other remedy, or a government agency
commences any investigation or hearing or announces its intention to do so, in each case in connection with the
Offer (or any part of it) or any agreement entered into in respect of the Offer (or any part of it).

If an Underwriter terminates its obligations under the Underwriting Agreement, that Underwriter will not be obliged to
perform any of their obligations which remain to be performed.
Neither the Underwriters nor any of their respective related bodies corporate and affiliates, nor any of their respective
directors, officers, partners, employees, representatives, agents or advisers (the Limited Parties) have authorised,
permitted or caused the issue, dispatch or provision of this Retail Offer Booklet and they do not take responsibility for any
statements made in this Retail Offer Booklet or any action taken by you on the basis of such information. To the maximum
extent permitted by law, each Limited Party disclaims all liability for any expenses, losses, damages or costs incurred by
you as a result of your participation in the Entitlement Offer and this information being inaccurate or incomplete in any
way for any reason, whether by negligence or otherwise. None of the Limited Parties make any recommendations as to
whether you or your related parties should participate in the Entitlement Offer, nor do they make any representations or
warranties to you concerning this Entitlement Offer or any such information and you represent, warrant and agree that
you have not relied on any statements made by the Underwriters or any of their respective related bodies corporate and
affiliates or any of their respective directors, officers, partners, employees, representatives or agents in relation to the New
Securities or the Entitlement Offer generally.

4.20 Governing law
This Retail Offer Booklet, the Entitlement Offer and the contracts formed on acceptance of the Entitlement and Acceptance
Forms are governed by the law applicable in New South Wales, Australia. Each Securityholder who applies for New
Securities submits to the jurisdiction of the courts of New South Wales, Australia.
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Section 5 - Eligible Retail Securityholder
Declarations
In making your application for New Securities as part of the Retail Entitlement Offer, you will be declaring to Responsible Entity
that you:
•

have read this Retail Offer Booklet;

•

agree to be bound by the constitution of the REIT;

•

acknowledge the statement of risks in the “Summary of Key Risks” section in Appendix B of the Investor Presentation, and
that investments in the REIT are subject to investment risk;

•

agree to be bound by the terms of the Retail Entitlement Offer;

•

authorise the Responsible Entity to register you as the holder of New Securities allotted to you under this Retail Entitlement
Offer;

•

confirm that all details in the Entitlement and Application Form are complete, accurate and up to date;

•

are over 18 years of age and that you have full legal capacity and power to perform all your rights and obligations under
the Entitlement and Acceptance Form;

•

accept that there is no cooling off period under the Retail Entitlement Offer and that once the Responsible Entity receives
either your Entitlement and Acceptance Form, your payment of Application monies via BPAY® or both, that you may not
withdraw or change your Application;

•

agree to apply for and be issued with up to the number of New Securities shown on the Entitlement and Acceptance
Form, or for which you have submitted payment of Application Monies via BPAY®, at the Issue Price of $5.20 per New
Security;

•

authorise the Responsible Entity, the Underwriters, the Registry and each of their respective officers or agents, to do
anything on your behalf necessary for the New Securities to be issued to you, including to act on instructions of the
Registry upon using the contact details set out in the Entitlement and Acceptance Form;

•

you are the current registered holder of existing Securities and are an Australian or New Zealand resident at the Record
Date;

•

acknowledge that the information contained in this Retail Offer Booklet and the Entitlement and Acceptance Form does
not constitute investment advice, nor a recommendation that New Securities are suitable for you given your individual
investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs;

•

understand that this Retail Offer Booklet is not a product disclosure statement, does not contain all of the information that
you may require in order to assess an investment in the REIT and is given in the context of the REIT’s past and ongoing
continuous disclosure obligations under the Corporations Act and the ASX Listing Rules;

•

acknowledge that none of the Responsible Entity, its directors, officers, employees, agents, consultants nor advisers, or
the Underwriters, guarantees the performance of the REIT, or guarantees the payment of income or repayment of capital
from the REIT;

•

represent and warrant that you are an Eligible Retail Securityholder and the law of any other jurisdiction does not prohibit
you from being given this Retail Offer Booklet or making an Application;

•

represent and warrant that you are not in the United States and are not acting for the account or benefit of a person in the
United States;

•

acknowledge that the New Securities have not, and will not be, registered under the Securities Act or the securities laws of
any state or other jurisdictions in the United States, or in any other jurisdiction outside Australia;

•

agree not to send this Retail Offer Booklet or any other material relating to the Retail Entitlement Offer to any person in the
United States;

•

acknowledge that, if you decide to sell or otherwise transfer any New Securities, you will only do so in regular way
transactions on the ASX where neither you nor any person acting on your behalf knows, or has reason to know, that the
sale has been pre arranged with, or that the purchaser is, a person in the United States;

•

acknowledge that, if you are acting as a nominee or custodian, each beneficial holder on whose behalf you are submitting
the Entitlement and Acceptance Form is an Eligible Retail Securityholder;

•

make all other representations and warranties set out in this Retail Offer Booklet; and

•

agree to provide (and direct your nominee or custodian to provide) any requested substantiation of your eligibility to
participate in the Retail Entitlement Offer and/or of your holding of Securities on the Record Date.
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Annexure A – ASX announcement

ASX Release
Charter Hall Long WALE REIT
Acquisitions and Equity Raising

Charter Hall WALE Limited
ACN 610 772 202
AFSL 486721
Responsible Entity of
Charter Hall Long WALE REIT
Level 20, No.1 Martin Place
Sydney NSW 2000
GPO Box 2704 Sydney NSW 2001

16 August 2019
Not for release to US wire services or distribution in the United States

T +61 2 8651 9000
F +61 2 9221 4655
www.charterhall.com.au

Charter Hall WALE Limited as responsible entity of the Charter Hall Long WALE REIT (ASX:CLW) (the
REIT) today announces that:
•

it has entered into agreements for the acquisition of a 24.5% interest in a portfolio of 37
telecommunication exchange properties and a 100% interest in an A-grade office building in
Upper Mount Gravatt, Brisbane (the Acquisitions) for a total consideration of $413.6 million
(excluding transaction costs); and

•

it will fund the Acquisitions and associated transaction costs through a combination of debt and
a fully underwritten equity raising of approximately $261 million (Equity Raising).

Acquisitions
The REIT has entered into agreements for the following acquisitions:
•

24.5% interest in a portfolio of 37 Telco Exchange Properties (Telstra Portfolio) for $350
million, representing a net passing yield of 4.4%. The portfolio is underpinned by triple net
leases to Telstra Corporation Limited (Telstra) with a weighted average lease expiry (WALE)
of 21.0 years and CPI+0.5% annual rent reviews. A Charter Hall managed partnership will
acquire a 49% interest and Telstra will retain a 51% interest in a property trust that holds the
Telco Exchange Properties. The Charter Hall managed partnership will be owned 50% CLW,
28.2% wholesale capital partner and 21.8% Charter Hall Group; and

•

100% interest in the ATO Office Building, Upper Mount Gravatt, Brisbane for $63.6 million,
representing a net passing yield of 7.7% 1. The property is predominantly leased to the
Australian Taxation Office (ATO) with a WALE of 7.1 years and fixed 2.5% annual rental
reviews 2.

The total consideration for the Acquisitions is $413.6 million (excluding transactions costs), reflecting a
weighted average capitalisation rate of 4.9%. The Acquisitions feature:
•

strong tenant covenants with the properties predominantly leased to Telstra, an S&P/ASX 20
company and Australia’s largest telecommunications company, and the Commonwealth
Government;

•

a long WALE of 17.4 years; and

•

geographic diversification with an 86% weighting to the eastern seaboard and major exposure
to core New South Wales and Victorian CBD markets.

In addition, the Telstra Portfolio introduces a new subsector for the REIT, Telco Exchange Property,
with the portfolio value supported by high underlying land value.

1
2

Calculated on the aggregate of the purchase price and committed future tenant incentives, the present value of which is $6.9 million
No annual review on 31 December 2020
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Portfolio impact
PreAcquisitions

Acquisitions

PostAcquisitions

118

38

156

$2,133m

$414m

$2,547m

Weighted average capitalisation rate

5.95%

4.91%

5.79%

Occupancy

99.6%

100%

99.7%

Number of properties
Property valuation

Weighted average lease expiry

12.5 years

17.4 years

13.2 years

Weighted average rent review

2.8%

2.7%

2.8%

Proportion of leases subject to fixed rent review

68%

26%

63%

Equity Raising
To partially fund the Acquisitions and associated transaction costs, the REIT will undertake a fully
underwritten Equity Raising of approximately $261 million comprising an institutional placement to raise
approximately $130 million (Placement) and a 1-for-13 accelerated non-renounceable entitlement offer
to raise approximately $131 million (Entitlement Offer).
The Equity Raising will be issued at a fixed price of $5.20 per security, which represents a:
•

4.1% discount to the last close of $5.42 on 15 August 2019

•

3.8% discount to the theoretical ex-rights price of $5.40 on 15 August 2019 3

•

5.4% FY20 forecast Operating EPS yield 4

Securities issued under the Equity Raising will rank equally with existing CLW Securities and will be
entitled to the distribution for the three months to 30 September 2019.
Charter Hall Group is the REIT's largest securityholder with approximately 15% of securities on issue
and has committed to take up its full entitlement under the Entitlement Offer, representing a
commitment of approximately $20 million.
Financial impact
Including the impact of the Acquisitions and Equity Raising and barring any unforeseen events and no
material change in current market conditions, CLW reaffirms guidance for FY20 Operating EPS of 28.0
cents per security, which represents 4.0% annual growth over FY19 Operating EPS.
Following the Acquisitions and the Equity Raising, the REIT's pro-forma 5:
•

balance sheet gearing is 25.7%, within CLW's target range of 25 – 35%;

•

look through gearing is 37.1%; and

•

NTA per security is $4.14.

3

The theoretical ex-rights price (“TERP”) is the theoretical price at which securities should trade after the ex-date for the Entitlement Offer. TERP excludes new securities
issued under the Placement. TERP is a theoretical calculation only and the actual price at which securities trade immediately after the ex-date for the Entitlement Offer will
depend on many factors and may not equal TERP
4
Based on CLW’s guidance range for FY20 Operating EPS of 28.0 cents per security (barring any unforeseen events with no material change in current market conditions)
5
As at 30 June 2019, with pro forma adjustments outlined in Appendix A of the investor presentation released to the ASX on 16 August 2019
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Timetable
Event

Date 2019

Trading halt and announcement of the Acquisitions and Offer

Friday, 16 August

Placement and Institutional Entitlement Offer conducted

Friday, 16 August

Trading of securities recommences on the ASX on an 'ex-entitlement' basis
Entitlement Offer Record Date
Retail Entitlement Offer Booklet despatched and Retail Entitlement Offer
opens
Early Retail Acceptance Due Date
Settlement of new securities issued under the Placement, Institutional
Entitlement Offer (and Retail Entitlement Offer for applications received by
the Early Retail Acceptance Due Date)
Allotment and normal trading of new securities issued under the Placement,
Institutional Entitlement Offer (and Retail Entitlement Offer for applications
received by the Early Retail Acceptance Due Date)
Retail Entitlement Offer closes
Announcement of results of Retail Entitlement Offer
Settlement of remaining new securities issued under the Retail Entitlement
Offer
Allotment of remaining new securities issued under the Retail Entitlement
Offer
Normal trading of remaining new securities issued under the Retail
Entitlement Offer

Monday, 19 August
7:00pm, Tuesday, 20 August
Thursday, 22 August
5:00pm, Wednesday, 28 August
Thursday, 29 August

Friday, 30 August
5:00pm, Monday, 2 September
Thursday, 5 September
Friday, 6 September
Monday, 9 September
Tuesday, 10 September

All dates and times are indicative only and subject to change. Unless otherwise specified, all times and dates refer to AEST.

Additional information
Additional information about the Acquisitions and Equity Raising including certain key risks are
contained in the investor presentation released to the ASX today.
A Retail Entitlement Offer Booklet containing information in connection with the retail component of the
Entitlement Offer will be released separately and mailed to eligible securityholders.
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Charter Hall Long WALE REIT (ASX: CLW)
Charter Hall Long WALE REIT is an Australian Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT) listed on the ASX and investing in high quality Australasian
real estate assets that are predominantly leased to corporate and government tenants on long term leases.
Charter Hall Long WALE REIT is managed by Charter Hall Group (ASX:CHC). With over 28 years’ experience in property investment and funds
management, we’re one of Australia’s leading fully integrated property groups. We use our property expertise to access, deploy, manage and
invest equity across our core sectors – office, retail, industrial and social infrastructure.
Operating with prudence, we’ve carefully curated a more than $33 billion diverse portfolio of over 820 high quality, long leased properties.
Partnership and financial discipline are at the heart of our approach. Acting in the best interest of customers and communities, we combine insight
and inventiveness to unlock hidden value. Taking a long term view, our $7 billion development pipeline delivers sustainable, technologically
enabled projects for our customers.
The impacts of what we do are far-reaching. From helping businesses succeed by supporting their evolving workplace needs, to providing investors
with superior returns for a better retirement, we’re powered by the drive to go further.
Important notices
This announcement is not financial product or investment advice, a recommendation to acquire new securities or accounting, legal or tax advice. It
does not constitute an invitation or offer to apply for securities. It has been prepared without taking into account the objectives, financial or tax
situation or needs of individuals. Before making an investment decision, prospective investors should consider the appropriateness of the
information having regard to their own objectives, financial and tax situation and needs and seek legal and taxation advice appropriate for their
jurisdiction. The REIT is not licensed to provide financial product advice in respect of an investment in securities.
Determination of eligibility of investors to participate in the Equity Raising is determined by reference to a number of matters, including legal and
regulatory requirements, logistical and registry constraints and the discretion of the REIT and/or the joint lead managers. The REIT, the joint lead
managers and each of their respective related bodies corporate or affiliates or any of their respective securityholders, directors, officers,
employees, partners, agents and advisers disclaim any duty or liability (including for negligence) in respect of that determination and the exercise
or otherwise of that discretion, to the maximum extent permitted by law.
Not for Release or Distribution In the United States
This announcement has been prepared for publication in Australia and may not be released to US wire services or distributed in the United States.
This announcement does not constitute an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy, securities in the United States or any other jurisdiction.
Any securities described in this announcement have not been, and will not be registered, under the US Securities Act of 1933 and may not be
offered or sold in the United States except in transactions exempt from, or not subject to, registration under the US Securities Act and applicable
US state securities laws.

For further information, please contact

For investor enquiries, please contact

For media enquiries, please contact

Avi Anger
Fund Manager
Charter Hall Long WALE REIT
T +61 2 8651 9111
avi.anger@charterhall.com.au

Philip Cheetham
Head of Listed Investor Relations
Charter Hall
T +61 2 8651 9214
philip.cheetham@charterhall.com.au

Angus Booth
Head of External Affairs and Communications
Charter Hall
T +61 2 8651 9223
angus.booth@charterhall.com.au

Kerri Leech
Head of Long WALE REIT Finance
Charter Hall
T +61 2 8651 9347
kerri.leech@charterhall.com.au
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Annexure B – Investor Presentation
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(A) The Joint Lead Managers, J.P. Morgan Securities Australia Limited ("J.P. Morgan") and UBS AG, Australia Branch (“UBS“) anªĐheir respective affiliates and related entities, their directors, employees, officers, agents and advisers ( “JLMs”), who are ¤ĐÂðº
ĉªĪÂĉ®ąĉĐ÷Đ¿®Y®ĉĂ÷ðĉÂ£é®ðĐÂĐıǚǳǴ¿ąĐ®ą)éé=ÂïÂĐ®ªǚÂĐĉą®ĉĂ®¤ĐÂĪ®¸¸ÂéÂĐ®ĉðªą®éĐ®ª®ðĐÂĐÂ®ĉǳÂð¤éğªÂðºĐ¿®Yesponsible Entity), their directors, consultants, agents, employees, officers and advisers (“Charter Hall Group”) (together wÂĐ¿ Đ¿®7=Cĉǚ
the “Limited Parties”) accept no responsibility or liability (whether direct or indirect, arising in negligence or otherwise) ¸÷ąĐ¿®¤÷ðĐ®ðĐĉ÷¸Đ¿ÂĉUą®ĉ®ðĐĐÂ÷ðǳÂð¤éğªÂðºðı÷ïÂĉĉÂ÷ðǴǟD÷ą®Ăą®ĉ®ðĐĐÂ÷ð÷ąīąąðĐıǚ®İĂą®ĉĉ÷ąÂïĂéÂ®ªǚÂĉïª®ĉĐ÷Đ¿®
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ą®¤ÂĂÂ®ðĐǚ£ı¤¤®ĂĐÂðºĐ¿ÂĉUą®ĉ®ðĐĐÂ÷ðǚ®İĂą®ĉĉéıªÂĉ¤éÂïĉðı¸Âªğ¤Âąıą®éĐÂ÷ðĉ¿ÂĂðªĐ¿®ą®¤ÂĂÂ®ðĐºą®®ĉĐ¿ĐÂĐÂĉ ą®ĉĂ÷ðĉÂ£é®¸÷ąïçÂðºÂĐĉ÷īðÂðª®Ă®ðª®ðĐÛğªºï®ðĐĉīÂĐ¿ą®ĉĂ®¤ĐĐ÷ðıïĐĐ®ąĉ¤÷ðĐÂð®ªÂðĐ¿ÂĉUą®ĉ®ðĐĐÂ÷ðǟ
hðª®ąīąÂĐ®ąĉ
c¿® 7=Cĉ ðª Đ¿®Âą ą®ĉĂ®¤ĐÂĪ®¸¸ÂéÂĐ®ĉ ą®¸ğééĉ®ąĪÂ¤®¸Âðð¤ÂéÂðĉĐÂĐğĐÂ÷ðĉ ®ðºº®ª ÂðĪąÂ÷ğĉ ¤ĐÂĪÂĐÂ®ĉǚ ī¿Â¤¿ ïı Âð¤éğª® ĐąªÂðºǚ ¸Âðð¤Âé ªĪÂĉ÷ąıǚÂðĪ®ĉĐï®ðĐ ïðº®ï®ðĐǚ ÂðĪ®ĉĐï®ðĐ ą®ĉ®ą¤¿ǚ ĂąÂð¤ÂĂéÂðĪ®ĉĐï®ðĐǚ ¿®ªºÂðºǚ ïąç®Đ
ïçÂðºǚ £ą÷ç®ąº® ðª ÷Đ¿®ą¸Âðð¤Âé ðª ð÷ðǺ¸Âðð¤Âé ¤ĐÂĪÂĐÂ®ĉ ðªĉ®ąĪÂ¤®ĉÂð¤éğªÂðº ¸÷ąī¿Â¤¿ Đ¿®ı ¿Ī®ą®¤®ÂĪ®ª ÷ąïı ą®¤®ÂĪ® ¤ğĉĐ÷ïąı ¸®®ĉ ðª ®İĂ®ðĉ®ĉ ÷ą÷Đ¿®ą Đąðĉ¤ĐÂ÷ð¤÷ðĉÂª®ąĐÂ÷ðǟ ,ðĐ¿®¤÷ğąĉ®÷¸Đ¿®ĉ®¤ĐÂĪÂĐÂ®ĉǚĐ¿®7=Cĉ
ðªĐ¿®Âąą®ĉĂ®¤ĐÂĪ®¸¸ÂéÂĐ®ĉïıĐðıĐÂï®¸÷ąĐ¿®Âą÷īð¤¤÷ğðĐðª¸÷ąĐ¿®¤¤÷ğðĐĉ÷¸Đ¿®Âą¤éÂ®ðĐĉïç®÷ą¿÷éªÂðĪ®ĉĐï®ðĐĉÂð®ĄğÂĐıĉ®¤ğąÂĐÂ®ĉ÷ą÷Đ¿®ą¸Âðð¤ÂéĂą÷ªğ¤Đĉ÷¸=tǚĐ¿®Âą¸¸ÂéÂĐ®ĉðªǥ÷ą¸ğðªĉĐ¿®ıïðº®ǚðªïı Đðı ĐÂï®
éĉ÷Ăą÷ĪÂª®ª®£Đ¸Âðð¤Âðºðª¤÷ąĂ÷ąĐ®÷ą¸Âðð¤ÂéªĪÂĉ÷ąıĉ®ąĪÂ¤®ĉĐ÷Đ¿®=t÷ąĐ¿®Âą¸¸ÂéÂĐ®ĉǚðªą®¤®ÂĪ®¤ğĉĐ÷ïąı¸®®ĉðª®İĂ®ðĉ®ĉ÷ą÷Đ¿®ąĐąðĉ¤ĐÂ÷ð¤÷ðĉÂª®ąĐÂ÷ðÂðą®ĉĂ®¤Đ÷¸ĉğ¤¿¤ĐÂĪÂĐÂ®ĉǟc¿®7=Cĉą®¤ĐÂðºĉÛ÷ÂðĐé®ªïðº®ąĉ
ðªğðª®ąīąÂĐ®ąĉĐ÷Đ¿®J¸¸®ą¸÷ąī¿Â¤¿Đ¿®ı¿Ī®ą®¤®ÂĪ®ª÷ą®İĂ®¤ĐĐ÷ą®¤®ÂĪ®¸®®ĉðªą®Âï£ğąĉ®ï®ðĐ÷¸®İĂ®ðĉ®ĉǟh]Âĉ¤ĐÂðºĉðªĪÂĉ÷ąĐ÷ǚðªīÂééą®¤®ÂĪ®¸®®ĉ¸ą÷ïǚĐ¿®Ī®ðª÷ą÷¸Đ¿®c®éĉĐąU÷ąĐ¸÷éÂ÷Đ¿Đ=t¿ĉðð÷ğð¤®ªÂĐīÂéé£®
¤ĄğÂąÂðºÂð¤÷ðð®¤ĐÂ÷ðīÂĐ¿Đ¿®J¸¸®ąǟ
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¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ðĉðª®ĄğÂĐıąÂĉÂðº

Âĉ¤éÂï®ą ǳ¤÷ðĐǟǴ
#÷ąīąªǺé÷÷çÂðºĉĐĐ®ï®ðĐĉ
This Presentation contains certain “forwardǺlooking statements”, including expectations about the success of the Offer. The words “forecast”, “estimate”, “likely”, “anticipate”, “believe”, “expect”, “project”, “opinion”, “predict”, “outlook”, “guidance”, “intend”,
“should”, “could”, “may”, “target”, “plan”, “project”, “consider”, “forecast”, “aim”, “will” and similar expressions are intenª®ª Đ÷Âª®ðĐÂ¸ıĉğ¤¿¸÷ąīąªǺé÷÷çÂðºĉĐĐ®ï®ðĐĉǟz÷ğą®¤ğĐÂ÷ð®ªð÷ĐĐ÷Ăé¤®ğðªğ®ą®éÂð¤®÷ð¸÷ąīąªǺé÷÷çÂðºĉĐĐ®ï®ðĐĉǟt¿Âé®
ªğ®¤ą®ðªĐĐ®ðĐÂ÷ð ¿ĉ£®®ðğĉ®ªÂðĐ¿®Ăą®ĂąĐÂ÷ð÷¸ðı¸÷ąīąªǺé÷÷çÂðºĉĐĐ®ï®ðĐĉǚðıĉğ¤¿ĉĐĐ®ï®ðĐĉÂðĐ¿ÂĉUą®ĉ®ðĐĐÂ÷ðą®£ĉ®ª÷ðĉĉğïĂĐÂ÷ðĉðª¤÷ðĐÂðº®ð¤Â®ĉĉğ£Û®¤ĐĐ÷¤¿ðº®īÂĐ¿÷ğĐð÷ĐÂ¤®ǚĉą®ĉĐĐ®ï®ðĐĉ£÷ğĐïąç®Đðª
ÂðªğĉĐąıĐą®ðªĉǚĂą÷Û®¤ĐÂ÷ðĉǚºğÂªð¤®ðª®ĉĐÂïĐ®ĉǟðı¸÷ąīąªǺé÷÷çÂðºĉĐĐ®ï®ðĐĉ¤÷ðĐÂð®ªÂðĐ¿ÂĉUą®ĉ®ðĐĐÂ÷ðą®Ăą÷ĪÂª®ª ĉº®ð®ąéºğÂª®÷ðéıǚą®£ĉ®ª÷ðÂð¸÷ąïĐÂ÷ðĪÂé£é®Đ÷Đ¿®Y®ĉĂ÷ðĉÂ£é®ðĐÂĐıðªĐ¿®=÷ðºt=Y,cĉĐĐ¿®
ªĐ®÷¸Đ¿ÂĉUą®ĉ®ðĐĐÂ÷ðǚðªĐ¿®ıą®ð÷ĐºğąðĐ®®ĉ÷ąĂą®ªÂ¤ĐÂ÷ðĉ÷¸¸ğĐğą®Ă®ą¸÷ąïð¤®ðªÂðĪ÷éĪ®çð÷īððªğðçð÷īðąÂĉçĉǚ ¤÷ðĐÂðº®ð¤Â®ĉðªğð¤®ąĐÂðĐÂ®ĉðª÷Đ¿®ą¸¤Đ÷ąĉǚïðı÷¸ī¿Â¤¿ą®£®ı÷ðªĐ¿®¤÷ðĐą÷é÷¸Đ¿®Y®ĉĂ÷ðĉÂ£é®ðĐÂĐıðª
Đ¿®=÷ðºt=Y,cðª¤ðð÷Đ£®Ăą®ªÂ¤Đ®ª£ıĐ¿®Y®ĉĂ÷ðĉÂ£é®ðĐÂĐı÷ąĐ¿®=÷ðºt=Y,cǚðªïıÂðĪ÷éĪ®ĉÂºðÂ¸Â¤ðĐ®é®ï®ðĐĉ ÷¸ĉğ£Û®¤ĐÂĪ®Ûğªºï®ðĐðªĉĉğïĂĐÂ÷ðĉĉĐ÷¸ğĐğą®®Ī®ðĐĉǚī¿Â¤¿ïı÷ąïıð÷Đ£®¤÷ąą®¤ĐðªĐ¿®ą®¸÷ą®ı÷ğą®
cautioned not to place undue reliance on such information. Refer to the “Summary of key risks” ĉ®¤ĐÂ÷ðÂðĂĂ®ðªÂİ÷¸Đ¿ÂĉUą®ĉ®ðĐĐÂ÷ð¸÷ąð÷ðǺ®İ¿ğĉĐÂĪ®ĉğïïąı÷¸¤®ąĐÂðº®ð®ąéðªĉĂ®¤Â¸Â¤ąÂĉç¸¤Đ÷ąĉĐ¿Đïı¸¸®¤ĐĐ¿®Y®ĉĂ÷ðĉÂ£é®ðĐÂĐı÷ą
Đ¿®=÷ðºt=Y,cǟ¤Đğéą®ĉğéĐĉǚĂ®ą¸÷ąïð¤®÷ą¤¿Â®Ī®ï®ðĐĉïıĪąıïĐ®ąÂééı¸ą÷ïðı¸÷ąīąªǺé÷÷çÂðºĉĐĐ®ï®ðĐĉðªĐ¿®ĉĉğïĂĐÂ÷ðĉ÷ðī¿Â¤¿ĉğ¤¿ĉĐĐ®ï®ðĐĉą®£ĉ®ªǚĉïıĉĐĐ®ï®ðĐĉ£÷ğĐïąç®Đ÷ąÂðªğĉĐąıĐą®ðªĉǚī¿Â¤¿ą®
£ĉ®ª÷ðÂðĐ®ąĂą®ĐĐÂ÷ðĉ÷¸¤ğąą®ðĐïąç®Đ¤÷ðªÂĐÂ÷ðĉðªąÂĉçĉǚ¤Âą¤ğïĉĐð¤®ĉðª®Ī®ðĐĉĉĂ®¤Â¸Â¤Đ÷Đ¿®ÂðªğĉĐąıǚ¤÷ğðĐąÂ®ĉ ðªïąç®ĐĉÂðī¿Â¤¿Đ¿®Y®ĉĂ÷ðĉÂ£é®ðĐÂĐıðªĐ¿®=÷ðºt=Y,cǚðªĐ¿®Âąą®éĐ®ª£÷ªÂ®ĉ¤÷ąĂ÷ąĐ®ðªĉĉ÷¤ÂĐ®ª
ğðª®ąĐçÂðºĉ÷Ă®ąĐ®ǟD®ÂĐ¿®ąĐ¿®Y®ĉĂ÷ðĉÂ£é®ðĐÂĐıǚĐ¿®=÷ðºt=Y,cǚð÷ąðı÷Đ¿®ąĂ®ąĉ÷ðǚºÂĪ®ĉðıą®Ăą®ĉ®ðĐĐÂ÷ðǚīąąðĐıǚĉĉğąð¤®÷ąºğąðĐ®®Đ¿ĐĐ¿®÷¤¤ğąą®ð¤®÷¸Đ¿®®Ī®ðĐĉ®İĂą®ĉĉ®ª÷ąÂïĂéÂ®ªÂððı¸÷ąīąªǺé÷÷çÂðºĉĐĐ®ï®ðĐīÂéé
¤Đğééı÷¤¤ğąǟ
,ðªÂĪÂªğéĉĉ¿÷ğéª¤÷ðĉÂª®ąðı¸÷ąīąªǺé÷÷çÂðºĉĐĐ®ï®ðĐĉ¤÷ðĐÂð®ªÂðĐ¿ÂĉUą®ĉ®ðĐĐÂ÷ðÂðéÂº¿Đ÷¸Đ¿÷ĉ®ąÂĉçĉðªªÂĉ¤é÷ĉğą®ĉǟİ¤®ĂĐĉą®ĄğÂą®ª£ıéī÷ąą®ºğéĐÂ÷ðǳÂð¤éğªÂðºĐ¿®]y=ÂĉĐÂðºYğé®ĉǴǚĐ¿®Y®ĉĂ÷ðĉÂ£é®ðĐÂĐıðªĐ¿®=÷ðºt=Y,c
ªÂĉ¤éÂïðı÷£éÂºĐÂ÷ððªïç®ð÷ğðª®ąĐçÂðºĐ÷Ăą÷ĪÂª®ðıªªÂĐÂ÷ðé÷ąğĂªĐ®ªÂð¸÷ąïĐÂ÷ðī¿®Đ¿®ąĉą®ĉğéĐ÷¸ð®īÂð¸÷ąïĐÂ÷ðǚ¸ğĐğą®®Ī®ðĐĉ÷ąą®ĉğéĐĉ÷ą÷Đ¿®ąīÂĉ®ǚ÷ąĐ÷ą®¸é®¤Đðı¤¿ðº®Âð®İĂ®¤ĐĐÂ÷ðĉ÷ąĉĉğïĂĐÂ÷ðĉǟ
z÷ğĉ¿÷ğéªïç®ı÷ğą÷īðÂðª®Ă®ðª®ðĐĉĉ®ĉĉï®ðĐ÷¸Đ¿®Âð¸÷ąïĐÂ÷ððªĉ®®çı÷ğą÷īðÂðª®Ă®ðª®ðĐĂą÷¸®ĉĉÂ÷ðéªĪÂ¤®Âðą®éĐÂ÷ð Đ÷Đ¿®Âð¸÷ąïĐÂ÷ððªðı¤ĐÂ÷ðĐç®ð÷ðĐ¿®£ĉÂĉ÷¸Đ¿®Âð¸÷ąïĐÂ÷ðǟ
ÂĉĐąÂ£ğĐÂ÷ð
c¿ÂĉUą®ĉ®ðĐĐÂ÷ðÂĉ¸÷ąÂð¸÷ąïĐÂ÷ðĂğąĂ÷ĉ®ĉ÷ðéıðªÂĉð÷ĐĂą÷ĉĂ®¤ĐğĉǚªÂĉ¤é÷ĉğą®ª÷¤ğï®ðĐǚĂą÷ªğ¤ĐªÂĉ¤é÷ĉğą®ĉĐĐ®ï®ðĐ ÷ą ÷Đ¿®ą÷¸¸®ąÂðºª÷¤ğï®ðĐğðª®ąğĉĐąéÂðéī÷ąðı÷Đ¿®ąéīǳðªīÂééð÷Đ£®é÷ªº®ªīÂĐ¿],Ǵǟc¿®Uą®ĉ®ðĐĐÂ÷ðÂĉð÷Đ
ðªĉ¿÷ğéªð÷Đ£®¤÷ðĉÂª®ą®ªð÷¸¸®ą÷ąðÂðĪÂĐĐÂ÷ðĐ÷¤ĄğÂą®ð®īĉ®¤ğąÂĐÂ®ĉ÷ąðı÷Đ¿®ą¸Âðð¤ÂéĂą÷ªğ¤Đĉǟ,ðĂąĐÂ¤ğéąǚ Đ¿ÂĉUą®ĉ®ðĐĐÂ÷ðª÷®ĉð÷Đ¤÷ðĉĐÂĐğĐ®ð÷¸¸®ąĐ÷ĉ®ééǚ÷ąĉ÷éÂ¤ÂĐĐÂ÷ð÷¸ð÷¸¸®ąĐ÷£ğıǚĉ®¤ğąÂĐÂ®ĉÂðĐ¿®hðÂĐ®ª]ĐĐ®ĉǟðı
ĉ®¤ğąÂĐÂ®ĉª®ĉ¤ąÂ£®ªÂðĐ¿ÂĉUą®ĉ®ðĐĐÂ÷ð¿Ī®ð÷Đ£®®ðǚðªīÂééð÷Đ£®ǚą®ºÂĉĐ®ą®ªğðª®ąĐ¿®h]]®¤ğąÂĐÂ®ĉ¤Đ÷¸ŝťşşǳǢh] ]®¤ğąÂĐÂ®ĉ¤ĐǢǴ÷ąĐ¿®ĉ®¤ğąÂĐÂ®ĉéīĉ÷¸ðıĉĐĐ®÷ą÷Đ¿®ąÛğąÂĉªÂ¤ĐÂ÷ð÷¸Đ¿®hðÂĐ®ª]ĐĐ®ĉǟ c¿®ĉ®¤ğąÂĐÂ®ĉïıð÷Đ£®÷¸¸®ą®ª÷ą
ĉ÷éªǚªÂą®¤Đéı÷ąÂðªÂą®¤ĐéıǚÂðĐ¿®hðÂĐ®ª]ĐĐ®ĉ÷ąĐ÷ðıĂ®ąĉ÷ðÂðĐ¿®hðÂĐ®ª]ĐĐ®ĉğðé®ĉĉĐ¿®ı¿Ī®£®®ðą®ºÂĉĐ®ą®ªğðª®ąĐ¿®h]]®¤ğąÂĐÂ®ĉ¤Đ÷ąą®÷¸¸®ą®ªðªĉ÷éªÂðĐąðĉ¤ĐÂ÷ð®İ®ïĂĐ¸ą÷ïǚ÷ąð÷Đĉğ£Û®¤ĐĐ÷ǚĐ¿®ą®ºÂĉĐąĐÂ÷ðą®ĄğÂą®ï®ðĐĉ÷¸Đ¿®
h]]®¤ğąÂĐÂ®ĉ¤Đðªðı÷Đ¿®ąĂĂéÂ¤£é®h]ĉĐĐ®ĉ®¤ğąÂĐÂ®ĉéīĉǟ
c¿ÂĉĂą®ĉ®ðĐĐÂ÷ðïıð÷Đ£®ªÂĉĐąÂ£ğĐ®ª÷ąą®é®ĉ®ªÂðĐ¿®hðÂĐ®ª]ĐĐ®ĉ÷ąĐ÷ðıĂ®ąĉ÷ð¤ĐÂðº¸÷ąĐ¿®¤¤÷ğðĐ÷ą£®ð®¸ÂĐ÷¸Ă®ąĉ÷ðÂðĐ¿®hðÂĐ®ª]ĐĐ®ĉǟc¿®ªÂĉĐąÂ£ğĐÂ÷ð÷¸Đ¿ÂĉUą®ĉ®ðĐĐÂ÷ð÷ğĐĉÂª®ğĉĐąéÂïı£®ą®ĉĐąÂ¤Đ®ª£ıéīǟU®ąĉ÷ðĉī¿÷
¤÷ï®ÂðĐ÷Ă÷ĉĉ®ĉĉÂ÷ð÷¸Đ¿ÂĉUą®ĉ®ðĐĐÂ÷ðī¿÷ą®ð÷ĐÂðğĉĐąéÂĉ¿÷ğéª÷£ĉ®ąĪ®ðıĉğ¤¿ą®ĉĐąÂ¤ĐÂ÷ðĉǟðı¸Âéğą®Đ÷¤÷ïĂéıīÂĐ¿ĉğ¤¿ą®ĉĐąÂ¤ĐÂ÷ðĉïı¤÷ðĉĐÂĐğĐ®ĪÂ÷éĐÂ÷ð÷¸ĂĂéÂ¤£é®ĉ®¤ğąÂĐÂ®ĉéīĉǟUé®ĉ®ą®¸®ąĐ÷Đ¿®ĉ®¤ĐÂ÷ð÷¸Đ¿ÂĉUą®ĉ®ðĐĐÂ÷ð
¿®ª®ªǢ,ðĐ®ąðĐÂ÷ðéJ¸¸®ąY®ĉĐąÂ¤ĐÂ÷ðĉǢÂðĂĂ®ðªÂİ ÷¸Đ¿ÂĉUą®ĉ®ðĐĐÂ÷ð¸÷ąï÷ą®Âð¸÷ąïĐÂ÷ðǟ
ıą®¤®ÂĪÂðº÷ąĐĐ®ðªÂðºĐ¿ÂĉUą®ĉ®ðĐĐÂ÷ðǚ®¤¿ą®¤ÂĂÂ®ðĐīąąðĐĉðªą®Ăą®ĉ®ðĐĉĐ¿ĐÂĐğðª®ąĉĐðªĉĐ¿®¤÷ðĐ®ðĐĉ÷¸Đ¿Âĉ,ïĂ÷ąĐðĐD÷ĐÂ¤®ǚºą®®ĉĐ÷£Âª®£ıĐ¿®Đ®ąïĉðª¤÷ðªÂĐÂ÷ðĉ÷¸Đ¿Âĉ,ïĂ÷ąĐðĐD÷ĐÂ¤®ǚïç®ĉĐ¿®ą®Ăą®ĉ®ðĐĐÂ÷ðĉðªīąąðĐÂ®ĉ
¤÷ðĐÂð®ªÂðĐ¿Âĉ,ïĂ÷ąĐðĐD÷ĐÂ¤®ðª¤çð÷īé®ªº®ĉðªºą®®ĉĐ¿ĐĐ¿ÂĉUą®ĉ®ðĐĐÂ÷ðïğĉĐ£®ç®ĂĐĂąÂĪĐ®ðª¤÷ð¸Âª®ðĐÂéǟ
#Âðð¤ÂéªĐ
éé¤ğąą®ð¤ıï÷ğðĐĉą®ÂðğĉĐąéÂð÷ééąĉǳǢȌǢǴğðé®ĉĉ÷Đ¿®ąīÂĉ®ĉĐĐ®ªǟc¿®Ăą÷Ǻ¸÷ąï¸Âðð¤ÂéÂð¸÷ąïĐÂ÷ðÂð¤éğª®ªÂðĐ¿ÂĉĂą®ĉ®ðĐĐÂ÷ðÂĉ¸÷ąÂééğĉĐąĐÂĪ®ĂğąĂ÷ĉ®ĉðªª÷®ĉð÷ĐĂğąĂ÷ąĐĐ÷£®Âð¤÷ïĂéÂð¤®īÂĐ¿ąĐÂ¤é®ŝŝ÷¸Y®ºğéĐÂ÷ð]Ǻy÷¸Đ¿®ąğé®ĉ
ðªą®ºğéĐÂ÷ðĉ÷¸Đ¿®h]]®¤ğąÂĐÂ®ĉðªİ¤¿ðº®÷ïïÂĉĉÂ÷ðǟ,ðĪ®ĉĐ÷ąĉĉ¿÷ğéª£®īą®Đ¿Đ¸Âðð¤ÂéªĐÂðĐ¿ÂĉĂą®ĉ®ðĐĐÂ÷ð Âð¤éğª®Ǣð÷ðǺ,#Y]¸Âðð¤ÂéÂð¸÷ąïĐÂ÷ðǢğðª®ą],Y®ºğéĐ÷ąı$ğÂª®ŞşŜǢÂĉ¤é÷ĉÂðºð÷ðǺ,#Y]¸Âðð¤ÂéÂð¸÷ąïĐÂ÷ðǢ
Ăğ£éÂĉ¿®ª£ı],ðªéĉ÷Ǣð÷ðǺ$U¸Âðð¤Âéï®ĉğą®ĉǢīÂĐ¿ÂðĐ¿®ï®ðÂðº÷¸Y®ºğéĐÂ÷ð$ğðª®ąĐ¿®h]]®¤ğąÂĐÂ®ĉİ¤¿ðº®¤Đ ÷¸ŝťşŠǟD÷ðǺ,#Y]ǥð÷ðǺ$Uï®ĉğą®ĉÂðĐ¿ÂĉĂą®ĉ®ðĐĐÂ÷ðÂð¤éğª®Đ¿®Ăą÷Ǻ¸÷ąï¸Âðð¤ÂéÂð¸÷ąïĐÂ÷ðǟc¿®
Y®ĉĂ÷ðĉÂ£é®ðĐÂĐı£®éÂ®Ī®ĉĐ¿Âĉð÷ðǺ,#Y]ǥð÷ðǺ$U¸Âðð¤ÂéÂð¸÷ąïĐÂ÷ðĂą÷ĪÂª®ĉğĉ®¸ğéÂð¸÷ąïĐÂ÷ðĐ÷ğĉ®ąĉÂðï®ĉğąÂðºĐ¿®¸Âðð¤ÂéĂ®ą¸÷ąïð¤®ðª¤÷ðªÂĐÂ÷ðĉ÷¸Đ¿®=÷ðºt=Y,cǟc¿®ð÷ðǺ,#Y]¸Âðð¤ÂéÂð¸÷ąïĐÂ÷ðª÷ð÷Đ¿Ī®ĉĐðªąªÂĉ®ª
ï®ðÂðºĂą®ĉ¤ąÂ£®ª£ığĉĐąéÂð¤¤÷ğðĐÂðº]ĐðªąªĉðªǚĐ¿®ą®¸÷ą®ǚïıð÷Đ£®¤÷ïĂą£é®Đ÷ĉÂïÂéąéıĐÂĐé®ªï®ĉğą®ĉĂą®ĉ®ðĐ®ª£ı÷Đ¿®ą®ðĐÂĐÂ®ĉǚð÷ąĉ¿÷ğéªĐ¿®ı£®¤÷ðĉĐąğ®ªĉðéĐ®ąðĐÂĪ®Đ÷÷Đ¿®ą¸Âðð¤Âéï®ĉğą®ĉª®Đ®ąïÂð®ªÂð
¤¤÷ąªð¤®īÂĐ¿ğĉĐąéÂð¤¤÷ğðĐÂðº]Đðªąªĉǟ,ðĪ®ĉĐ÷ąĉą®¤ğĐÂ÷ð®ªǚĐ¿®ą®¸÷ą®ǚð÷ĐĐ÷Ăé¤®ğðªğ®ą®éÂð¤®÷ððıð÷ðǺ,#Y]ǥð÷ðǺ$U¸Âðð¤ÂéÂð¸÷ąïĐÂ÷ððªąĐÂ÷ĉÂð¤éğª®ªÂðĐ¿ÂĉUą®ĉ®ðĐĐÂ÷ðǟ#Âðð¤ÂéªĐ¸÷ąĐ¿®Ăą÷Ă®ąĐÂ®ĉ¤÷ðĐÂð®ªÂðĐ¿Âĉ
Uą®ĉ®ðĐĐÂ÷ð¿ĉ£®®ðª®ąÂĪ®ª¸ą÷ï¸Âðð¤ÂéĉĐĐ®ï®ðĐĉðª÷Đ¿®ą¸Âðð¤ÂéÂð¸÷ąïĐÂ÷ðïª®ĪÂé£é®£ıĐ¿®Ī®ðª÷ąĉÂð¤÷ðð®¤ĐÂ÷ðīÂĐ¿Đ¿®¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ðĉǟ]ğ¤¿¸Âðð¤ÂéÂð¸÷ąïĐÂ÷ðÂĉğðğªÂĐ®ªðªª÷®ĉð÷ĐĂğąĂ÷ąĐĐ÷£®Âð¤÷ïĂéÂð¤®īÂĐ¿ąĐÂ¤é®şǺ
Ŝš÷¸Y®ºğéĐÂ÷ð]Ǻyğðª®ąĐ¿®h]]®¤ğąÂĐÂ®ĉ¤Đǟ
3

¹®ïª
¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ðĉðª
®ĄğÂĐıąÂĉÂðº

ŝǟ cąðĉ¤ĐÂ÷ðĉ÷Ī®ąĪÂ®ī š

ĂĂ®ðªÂİ

Şǟ ¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ðĉ÷Ī®ąĪÂ®ī

ţ

ǟ Uą÷¸÷ąïï®ĐąÂ¤ĉ

şǟ U÷ąĐ¸÷éÂ÷ÂïĂ¤Đ

ŝŝ

ǟ

Šǟ ĄğÂĐıąÂĉÂðº

ŝŠ

ǟ ,ðĐ®ąðĐÂ÷ðé÷¸¸®ąą®ĉĐąÂ¤ĐÂ÷ðĉ

Şţ

šǟ ÷ð¤éğĉÂ÷ð

ŝţ

ǟ $é÷ĉĉąı

şŜ

ĪÂ ðº®ą
#ğðªCðº®ą
¿ąĐ®ą)éé
=÷ðºt=Y,c

ŝŤ

]ğïïąı÷¸ç®ıąÂĉçĉ

;®ąąÂ=®®¤¿
)®ª÷¸#Âðð¤®
¿ąĐ®ą)éé
=÷ðºt=Y,c

ŞŜ

®ðééÂĉ
®ĂğĐı#ğðªCðº®ą
¿ąĐ®ą)éé
=÷ðºt=Y,c
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¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ðĉðª®ĄğÂĐıąÂĉÂðº

cąðĉ¤ĐÂ÷ð÷Ī®ąĪÂ®ī

¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ðĉ

• ¿ąĐ®ą)éé=÷ðºt=Y,c¿ĉ®ðĐ®ą®ªÂðĐ÷ºą®®ï®ðĐĉ¸÷ąĐ¿®¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ð÷¸ŞŠǟšȻÂðĐ®ą®ĉĐÂðĂ÷ąĐ¸÷éÂ÷÷¸şţc®é¤÷İ¤¿ðº®Uą÷Ă®ąĐÂ®ĉ
(“Telstra Portfolio”) and a 100% interest in an AǺgrade office building in Upper Mount Gravatt, Brisbane (the "Acquisitions”) foąĐ÷Đé¤÷ðĉÂª®ąĐÂ÷ð÷¸
ȌŠŝşǟŢïÂééÂ÷ðǳ®İ¤éğªÂðºĐąðĉ¤ĐÂ÷ð¤÷ĉĐĉǴ
‒ )Âº¿ĄğéÂĐı Ăą÷Ă®ąĐÂ®ĉĂą®ª÷ïÂððĐéıé÷¤Đ®ªÂðç®ı®ĉĐ®ąðĉ®£÷ąªïąç®Đĉ
‒ ŝŜŜȻ÷¤¤ğĂÂ®ªðªé®ĉ®ªĐ÷]yéÂĉĐ®ªðª÷ïï÷ðī®éĐ¿$÷Ī®ąðï®ðĐĐ®ððĐĉīÂĐ¿¤÷ï£Âð®ªt=÷¸ŝţǟŠı®ąĉ
• c¿®Y,cīÂééğðª®ąĐç®¸ğééığðª®ąīąÂĐĐ®ð®ĄğÂĐıąÂĉÂðº ÷¸ĂĂą÷İÂïĐ®éıȌŞŢŝïÂééÂ÷ð(“Offer”) to partially fund the Acquisitions and associated
Đąðĉ¤ĐÂ÷ð¤÷ĉĐĉǚ¤÷ïĂąÂĉÂðºǙ
‒ ,ðĉĐÂĐğĐÂ÷ðéĂé¤®ï®ðĐĐ÷ąÂĉ®ĂĂą÷İÂïĐ®éı ȌŝşŜmillion (“Placement”)

ĄğÂĐıąÂĉÂðº

‒ ŝǺ¸÷ąǺŝş¤¤®é®ąĐ®ªð÷ðǺą®ð÷ğð¤®£é®®ðĐÂĐé®ï®ðĐ÷¸¸®ąĐ÷ąÂĉ®ĂĂą÷İÂïĐ®éı Ȍŝşŝmillion (“Entitlement Offer”); and
• c¿®Âĉĉğ®ĂąÂ¤®¸÷ąĐ¿®J¸¸®ą¿ĉ£®®ðĉ®ĐĐȌšǟŞŜper security (“Issue Price”)
• ¿ąĐ®ą)éé$ą÷ğĂÂĉĐ¿®Y,cǣĉéąº®ĉĐĉ®¤ğąÂĐı¿÷éª®ąīÂĐ¿ĂĂą÷İÂïĐ®éıŝšȻ÷¸ĉ®¤ğąÂĐÂ®ĉ÷ðÂĉĉğ®ðª¿ĉ¤÷ïïÂĐĐ®ªĐ÷Đç®ğĂÂĐĉ¸ğéé®ðĐÂĐé®ï®ðĐ
ğðª®ąĐ¿®ðĐÂĐé®ï®ðĐJ¸¸®ąǚą®Ăą®ĉ®ðĐÂðº¤÷ïïÂĐï®ðĐ÷¸ĂĂą÷İÂïĐ®éıȌŞŜïÂééÂ÷ð
• ,ð¤éğªÂðºĐ¿®ÂïĂ¤Đ÷¸Đ¿®¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ðĉðªJ¸¸®ąðª£ąąÂðºðığð¸÷ą®ĉ®®ð®Ī®ðĐĉðªð÷ïĐ®ąÂé¤¿ðº®Âðïąç®Đ¤÷ðªÂĐÂ÷ðĉǚ=tą®¸¸Âąïĉ
ºğÂªð¤®Ăą®ĪÂ÷ğĉéıĂą÷ĪÂª®ªĐ÷Đ¿®ïąç®Đ÷ðŝŞğºğĉĐŞŜŝťǙ

#Âðð¤Âé
ÂïĂ¤Đ

ŞŤǟŜ¤Ăĉ

ŠǟŜȻ

#zŞŜJĂ®ąĐÂðºU]

ððğé#zŞŜJĂ®ąĐÂðºU]ºą÷īĐ¿

• #÷éé÷īÂðºĐ¿®¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ðĉðªJ¸¸®ąǚĐ¿®Y,cǣĉç®ıĂą÷Ǻ¸÷ąïŝ ï®ĐąÂ¤ĉą®Ǚ
‒ éð¤®ĉ¿®®Đº®ąÂðº÷¸ŞšǟţȻ
‒ =÷÷çĐ¿ą÷ğº¿º®ąÂðº÷¸şţǟŝȻ
‒ DcĂ®ąĉ®¤ğąÂĐı÷¸ȌŠǟŝŠ

ŝ C®ĐąÂ¤ĉ÷ðĐ¿ÂĉĂº®ðªĐ¿ą÷ğº¿÷ğĐĐ¿ÂĉĂą®ĉ®ðĐĐÂ÷ðą®ĉĐşŜ7ğð®ŞŜŝťĂą÷¸÷ąïªÛğĉĐ®ªĉ÷ğĐéÂð®ªÂðĂĂ®ðªÂİ
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¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ðĉðª®ĄğÂĐıąÂĉÂðº

]ĐąĐ®ºÂ¤ąĐÂ÷ðé®
U÷ąĐ¸÷éÂ÷÷¸é÷ðºé®ĉ®Ăą÷Ă®ąĐÂ®ĉĐ÷ĉ®¤ğą®]yéÂĉĐ®ªðªº÷Ī®ąðï®ðĐĐ®ððĐĉ
ŝ

Uą÷Ă®ąĐÂ®ĉīÂĐ¿¿Âº¿ĄğéÂĐıĐ®ððĐĉ

 c¿®c®éĉĐąU÷ąĐ¸÷éÂ÷¤÷ïĂąÂĉ®ĉşţc®é¤÷İ¤¿ðº®Uą÷Ă®ąĐÂ®ĉé®ĉ®ªĐ÷
Telstra Corporation Ltd (“Telstra”), ðS&P/ASX 20 company and Australia’s
éąº®ĉĐĐ®é®¤÷ïïğðÂ¤ĐÂ÷ðĉ¤÷ïĂðı
 cJJ¸¸Â¤®ğÂéªÂðºǚhĂĂ®ąC÷ğðĐ$ąĪĐĐÂĉĂą®ª÷ïÂððĐéıé®ĉ®ªĐ÷Đ¿®
Australian Taxation Office (“ATO”)
 ŤŢȻ÷¸Đ¿®¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ðĉĂ÷ąĐ¸÷éÂ÷Âĉé÷¤Đ®ª÷ðĐ¿®®ĉĐ®ąðĉ®£÷ąªǚīÂĐ¿
ĉÂºðÂ¸Â¤ðĐī®Âº¿ĐÂðºĐ÷D]tǳşţȻǴðªsÂ¤Đ÷ąÂðǳŞţȻǴïąç®Đĉ

ş

]Đą®ðºĐ¿®ðĉĐ®ððĐ®İĂ÷ĉğą®ðªªÂĪ®ąĉÂ¸Â®ĉĂ÷ąĐ¸÷éÂ÷

Ş

®éÂĪ®ąĉé÷ðºĐ®ąïðªĉ®¤ğą®Âð¤÷ï®ĉĐą®ï

 c¿®c®éĉĐąU÷ąĐ¸÷éÂ÷Ǻ ĐąÂĂé®ð®Đé®ĉ®ĉīÂĐ¿Ă÷ąĐ¸÷éÂ÷t=÷¸Şŝı®ąĉ
ðªĉĐąğ¤Đğą®ªððğéą®ðĐéą®ĪÂ®īĉ÷¸U,ȣŜǟšȻ
 cJJ¸¸Â¤®ğÂéªÂðºǺ t=÷¸ţǟŝı®ąĉīÂĐ¿¸Âİ®ªŞǟšȻððğéą®ðĐé
ą®ĪÂ®īĉ
 Combined WALE of 17.4 years increases the REIT’s portfolio WALE from
ŝŞǟšı®ąĉĐ÷ŝşǟŞı®ąĉ
 U÷ąĐ¸÷éÂ÷tYYïÂðĐÂð®ªĐŞǟŤȻ

Š

ĐĐą¤ĐÂĪ®¸Âðð¤ÂéÂïĂ¤Đ

 Increases the REIT’s existing exposure to high quality tenants in Telstra and
Đ¿®÷ïï÷ðī®éĐ¿$÷Ī®ąðï®ðĐ

 #zŞŜJĂ®ąĐÂðºU]ºğÂªð¤®÷¸ŞŤǟŜ¤®ðĐĉĂ®ąĉ®¤ğąÂĐıą®¸é®¤ĐÂðººą÷īĐ¿
÷¸ŠǟŜȻ÷Ī®ą#zŝť

 Post the Acquisitions, the REIT’s portfolio weighting Đ÷]yéÂĉĐ®ªĐ®ððĐĉÂĉ
ţŝȻðªº÷Ī®ąðï®ðĐĐ®ððĐĉÂĉŝťȻ

 Uą÷¸÷ąï£éð¤®ĉ¿®®Đº®ąÂðºïÂðĐÂð®ªīÂĐ¿ÂðĐ¿®Đąº®Đąðº®÷¸Şš
– şšȻ

 c¿®c®éĉĐąU÷ąĐ¸÷éÂ÷ÂðĐą÷ªğ¤®ĉð®īĉğ£ĉ®¤Đ÷ą¸÷ąĐ¿®Y,cǚc®é¤÷
İ¤¿ðº®Uą÷Ă®ąĐıǚīÂĐ¿Đ¿®Ă÷ąĐ¸÷éÂ÷Īéğ®ĉğĂĂ÷ąĐ®ª£ı¿Âº¿ğðª®ąéıÂðº
éðªĪéğ®

 š¤®ðĐğĂéÂ¸ĐÂðĂą÷Ǻ¸÷ąïDcĐ÷ȌŠǟŝŠ
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¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ðĉðª®ĄğÂĐıąÂĉÂðº

¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ð÷Ī®ąĪÂ®ī– c®éĉĐąU÷ąĐ¸÷éÂ÷– =tŞŠǟšȻÂðĐ®ą®ĉĐ
U÷ąĐ¸÷éÂ÷÷¸şţc®é¤÷İ¤¿ðº®Uą÷Ă®ąĐÂ®ĉé®ĉ®ªĐ÷c®éĉĐąīÂĐ¿t=÷¸Şŝı®ąĉ
U÷ąĐ¸÷éÂ÷÷Ī®ąĪÂ®ī
• U÷ąĐ¸÷éÂ÷÷¸şţc®é¤÷İ¤¿ðº®Uą÷Ă®ąĐÂ®ĉŤşȻé÷¤Đ®ª÷ðĐ¿®®ĉĐ®ąðĉ®£÷ąª
• c¿®Ăą÷Ă®ąĐÂ®ĉ¿÷ğĉ®ąðº®÷¸ð®Đī÷ąçÂð¸ąĉĐąğ¤Đğą®Âð¤éğªÂðºï÷£Âé®ð®Đī÷ąçĉÂĐ®ĉðª
£¤ç¿ğéǚ£ą÷ª®ą¸Â£ą®ð®Đī÷ąçÂð¸ąĉĐąğ¤Đğą®ðª¤÷ĂĂ®ąð®Đī÷ąçĉĉ®Đĉ
• cąÂĂé®ð®Đé®ĉ®ĉǚğðª®ąĂÂðð®ª£ıc®éĉĐąĉĐ®ððĐīÂĐ¿ðĪ®ąº®é®ĉ®Đ®ąï÷¸Şŝı®ąĉą®ïÂðÂðº
• ,ðĪ®ĉĐï®ðĐĪéğ®ĉğĂĂ÷ąĐ®ª£ı¿Âº¿ğðª®ąéıÂðºéðªĪéğĐÂ÷ðºÂĪ®ðĂą÷Ă®ąĐÂ®ĉą®Ăą®ª÷ïÂððĐéı
é÷¤Đ®ªÂðé÷¤ĐÂ÷ðĉ

)ıïąç®Đİ¤¿ðº®ǚD]t

• ¿ąĐ®ą)ééïðº®ªĂąĐð®ąĉ¿ÂĂīÂéé¤ĄğÂą®ŠťȻÂðĐ®ą®ĉĐðªc®éĉĐąīÂééą®ĐÂðšŝȻÂðĐ®ą®ĉĐ
ÂðĂą÷Ă®ąĐıĐąğĉĐĐ¿Đ¿÷éªĉĐ¿®c®é¤÷İ¤¿ðº®Uą÷Ă®ąĐÂ®ĉǟc¿®¿ąĐ®ą)ééïðº®ªĂąĐð®ąĉ¿ÂĂ
īÂéé£®÷īð®ªšŜȻ=tǚŞŤǟŞȻī¿÷é®ĉé®¤ĂÂĐéĂąĐð®ąðªŞŝǟŤȻ¿ąĐ®ą)éé$ą÷ğĂ

İ¿Â£ÂĐÂ÷ðİ¤¿ðº®ǚs,

U÷ąĐ¸÷éÂ÷é®ĉ®®İĂÂąıĂą÷¸Âé®

U÷ąĐ¸÷éÂ÷ª®ĐÂéĉǳŞŠǟšȻÂðĐ®ą®ĉĐǴ
Uą÷Ă®ąĐÂ®ĉ

şţ

séğĐÂ÷ð

ȌşšŜï

D®ĐĂĉĉÂðºıÂ®éª
c®ððĐ

ŠšǟťȻ

ŠǟŠȻ

şŝǟŤȻ

c®éĉĐą÷ąĂ÷ąĐÂ÷ð=Đª

t=

ŞŝǟŜı®ąĉ

JĂĐÂ÷ðĉ

ŝťǟţȻ

ŤİŝŜı®ąĉ

ððğéą®ðĐą®ĪÂ®ī
c÷ĐéĂ÷ąĐ¸÷éÂ÷ºą÷ĉĉ£ğÂéªÂðºą®
c÷ĐéĂ÷ąĐ¸÷éÂ÷ĉÂĐ®ą®

U,ȣŜǟšȻĂǟǟ
şŠŤǚťţŜĉĄï
ťşǚŢťšĉĄï

ŞǟšȻ
s¤ðĐ #zŞŜ #zŞŝ #zŞŞ #zŞş #zŞŠ #zŞš #zŞŢ #zŞţ #zŞŤ #zŞť #zşŜ #zşŝ #zşŞ #zşş #zşŠ #zşš #zşŢ #zşţ #zşŤ #zşť #zŠŜ #zŠŝȣ
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¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ðĉðª®ĄğÂĐıąÂĉÂðº

¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ð÷Ī®ąĪÂ®ī– c®éĉĐąU÷ąĐ¸÷éÂ÷– =tŞŠǟšȻÂðĐ®ą®ĉĐ ǳ¤÷ðĐǟǴ
$®÷ºąĂ¿Â¤ééıªÂĪ®ąĉÂ¸Â®ªĂ÷ąĐ¸÷éÂ÷é÷¤Đ®ªÂðïąç®Đĉðªï®Đą÷Ă÷éÂĐðą®ĉ
W=
¿ąé÷ĐĐ®ǚW=
t÷÷éé÷÷ðº££ǚW=

tɤ]
t®ééÂðºĐ÷ðǚt
]ğ£Â¤÷ǚt
UÂ®ąǚt
ððÂðºĐ÷ðǚt
#éÂðª®ąĉǚ]
tıï÷ğĐ¿ ɤ#ąðçéÂðǚ]

s,
İ¿Â£ÂĐÂ÷ðǚs,
tÂðªĉ÷ąǚs,
=÷ðĉªé®ǥÂĐıt®ĉĐǚs,
Đïðǚs,
)īĐ¿÷ąðǚs,
÷İ)Âééǚs,
U÷ąĐC®é£÷ğąð®ǚs,
D÷ąĐ¿C®é£÷ğąð®ǚs,
D÷ąĐ¿¤÷Đ®ǚs,

DJYc)YD
cYY,cJYz

WhD]=D
ţȻ

t]cYDh]cY=,
ťȻ

]Jhc)h]cY=,
ŤȻ

Dt]Jhc)t=]
ŠŠȻ
c
ŝȻ

s,cJY,
şŝȻ

D]tɤc
)ıïąç®ĐǚD]t
;®ðĐ]Đą®®ĐǚD]t
D÷ąĐ¿]ıªð®ıǚD]t
¿Đĉī÷÷ªǚD]t
]ıªð®ıÂĐıĉĐǚD]t
ÂĐı]÷ğĐ¿ǚD]t
D®īĐ÷īðǚD]t
UąąïĐĐǚD]t
=ÂĪ®ąĂ÷÷éǚD]t
U®ðąÂĐ¿ǚD]t
ªº®¤éÂ¸¸ǚD]t
ðçĉĐ÷īðǚD]t
C÷ĉïðǚD]t
é¤çĐ÷īðǚD]t
CÂéé®ąǚD]t
ïĂ£®ééĐ÷īðǚD]t
=ð®÷Ī®ǚD]t
)÷ï®£ğĉ¿ǚD]t
®çÂðǚc
ÂĪÂ¤ǚc
8
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¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ð÷Ī®ąĪÂ®ī– c®éĉĐąU÷ąĐ¸÷éÂ÷– =tŞŠǟšȻÂðĐ®ą®ĉĐ ǳ¤÷ðĐǟǴ

Image

)ıïąç®Đİ¤¿ðº®ǚD]t

;®ðĐ]Đİ¤¿ðº®ǚD]t

¿Đĉī÷÷ªİ¤¿ðº®ǚD]t

D÷ąĐ¿]ıªð®ıİ¤¿ðº®ǚD]t

=÷ðĉªé®İ¤¿ðº®ǚs,

Đïðİ¤¿ðº®ǚs,

÷İ)Âééİ¤¿ðº®ǚs,

¿ąé÷ĐĐ®İ¤¿ðº®ǚW=
9
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¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ð÷Ī®ąĪÂ®ī– ğĉĐąéÂðcİĐÂ÷ðJ¸¸Â¤®ǚhĂĂ®ąC÷ğðĐ$ąĪĐĐǚąÂĉ£ð®
Ǻ$ąª®÷¸¸Â¤®£ğÂéªÂðºĂą®ª÷ïÂððĐéıé®ĉ®ªĐ÷Đ¿®÷ïï÷ðī®éĐ¿$÷Ī®ąðï®ðĐ
U÷ąĐ¸÷éÂ÷÷Ī®ąĪÂ®ī
• Ǻ$ąª®ŝŠǚŞŤŢĉĄï÷¸¸Â¤®£ğÂéªÂðºé÷¤Đ®ªÂðhĂĂ®ąC÷ğðĐ$ąĪĐĐǚðÂð®çÂé÷ï®Đą®ĉĉ÷ğĐ¿÷¸Đ¿®ąÂĉ£ð®
īÂĐ¿ªÂą®¤Đ¤¤®ĉĉĐ÷Đ¿®U¤Â¸Â¤C÷Đ÷ąīıǚðªªÛ¤®ðĐĐ÷Đ¿®]ğĂ®ąY®ºÂ÷ðét®ĉĐ¸Â®éª$ąª®ðÂĐı
]¿÷ĂĂÂðº®ðĐą®
• ğÂéĐÂðŝťťŞðªą®¸ğą£Âĉ¿®ªÂðŞŜŝŞðªºÂðÂðŞŜŝţǥŞŜŝŤǚīÂĐ¿šĉĐąDY]ð®ąºıYĐÂðºðªŢ
]ĐąDY]tĐ®ąYĐÂðº
• Uą®ª÷ïÂððĐéıé®ĉ®ªĐ÷Đ¿®÷ïï÷ðī®éĐ¿$÷Ī®ąðï®ðĐǳcJǴīÂĐ¿ą®ïÂðÂðºé®ĉ®Đ®ąï÷¸ţǟŝı®ąĉðª
ŞǟšŜȻððğéą®ðĐą®ĪÂ®īĉŞ
• ŠŜš¤ąĂąçÂðº£ıĉǳŝǙşšĉĄïąĐÂ÷Ǵ

U÷ąĐ¸÷éÂ÷é®ĉ®®İĂÂąıĂą÷¸Âé®

Uą÷Ă®ąĐıª®ĐÂéĉ
ªªą®ĉĉ
Uą÷Ă®ąĐıĐıĂ®
Jīð®ąĉ¿ÂĂÂðĐ®ą®ĉĐ
cÂĐé®
séğĐÂ÷ð
D®ĐĂĉĉÂðºıÂ®éªŝ
ððğéą®ðĐą®ĪÂ®īŞ
t=
J¤¤ğĂð¤ı
D=

ŞŤC¤$ą®º÷ą]Đą®®ĐǚhĂĂ®ą
C÷ğðĐ$ąĪĐĐǚąÂĉ£ð®
J¸¸Â¤®

ťšǟšȻ

ŝŜŜȻ
#ą®®¿÷éª
ȌŢşǟŢï

s¤ðĐ

ŜǟşȻ

ŠǟŞȻ

#zŞŜ

#zŞŝ

#zŞŞ

#zŞş

#zŞŠ

#zŞš

#zŞŢ

#zŞţ

#zŞŤ

#zŞť

#zşŜ

#zşŝȣ

ţǟţȻ
ŞǟšŜȻĂǟǟ
ţǟŝı®ąĉ
ŝŜŜȻ
ŝŠǚŞŤŢĉĄï

;®ıĐ®ððĐĉ
c®ððĐ
÷ïï÷ðī®éĐ¿$÷Ī®ąðï®ðĐ÷¸ğĉĐąéÂǳcJǴ

D=ǳĉĄïǴ

İĂÂąıªĐ®

,ð¤÷ï®ǳȻǴ

ððğéą®ĪÂ®ī

ŝŠǚŞŢŢĉĄï

®¤ǺŞŢ

ťšǟšŜȻ

ŞǟšŜȻŞ

ŝ é¤ğéĐ®ª÷ðĐ¿®ººą®ºĐ®÷¸Đ¿®Ăğą¤¿ĉ®ĂąÂ¤®ðª¤÷ïïÂĐĐ®ª¸ğĐğą®Đ®ððĐÂð¤®ðĐÂĪ®ĉǚĐ¿®Ăą®ĉ®ðĐĪéğ®÷¸ī¿Â¤¿ÂĉȌŢǟťïÂééÂ÷ð
Ş D÷ððğéą®ĪÂ®ī÷ðşŝ®¤®ï£®ąŞŜŞŜ
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U÷ąĐ¸÷éÂ÷ĉðĂĉ¿÷Đ
The Acquisitions increase CLW’s WALE and eastern seaboard exposure
Uą®
¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ðĉ

¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ðĉ

U÷ĉĐ
¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ðĉ

ŝŝŤ
ȌŞǚŝşşï

şŤ
ȌŠŝŠï

ŝšŢ
ȌŞǚšŠţï

Dğï£®ą÷¸Ăą÷Ă®ąĐÂ®ĉ

Uą÷Ă®ąĐıĪéğĐÂ÷ð
Weighted Average Capitalisation Rate (“WACR”)

šǟťšȻ

ŠǟťŝȻ

šǟţťȻ

J¤¤ğĂð¤ı

ťťǟŢȻ

ŝŜŜǟŜȻ

ťťǟţȻ

t=

ŝŞǟšı®ąĉ

ŝţǟŠı®ąĉ

ŝşǟŞı®ąĉ

tYY

ŞǟŤȻ

ŞǟţȻ

ŞǟŤȻ

Uą÷Ă÷ąĐÂ÷ð÷¸é®ĉ®ĉĉğ£Û®¤ĐĐ÷¸Âİ®ªą®ðĐą®ĪÂ®ī

ŢŤȻ

ŞŢȻ

ŢşȻ

U÷ąĐ¸÷éÂ÷£ıĉ®¤Đ÷ąŝǚŞ

U÷ąĐ¸÷éÂ÷£ıº®÷ºąĂ¿ıŝǚŞ
U÷ĉĐǺ¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ðĉ

Uą®Ǻ¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ðĉ

Uą®Ǻ¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ðĉ

Y®ĐÂé
ŞŞȻ

U÷ĉĐǺ¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ðĉ

c c]
šȻ ŝȻ

c®é¤÷İ¤¿ðº®Uą÷Ă®ąĐı
ŝŠȻ
,ðªğĉĐąÂé
şŝȻ

,ðªğĉĐąÂé
şţȻ

t
ŞŝȻ

c c]
ŠȻ ŝȻ

D]t
ŝţȻ

t
ŝŤȻ

D]t
ŞŜȻ

Y®ĐÂé
ŝŤȻ

ºąÂǺé÷ºÂĉĐÂ¤ĉ
ťȻ

J¸¸Â¤®
şŜȻ
ºąÂǺé÷ºÂĉĐÂ¤ĉ
ŝŝȻ

J¸¸Â¤®
ŞŤȻ

W=
ŞšȻ

]
ŝşȻ

s,
ŝťȻ

]
ŝŞȻ

W=
ŞŠȻ

s,
ŞŜȻ

ŝ t®Âº¿Đ®ª£ı,ðª®Ă®ðª®ðĐséğĐÂ÷ðǳY,c÷īð®ąĉ¿ÂĂÂðĐ®ą®ĉĐǴ
Ş c÷Đéĉïıð÷Đªªªğ®Đ÷ą÷ğðªÂðº
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,ðªğĉĐąıªÂĪ®ąĉÂ¸Â¤ĐÂ÷ðŝ
,ð¤ą®ĉ®ªī®Âº¿ĐÂðºĐ÷ĉ®¤ğą®º÷Ī®ąðï®ðĐðª]yǺéÂĉĐ®ªĐ®ððĐĉ
CÛ÷ąĐ®ððĐĉŝ
šşȻ

]yéÂĉĐ®ªǙ
¸÷÷ªǥéÂĄğ÷ą

ŠŢȻ

$÷Ī®ąðï®ðĐǥ
º÷Ī®ąðï®ðĐ
ą®éĐ®ª

ŝŤȻ

]yéÂĉĐ®ªǙ
£ðçĉǥð÷ðǺ
¸÷÷ªǥ÷Đ¿®ą

ŝŤȻ

ŝťȻ

ŞšȻ

ťȻ

CğéĐÂðĐÂ÷ðé

ŤȻ

ŞȻ

JĐ¿®ą

ŞȻ

Uą®Ǻ¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ðĉ
U÷ĉĐǺ¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ðĉ

¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ðĉĂ÷ąĐ¸÷éÂ÷Đ®ððĐĉ

ŝ t®Âº¿Đ®ª£ıð®ĐĂĉĉÂðºÂð¤÷ï®ĉĐşŜ7ğð®ŞŜŝťǳY,c÷īð®ąĉ¿ÂĂÂðĐ®ą®ĉĐǴ
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=®ĉ®®İĂÂąıĂą÷¸Âé®
U÷ąĐ¸÷éÂ÷t=÷¸ŝşǟŞı®ąĉĂ÷ĉĐ¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ðĉ
şŜ7ğð®Ă÷ąĐ¸÷éÂ÷
t=Ăą®Ǻ¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ðĉ
ŝŞǟšı®ąĉ

Uą÷¸÷ąïĂ÷ąĐ¸÷éÂ÷
t=Ă÷ĉĐǺ¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ðĉ
ŝşǟŞı®ąĉ
ŞŠǟťȻ

ŞŝǟŢȻ

ŝŢǟŢȻ
ŝŠǟşȻ
ŝŞǟŜȻ

ŝŝǟşȻ

ŝŜǟŠȻ

ŝŜǟŜȻ
ŤǟŢȻ

ŤǟŞȻ
ŢǟŠȻ

šǟţȻ

šǟšȻ

ŞǟŤȻ
ŝǟŞȻ ŝǟŝȻ

ŜǟŠȻŜǟşȻ ŜǟŝȻ ŜǟŝȻ ŜǟŞȻ ŜǟşȻ ŜǟŝȻ ŜǟŜȻ ŜǟŢȻ ŜǟšȻ

s¤ðĐ

#zŞŜ

#zŞŝ

#zŞŞ

#zŞş

ŞǟŝȻ ŝǟŤȻ

#zŞŠ

#zŞš

ŜǟŝȻ ŜǟşȻ

#zŞŢ

#zŞţ

#zŞŤ

#zŞť

#zşŜ

Uą®¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ðĉ

ŠǟŤȻ

ŠǟŝȻ
ŞǟţȻ

ŝǟŜȻ ŜǟťȻ

#zşŝ

ŞǟŞȻ ŝǟťȻ

ŜǟŤȻ

#zşŞ

ţǟţȻ

šǟŤȻ

#zşş

#zşŠ

ŜǟŠȻŜǟşȻ

#zşš

#zşŢ

#zşţ

#zşŤ

#zşť

#zŠŜ

#zŠŝȣ

U÷ĉĐ¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ðĉ

ŝ c÷Đéĉïıð÷Đªªªğ®Đ÷ą÷ğðªÂðº
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¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ðĉðª®ĄğÂĐıąÂĉÂðº

]÷ğą¤®ĉðªğĉ®ĉ÷¸¸ğðªĉ
ȌŞŢŝïÂééÂ÷ð¸ğééığðª®ąīąÂĐĐ®ðÂðĉĐÂĐğĐÂ÷ðéĂé¤®ï®ðĐðª¤¤®é®ąĐ®ªð÷ðǺą®ð÷ğð¤®£é®®ðĐÂĐé®ï®ðĐ÷¸¸®ą
c¿®Y,cīÂééğðª®ąĐç®¸ğééığðª®ąīąÂĐĐ®ð,ðĉĐÂĐğĐÂ÷ðéUé¤®ï®ðĐðªðĐÂĐé®ï®ðĐJ¸¸®ą÷¸ĂĂą÷İÂïĐ®éıȌŞŢŝïÂééÂ÷ðĐ÷ĂąĐÂééı¸ğðªĐ¿®¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ðĉðªĉĉ÷¤ÂĐ®ªĐąðĉ¤ĐÂ÷ð
¤÷ĉĐĉ
• ,ðĉĐÂĐğĐÂ÷ðéĂé¤®ï®ðĐ÷¸ĂĂą÷İÂïĐ®éıŞšïÂééÂ÷ðð®īĉ®¤ğąÂĐÂ®ĉĐ÷ąÂĉ®ĂĂą÷İÂïĐ®éıȌŝşŜïÂééÂ÷ð
• éÂºÂ£é®ĉ®¤ğąÂĐı¿÷éª®ąĉīÂéé£®÷¸¸®ą®ªŝð®īĉ®¤ğąÂĐıÂðĐ¿®Y,c¸÷ą®Ī®ąıŝş®İÂĉĐÂðºĉ®¤ğąÂĐÂ®ĉĐ¸Âİ®ª,ĉĉğ®UąÂ¤®÷¸ȌšǟŞŜĂ®ąĉ®¤ğąÂĐı

]÷ğą¤®ĉ÷¸#ğðªĉ
Uą÷¤®®ªĉ¸ą÷ïĐ¿®,ðĉĐÂĐğĐÂ÷ðé Ué¤®ï®ðĐ
Uą÷¤®®ªĉ ¸ą÷ïĐ¿®ðĐÂĐé®ï®ðĐJ¸¸®ą

ǳȌïǴ
ŝşŜ
ŝşŝ

;®ıJ¸¸®ąï®ĐąÂ¤ĉ
,ĉĉğ®UąÂ¤®
Discount to CLW’s last close price on ŝšğºğĉĐŞŜŝť

®£Đŝ

ŝťŜ

Âĉ¤÷ğðĐĐ÷cYUŠ

c÷Đéĉ÷ğą¤®ĉŞ

Ššŝ

Uą÷¸÷ąïïąç®Đ¤ĂÂĐéÂĉĐÂ÷ðĂ÷ĉĐJ¸¸®ąš

hĉ®ĉ÷¸#ğðªĉ
¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ðĉ
¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ðĉðªJ¸¸®ąĐąðĉ¤ĐÂ÷ð ¤÷ĉĐĉş
c÷Đéğĉ®ĉŞ

ǳȌïǴ
ŠŝŠ
şţ
Ššŝ

#zŞŜJU]ıÂ®éªǳĐ,ĉĉğ®UąÂ¤®ǴŢ
#zŞŜU]ıÂ®éªǳĐ,ĉĉğ®UąÂ¤®ǴŢ

ȌšǟŞŜ
ŠǟŝȻ
şǟŤȻ
ȌŞǚŜşŜï
šǟŠȻ
šǟŠȻ

Uą÷¸÷ąï£éð¤®ĉ¿®®Đº®ąÂðºǳĂ÷ĉĐ¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ðĉ ðªJ¸¸®ąǴ

ŞšǟţȻ

Uą÷¸÷ąïé÷÷çĐ¿ą÷ğº¿º®ąÂðºǳĂ÷ĉĐ¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ðĉðªJ¸¸®ąǴ

şţǟŝȻ

ŝ
Ş
ş
Š

Jðé÷÷çǺĐ¿ą÷ğº¿£ĉÂĉǚÂð¤éğªÂðºª®£Đ¿®éªºÂðĉĐĐ¿®c®éĉĐąU÷ąĐ¸÷éÂ÷
Cıð÷Đªªªğ®Đ÷ą÷ğðªÂðº
,ð¤éğª®ĉĉĐïĂªğĐı
c¿®Đ¿®÷ą®ĐÂ¤é®İǺrights price (“TERP”) is the theoretical price at which securities should trade after the ®İǺªĐ®¸÷ąĐ¿®ðĐÂĐé®ï®ðĐJ¸¸®ąǟcYU®İ¤éğª®ĉð®īĉ®¤ğąÂĐÂ®ĉÂĉĉğ®ªğðª®ąĐ¿®Ué¤®ï®ðĐǟcYUÂĉĐ¿®÷ą®ĐÂ¤é¤é¤ğéĐÂ÷ð÷ðéıðªĐ¿®¤ĐğéĂąÂ¤®Đī¿Â¤¿ĉ®¤ğąÂĐÂ®ĉĐąª®Âïï®ªÂĐ®éı¸Đ®ąĐ¿®®İǺªĐ®¸÷ąĐ¿®ðĐÂĐé®ï®ðĐ
J¸¸®ąīÂééª®Ă®ðª÷ðïðı¸¤Đ÷ąĉðªïıð÷Đ®ĄğécYU
š Based on CLW’s market capitalisation as at ŝšğºğĉĐŞŜŝťªÛğĉĐ®ª¸÷ąĐ¿®®ĄğÂĐıąÂĉÂðº÷¸ĂĂą÷İÂïĐ®éıȌŞŢŝïÂééÂ÷ð
Ţ Based on CLW’s guidance range for FY20 Operating EPS of 28.0 cents per security (barring any unforeseen events with no materié¤¿ðº®Âð¤ğąą®ðĐïąç®Đ¤÷ðªÂĐÂ÷ðĉǴðªŝŜŜȻĂı÷ğĐąĐÂ÷
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ĄğÂĐıąÂĉÂðº÷Ī®ąĪÂ®ī
ȌŞŢŝïÂééÂ÷ð¸ğééığðª®ąīąÂĐĐ®ðÂðĉĐÂĐğĐÂ÷ðéĂé¤®ï®ðĐðª¤¤®é®ąĐ®ªð÷ðǺą®ð÷ğð¤®£é®®ðĐÂĐé®ï®ðĐ÷¸¸®ą

]Đąğ¤Đğą®

UąÂ¤Âðº

YðçÂðº

¿ąĐ®ą)éé
$ą÷ğĂÂðĐ®ðĐÂ÷ðĉ

hðª®ąīąÂĐÂðº

• ¸ğééığðª®ąīąÂĐĐ®ð®ĄğÂĐıąÂĉÂðº÷¸ĂĂą÷İÂïĐ®éıȌŞŢŝïÂééÂ÷ðĐ÷ĂąĐÂééı¸ğðªĐ¿®¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ðĉðªĉĉ÷¤ÂĐ®ªĐąðĉ¤ĐÂ÷ð¤÷ĉĐĉǚ¤÷ïĂąÂĉÂðºǙ
– ,ðĉĐÂĐğĐÂ÷ðéĂé¤®ï®ðĐĐ÷ąÂĉ®ĂĂą÷İÂïĐ®éıȌŝşŜïÂééÂ÷ðǤðª
– ŝǺ¸÷ąǺŝş¤¤®é®ąĐ®ªð÷ðǺą®ð÷ğð¤®£é®®ðĐÂĐé®ï®ðĐ÷¸¸®ąĐ÷ąÂĉ®ĂĂą÷İÂïĐ®éıȌŝşŝïÂééÂ÷ð
• Y®¤÷ąªªĐ®¸÷ąðĐÂĐé®ï®ðĐJ¸¸®ąÂĉcğ®ĉªıǚŞŜğºğĉĐŞŜŝťĐţǙŜŜĂïǳ]cǴ
• ðĐÂĐé®ï®ðĐJ¸¸®ąīÂéé¤÷ïĂąÂĉ®ð¤¤®é®ąĐ®ª,ðĉĐÂĐğĐÂ÷ðéðĐÂĐé®ï®ðĐJ¸¸®ąðªY®ĐÂéðĐÂĐé®ï®ðĐJ¸¸®ą
• #Âİ®ª,ĉĉğ®UąÂ¤®÷¸ȌšǟŞŜĂ®ąĉ®¤ğąÂĐıą®Ăą®ĉ®ðĐĉǙ
– ŠǟŝȻªÂĉ¤÷ğðĐĐ÷Đ¿®éĉĐ¤é÷ĉ®ĂąÂ¤®÷¸ȌšǟŠŞ÷ðŝšğºğĉĐŞŜŝť
– şǟŤȻªÂĉ¤÷ğðĐĐ÷cYU÷¸ȌšǟŠŜ
– šǟŠȻ#zŞŜ¸÷ą®¤ĉĐJĂ®ąĐÂðºU]ıÂ®éª

• ]®¤ğąÂĐÂ®ĉÂĉĉğ®ªğðª®ąĐ¿®J¸¸®ąīÂééąðç®ĄğééıīÂĐ¿®İÂĉĐÂðº=t]®¤ğąÂĐÂ®ĉðªīÂéé£®®ðĐÂĐé®ªĐ÷Đ¿®ªÂĉĐąÂ£ğĐÂ÷ð¸÷ą Đ¿®Đ¿ą®®ï÷ðĐ¿ĉĐ÷şŜ]®ĂĐ®ï£®ą
ŞŜŝť

• ¿ąĐ®ą)éé$ą÷ğĂÂĉĐ¿®Y,cǣĉéąº®ĉĐĉ®¤ğąÂĐı¿÷éª®ąīÂĐ¿ĂĂą÷İÂïĐ®éıŝšȻ÷¸ĉ®¤ğąÂĐÂ®ĉ÷ðÂĉĉğ®ðª¿ĉ¤÷ïïÂĐĐ®ªĐ÷Đç®ğĂÂĐĉ¸ğéé®ðĐÂĐé®ï®ðĐğðª®ąĐ¿®
ðĐÂĐé®ï®ðĐJ¸¸®ąǚą®Ăą®ĉ®ðĐÂðº¤÷ïïÂĐï®ðĐ÷¸ĂĂą÷İÂïĐ®éıȌŞŜïÂééÂ÷ð

• c¿®J¸¸®ąÂĉ¸ğééığðª®ąīąÂĐĐ®ð
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cÂï®Đ£é®
Ī®ðĐ

Đ®ŞŜŝť

cąªÂðº¿éĐðªðð÷ğð¤®ï®ðĐ÷¸Đ¿®¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ðĉðªJ¸¸®ą

#ąÂªıǚŝŢ ğºğĉĐ

,ðĉĐÂĐğĐÂ÷ðéðĐÂĐé®ï®ðĐJ¸¸®ąðªUé¤®ï®ðĐ¤÷ðªğ¤Đ®ª

#ąÂªıǚŝŢğºğĉĐ

cąªÂðº of securities recommences on the ASX on an ‘exǺentitlement’ basis
ðĐÂĐé®ï®ðĐJ¸¸®ąY®¤÷ąª Đ®
Y®ĐÂéðĐÂĐé®ï®ðĐJ¸¸®ą÷÷çé®Đª®ĉĂĐ¤¿®ªðªY®ĐÂéðĐÂĐé®ï®ðĐJ¸¸®ą÷Ă®ðĉ
ąéıY®ĐÂé¤¤®ĂĐð¤®ğ®Đ®
]®ĐĐé®ï®ðĐ÷¸ð®īĉ®¤ğąÂĐÂ®ĉÂĉĉğ®ªğðª®ąĐ¿®,ðĉĐÂĐğĐÂ÷ðéðĐÂĐé®ï®ðĐJ¸¸®ąðªUé¤®ï®ðĐǳðªY®ĐÂéðĐÂĐé®ï®ðĐJ¸¸®ą¸÷ą ĂĂéÂ¤ĐÂ÷ðĉą®¤®ÂĪ®ª£ıĐ¿®ąéı
Y®ĐÂé¤¤®ĂĐð¤®ğ®Đ®Ǵ
éé÷Đï®ðĐðªð÷ąïéĐąªÂðº÷¸ð®īĉ®¤ğąÂĐÂ®ĉÂĉĉğ®ªğðª®ąĐ¿®,ðĉĐÂĐğĐÂ÷ðéðĐÂĐé®ï®ðĐJ¸¸®ąðªUé¤®ï®ðĐǳðªY®ĐÂéðĐÂĐé®ï®ðĐJ¸¸®ą¸÷ąĂĂéÂ¤ĐÂ÷ðĉ
ą®¤®ÂĪ®ª£ıĐ¿®ąéıY®ĐÂé¤¤®ĂĐð¤®ğ®Đ®Ǵ
Y®ĐÂéðĐÂĐé®ï®ðĐJ¸¸®ą¤é÷ĉ®ĉ
ðð÷ğð¤®ï®ðĐ ÷¸ą®ĉğéĐĉ÷¸Y®ĐÂéðĐÂĐé®ï®ðĐJ¸¸®ą

]®ĐĐé®ï®ðĐ÷¸ ą®ïÂðÂðºð®īĉ®¤ğąÂĐÂ®ĉÂĉĉğ®ªğðª®ąĐ¿®Y®ĐÂéðĐÂĐé®ï®ðĐJ¸¸®ą
éé÷Đï®ðĐ÷¸ą®ïÂðÂðº ð®īĉ®¤ğąÂĐÂ®ĉÂĉĉğ®ªğðª®ąĐ¿®Y®ĐÂéðĐÂĐé®ï®ðĐJ¸¸®ą
D÷ąïéĐąªÂðº÷¸ą®ïÂðÂðº ð®īĉ®¤ğąÂĐÂ®ĉÂĉĉğ®ªğðª®ąĐ¿®Y®ĐÂéðĐÂĐé®ï®ðĐJ¸¸®ą

C÷ðªıǚŝťğºğĉĐ
ţǙŜŜĂïǚcğ®ĉªıǚŞŜ ğºğĉĐ
c¿ğąĉªıǚ ŞŞğºğĉĐ
šǙŜŜĂïǚ t®ªð®ĉªıǚŞŤ ğºğĉĐ
c¿ğąĉªıǚŞť ğºğĉĐ
#ąÂªıǚ şŜğºğĉĐ
šǙŜŜĂïǚ C÷ðªıǚ Ş]®ĂĐ®ï£®ą
c¿ğąĉªıǚš ]®ĂĐ®ï£®ą

#ąÂªıǚŢ]®ĂĐ®ï£®ą
C÷ðªıǚť ]®ĂĐ®ï£®ą
cğ®ĉªıǚŝŜ ]®ĂĐ®ï£®ą

ééªĐ®ĉðªĐÂï®ĉą®ÂðªÂ¤ĐÂĪ®÷ðéıðªĉğ£Û®¤ĐĐ÷¤¿ðº®ǟhðé®ĉĉ÷Đ¿®ąīÂĉ®ĉĂ®¤Â¸Â®ªǚééĐÂï®ĉðªªĐ®ĉą®¸®ąĐ÷]cǟ
16
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÷ð¤éğĉÂ÷ð


¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ð÷¸é÷ðºt=Ă÷ąĐ¸÷éÂ÷÷¸Ăą÷Ă®ąĐÂ®ĉé®ĉ®ªĐ÷c®éĉĐąǳŞǥǺ ¤ą®ªÂĐąĐÂðºǴðªĐ¿®
÷ïï÷ðī®éĐ¿$÷Ī®ąðï®ðĐǳ¤ą®ªÂĐąĐÂðºǴ



Acquisitions have long WALE of 17.4 years, increasing the REIT’s portfolio WALE to 13.2 years



$®÷ºąĂ¿Â¤ééıªÂĪ®ąĉÂ¸Â®ªīÂĐ¿ŤŢȻī®Âº¿ĐÂðºĐ÷Đ¿®®ĉĐ®ąðĉ®£÷ąªðªïÛ÷ą®İĂ÷ĉğą®Đ÷¤÷ą®
D]tðªsÂ¤Đ÷ąÂðïąç®Đĉ



,ðĐą÷ªğ¤ĐÂ÷ð÷¸c®é¤÷İ¤¿ðº®Uą÷Ă®ąĐıĉð®īĉğ£ĉ®¤Đ÷ąǚīÂĐ¿Đ¿®c®éĉĐąU÷ąĐ¸÷éÂ÷ğðª®ąĂÂðð®ª£ı
é÷ðºĐ®ąïǚĉ®¤ğą®ǚĐąÂĂé®ð®Đé®ĉ®ĉ



]Đą÷ðº£éð¤®ĉ¿®®ĐïÂðĐÂð®ªīÂĐ¿Ăą÷¸÷ąï£éð¤®ĉ¿®®Đº®ąÂðº÷¸ŞšǟţȻ



#zŞŜJU]ºğÂªð¤®÷¸ŞŤǟŜ¤®ðĐĉĂ®ąĉ®¤ğąÂĐıą®¸é®¤ĐÂðºŠǟŜȻºą÷īĐ¿÷Ī®ą#zŝťJU]

17

ĂĂ®ðªÂİ

;®ðĐ]Đą®®Đİ¤¿ðº®ǚD]t

18
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Uą÷¸÷ąï£éð¤®ĉ¿®®Đ

ǳȌïǴ
ĉ¿
,ðĪ®ĉĐï®ðĐĂą÷Ă®ąĐÂ®ĉ
ĄğÂĐı¤¤÷ğðĐ®ªÂðĪ®ĉĐï®ðĐĉ

7ğðǺŝť

U÷ĉĐ£éð¤®ĉ¿®®ĐªĐ®
ªÛğĉĐï®ðĐĉŝ

¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ðĉðªJ¸¸®ą

7ğðǺŝťĂą÷¸÷ąï

ŠŢǟŞ

ŢşǟŢ

ŝǚŠşŤǟŞ

ŝšţǟš

ţŜŤǟŢ

ŢǟŠ
ŝǚşŞŤǟŠ

ŢǟŠ

ššŝǟŝ

JĐ¿®ą ĉĉ®Đĉ

ŝťǟŞ

ǳŞǟŠǴ

c÷Đé ĉĉ®Đĉ

ŝǚťŜšǟŝ

ŠşǟŤ

ŞŞŝǟŝ

ŞǚŝţŜǟŜ

şţǟţ

ǳŞǟţǴ

šŢŞǟť

Uą÷ĪÂĉÂ÷ð¸÷ąªÂĉĐąÂ£ğĐÂ÷ð
®£Đ

ŝŢǟŤ

ŞŞǟť
šŞţǟŤ

ŞŞǟť

hðï÷ąĐÂĉ®ª£÷ąą÷īÂðº¤÷ĉĐĉ

ǳŞǟŤǴ

JĐ¿®ąéÂ£ÂéÂĐÂ®ĉ

şšǟţ

ǳţǟŤǴ

c÷Đé éÂ£ÂéÂĐÂ®ĉ

šŤşǟŢ

şŜǟŜ

ǳŞǟţǴ

ŢŝŜǟť

ŝǚşŞŝǟš

ŝşǟť

ŞŞşǟţ

ŝǚššťǟŝ

]®¤ğąÂĐÂ®ĉ÷ðÂĉĉğ®ǳïǴ

şŞşǟŜ

şǟš

šŜǟŝ

Dc Ă®ąĉ®¤ğąÂĐıǳȌǴ

ȌŠǟŜť

ȌŠǟŝŠ

éð¤®ĉ¿®®Đº®ąÂðº

ŞţǟšȻ

ŞšǟţȻ

=÷÷çĐ¿ą÷ğº¿º®ąÂðº

şŠǟşȻ

şţǟŝȻ

D®ĐĐðºÂ£é®ĉĉ®Đĉ

ǳŞǟŤǴ
Şţǟť

şţŢǟŢ

ŝ ,ð¤éğª®ĉĉ®ĐĐé®ï®ðĐ÷¸Đ¿®¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ð÷¸c¿é®ĉğĉĐąéÂð)®ªJ¸¸Â¤®ǚ]ıªð®ıJéıïĂÂ¤UąçǚĐ¿®Âĉĉğ®÷¸÷¸ŞǟŠïÂééÂ÷ðĉ®¤ğąÂĐÂ®ĉğðª®ąĂą®ĪÂ÷ğĉéıðð÷ğð¤®ªĉ®¤ğąÂĐıĂğą¤¿ĉ®ĂéðǚĐ¿®Âĉĉğ®÷¸ŝǟŞïÂééÂ÷ðĉ®¤ğąÂĐÂ®ĉÂðĐ¿®YUĉĉ÷¤ÂĐ®ªīÂĐ¿Đ¿®ŠWŝťªÂĉĐąÂ£ğĐÂ÷ððªª®ąÂĪĐÂĪ®ą®ĉĐąğ¤Đğą®Ăıï®ðĐǟ

19

ĂĂ®ðªÂİ

=÷ðĉªé®İ¤¿ðº®ǚs,

20
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]ğïïąı÷¸ç®ıąÂĉçĉ
cąðĉ¤ĐÂ÷ðĉĂ®¤Â¸Â¤ąÂĉçĉ
¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ðąÂĉç
c¿®Y,c®İĂ®¤ĐĉĐ¿®¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ðĉĐ÷Ăą÷¤®®ªĉªĪÂĉ®ªÂðĐ¿ÂĉUą®ĉ®ðĐĐÂ÷ðǟ,¸ð¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ðÂð¸¤Đ¸ÂéĉĐ÷¤÷ïĂé®Đ®÷ą
¤÷ïĂé®ĐÂ÷ðÂĉª®éı®ªǚĐ¿®®İĂ®¤Đ®ª¸Âðð¤ÂéĂ®ą¸÷ąïð¤®÷¸Đ¿®Y,c¤÷ğéª£®ªĪ®ąĉ®éı¸¸®¤Đ®ªǟ,¸ð¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ðª÷®ĉ
ð÷Đ¤÷ïĂé®Đ®ðªĐ¿®Y,c¿ĉąÂĉ®ª¸ğðªĉğðª®ąĐ¿ÂĉJ¸¸®ąǚĐ¿®Y,cīÂééð®®ªĐ÷¤÷ðĉÂª®ąéĐ®ąðĐÂĪ®ğĉ®ĉ¸÷ąǚ÷ąīıĉĐ÷
ą®ĐğąðǚĐ¿÷ĉ®¸ğðªĉǟ
c¿®¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ð÷¸Đ¿®c®éĉĐąU÷ąĐ¸÷éÂ÷ðªĐ¿®Ǻºąª®÷¸¸Â¤®£ğÂéªÂðºÂðhĂĂ®ąC÷ğðĐ$ąĪĐĐ®İĂ÷ĉ®Đ¿®Y,cĐ÷Đ¿®
same types of risks described in “Other risks”, including reǺé®ĉÂðºðªĪ¤ð¤ıąÂĉçǚĐ®ððĐ¤÷ð¤®ðĐąĐÂ÷ðąÂĉçǳÂǟ®ǟc®éĉĐą
ðªĐ¿®cJǴðª®ðĪÂą÷ðï®ðĐéąÂĉçĉǟ

c®é¤÷İ¤¿ðº®Uą÷Ă®ąĐÂ®ĉ
YÂĉçĉÂð¤÷ðð®¤ĐÂ÷ðīÂĐ¿Đ¿®¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ð÷¸Đ¿®c®é¤÷İ¤¿ðº®Uą÷Ă®ąĐÂ®ĉÂð¤éğª®Ǚ
• c¿®ą®ą®ą®ĉĐąÂ¤ĐÂ÷ðĉ÷ðĐ¿®ąÂº¿Đ÷¸=tĐ÷Đąðĉ¸®ąÂĐĉÂðªÂą®¤ĐÂðĐ®ą®ĉĐÂðĐ¿®c®é¤÷İ¤¿ðº®Uą÷Ă®ąĐÂ®ĉ¸÷ąĐ¿®ÂðÂĐÂé
¸ÂĪ®ı®ąĐ®ąï÷¸ÂĐĉÂðĪ®ĉĐï®ðĐðª¤®ąĐÂðą®ĉĐąÂ¤ĐÂ÷ðĉǚÂð¤éğªÂðº÷ðĂąĐÂ®ĉĐ÷ī¿÷ïÂĐ¤÷ğéª÷Đ¿®ąīÂĉ®Đąðĉ¸®ąÂĐĉ
ÂðªÂą®¤ĐÂðĐ®ą®ĉĐǚĐ¿®ą®¸Đ®ąǤ
• Jð¸Âéğą®£ıĐ¿®Đ®ððĐĐ÷Ăıą®ðĐğðª®ąĐ¿®c®é¤÷İ¤¿ðº®Uą÷Ă®ąĐıé®ĉ®ĉǚĐ¿®ą®ą®ĉğ£ĉĐðĐÂé¤ğą®Ă®ąÂ÷ªĉ
ĪÂé£é®Đ÷Đ¿®Đ®ððĐðªéÂ¤®ðĉ®ª÷¤¤ğĂÂ®ąĉ÷¸Đ¿®Ăą®ïÂĉ®ĉ£®¸÷ą®Đ¿®ĉ®é®ĉ®ĉïı£®Đ®ąïÂðĐ®ªǤðª
• c¿®Đ®ððĐğðª®ąĐ¿®c®é¤÷İ¤¿ðº®=®ĉ®ĉ¿ĉąÂº¿ĐĐ÷£ğıǺ£¤ç®¤¿ĉğ£Û®¤ĐĂą÷Ă®ąĐıĐĐ¿®®ðª÷¸Đ¿®é®ĉ®
Đ®ąïĐïąç®ĐĪéğ®ǟ
JĐ¿®ąąÂĉçĉ

hðª®ąīąÂĐÂðº
c¿®Y,c¿ĉ®ðĐ®ą®ªÂðĐ÷ðğðª®ąīąÂĐÂðººą®®ï®ðĐğðª®ąī¿Â¤¿Đ¿®ğðª®ąīąÂĐ®ąĉ÷¸Đ¿®J¸¸®ą¿Ī®ºą®®ªĐ÷¸ğééı
ğðª®ąīąÂĐ®Đ¿®J¸¸®ąǚĉğ£Û®¤ĐĐ÷Đ¿®Đ®ąïĉðª¤÷ðªÂĐÂ÷ðĉ÷¸Đ¿®ğðª®ąīąÂĐÂðººą®®ï®ðĐ£®Đī®®ðĐ¿®Y®ĉĂ÷ðĉÂ£é®ðĐÂĐı
and the underwriters (‘Underwriting Agreement’). The underwriters' obligation to underwrite the Offer is conditional on
¤®ąĐÂð¤ğĉĐ÷ïąıïĐĐ®ąĉǟ#ğąĐ¿®ąǚÂ¸¤®ąĐÂð®Ī®ðĐĉ÷¤¤ğąǚĐ¿®ğðª®ąīąÂĐ®ąĉïıĐ®ąïÂðĐ®Đ¿®hðª®ąīąÂĐÂðººą®®ï®ðĐǟ
c®ąïÂðĐÂ÷ð÷¸Đ¿®hðª®ąīąÂĐÂðººą®®ï®ðĐÂĉéÂç®éıĐ÷¿Ī®ðªĪ®ąĉ®ÂïĂ¤Đ÷ðĐ¿®ï÷ğðĐ÷¸Ăą÷¤®®ªĉąÂĉ®ªğðª®ą
Đ¿®J¸¸®ąǚðªĐ¿®Y,cǣĉ£ÂéÂĐıĐ÷¤÷ïĂé®Đ®Đ¿®¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ðĉĉ¤ğąą®ðĐéıĂéðð®ªðª¸ğðªĐąðĉ¤ĐÂ÷ð¤÷ĉĐĉǚðª¤÷ğéª
ïĐ®ąÂééıªĪ®ąĉ®éı¸¸®¤ĐĐ¿®Y,cǣĉ£ğĉÂð®ĉĉǚ¤ĉ¿¸é÷īǚ¸Âðð¤ÂéĂ®ą¸÷ąïð¤®ǚ¸Âðð¤Âé¤÷ðªÂĐÂ÷ðĉðªĉ¿ą®ĂąÂ¤®ǟ
YÂĉçĉĉĉ÷¤ÂĐ®ªīÂĐ¿ð÷ĐĐçÂðºğĂð®īĉ®¤ğąÂĐÂ®ĉğðª®ąĐ¿®J¸¸®ą
,ðĪ®ĉĐ÷ąĉī¿÷ª÷ð÷ĐĂąĐÂ¤ÂĂĐ®ÂðĐ¿®J¸¸®ąǚ÷ąī¿÷ª÷ð÷ĐĐç®ğĂéé÷¸Đ¿®Âą®ðĐÂĐé®ï®ðĐğðª®ąĐ¿®J¸¸®ąǚīÂéé¿Ī®Đ¿®Âą
percentage securityholding in the REIT diluted and you will not be exposed to further increases or decreases in the REIT’s
ĉ®¤ğąÂĐıĂąÂ¤®Âðą®ĉĂ®¤Đ÷¸Đ¿÷ĉ®ð®īĉ®¤ğąÂĐÂ®ĉī¿Â¤¿ī÷ğéª¿Ī®£®®ðÂĉĉğ®ªĐ÷ı÷ğ¿ªı÷ğĐç®ðğĂéé÷¸ı÷ğą
®ðĐÂĐé®ï®ðĐǟ
Y®éÂð¤®÷ðÂð¸÷ąïĐÂ÷ðĂą÷ĪÂª®ªÂðą®ĉĂ®¤Đ÷¸Đ¿®¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ðĉ
=tðªÂĐĉªĪÂĉ®ąĉ¿Ī®ğðª®ąĐç®ðªğ®ªÂéÂº®ð¤®Ăą÷¤®ĉĉÂðą®ĉĂ®¤Đ÷¸Đ¿®¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ðĉǚī¿Â¤¿ą®éÂ®ªÂðĂąĐ÷ðĐ¿®
ą®ĪÂ®ī÷¸Đ¿®¸Âðð¤Âéðª÷Đ¿®ąÂð¸÷ąïĐÂ÷ðĂą÷ĪÂª®ª£ıĐ¿®Ī®ðª÷ąĉǟ®ĉĂÂĐ®ĐçÂðºą®ĉ÷ð£é®®¸¸÷ąĐĉǚ=tðªÂĐĉ
ªĪÂĉ®ąĉ¿Ī®ð÷Đ£®®ð£é®Đ÷Ī®ąÂ¸ıĐ¿®¤¤ğą¤ıǚą®éÂ£ÂéÂĐı÷ą¤÷ïĂé®Đ®ð®ĉĉ÷¸ééĐ¿®Âð¸÷ąïĐÂ÷ðĐ¿ĐīĉĂą÷ĪÂª®ªĐ÷ÂĐ
ºÂðĉĐÂðª®Ă®ðª®ðĐªĐǟ,¸ðı÷¸Đ¿®ªĐ÷ąÂð¸÷ąïĐÂ÷ðĂą÷ĪÂª®ªĐ÷ðªą®éÂ®ªğĂ÷ð£ı=tÂðÂĐĉªğ®ªÂéÂº®ð¤®
Ăą÷¤®ĉĉðªÂĐĉĂą®ĂąĐÂ÷ð÷¸Đ¿ÂĉUą®ĉ®ðĐĐÂ÷ðĂą÷Ī®ĉĐ÷£®Âð¤÷ïĂé®Đ®ǚÂð¤¤ğąĐ®÷ąïÂĉé®ªÂðºǚĐ¿®ą®ÂĉąÂĉçĐ¿ĐĐ¿®
¸Âðð¤ÂéĂ÷ĉÂĐÂ÷ððªĂ®ą¸÷ąïð¤®÷¸Đ¿®¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ðĉïı£®ïĐ®ąÂééıªÂ¸¸®ą®ðĐĐ÷Đ¿Đ®İĂ®¤Đ®ª£ı=tĉą®¸é®¤Đ®ªÂð
Đ¿ÂĉUą®ĉ®ðĐĐÂ÷ðǟ

Y®ðĐé,ð¤÷ï®
ÂĉĐąÂ£ğĐÂ÷ðĉïª®£ıĐ¿®Y,cą®éąº®éıª®Ă®ðª®ðĐ÷ðĐ¿®ą®ðĐĉą®¤®ÂĪ®ª¸ą÷ïĐ®ððĐĉ¤ą÷ĉĉĐ¿®Ă÷ąĐ¸÷éÂ÷ðª
®İĂ®ðĉ®ĉÂð¤ğąą®ªªğąÂðº÷Ă®ąĐÂ÷ðĉǚī¿Â¤¿ïı£®¸¸®¤Đ®ª£ıðğï£®ą÷¸¸¤Đ÷ąĉǚÂð¤éğªÂðºǙ
• ÷Ī®ąéé®¤÷ð÷ïÂ¤¤÷ðªÂĐÂ÷ðĉǤ
• Đ¿®¸Âðð¤Âé¤Âą¤ğïĉĐð¤®ĉ÷¸Đ®ððĐĉǳ÷ðĐ¿®ªĐ®Đ¿®ğðÂĐĉą®éé÷ĐĐ®ªğðª®ąĐ¿®J¸¸®ąÂð¤¤÷ąªð¤®īÂĐ¿Đ¿®
cÂï®Đ£é®ǚðªÂðĐ¿®¸ğĐğą®ǴǤ
• Đ¿®£ÂéÂĐıĐ÷ð®º÷ĐÂĐ®é®ĉ®®İĐ®ðĉÂ÷ðĉ÷ąą®Ăé¤®÷ğĐº÷ÂðºĐ®ððĐĉīÂĐ¿ð®īĐ®ððĐĉǤ
• Đ¿®÷¤¤ğąą®ð¤®÷¸ą®ðĐéąą®ąĉ÷ąðıĪ¤ð¤ıĂ®ąÂ÷ªĉǤ
• ą®éÂð¤®÷ðĐ®ððĐī¿Â¤¿é®ĉ®ĉïĐ®ąÂéĂ÷ąĐÂ÷ð÷¸Đ¿®Y,cǣĉĂ÷ąĐ¸÷éÂ÷Ǥ
• ðÂð¤ą®ĉ®Âðğðą®¤÷Ī®ą£é®÷ğĐº÷ÂðºĉǤðª
• ĉğĂĂéıðªª®ïðªÂðĐ¿®Ăą÷Ă®ąĐıïąç®Đǟ
ðıð®ºĐÂĪ®ÂïĂ¤Đ÷ðą®ðĐéÂð¤÷ï®ǳÂð¤éğªÂðºĉą®ĉğéĐ÷¸¸Âéğą®÷¸®İÂĉĐÂðºĐ®ððĐĉĐ÷Ă®ą¸÷ąï®İÂĉĐÂðºé®ĉ®ĉÂð
¤¤÷ąªð¤®īÂĐ¿Đ¿®ÂąĐ®ąïĉǴ¿ĉĐ¿®Ă÷Đ®ðĐÂéĐ÷ª®¤ą®ĉ®Đ¿®Īéğ®÷¸Đ¿®Y,cðª¿Ī®ðªĪ®ąĉ®ÂïĂ¤Đ÷ð
ªÂĉĐąÂ£ğĐÂ÷ðĉ÷ąĐ¿®Īéğ®÷¸ĉ®¤ğąÂĐÂ®ĉ÷ą£÷Đ¿ǟ
Y®Ǻé®ĉÂðºðªĪ¤ð¤ıąÂĉç
In the longer term, the REIT's portfolio’s leases will come up for renewal on a periodic basis. There is a risk that the REIT
ïıð÷Đ£®£é®Đ÷ð®º÷ĐÂĐ®ĉğÂĐ£é®é®ĉ®ą®ð®īéĉīÂĐ¿®İÂĉĐÂðºĐ®ððĐĉǚïÂðĐÂð®İÂĉĐÂðºé®ĉ®Đ®ąïĉǚ÷ąą®Ăé¤®
÷ğĐº÷ÂðºĐ®ððĐĉīÂĐ¿ð®īĐ®ððĐĉǟc¿Âĉïıą®ĉğéĐÂðą®ªğ¤ĐÂ÷ðÂðĐ¿®Y,cǣĉJĂ®ąĐÂðºąðÂðºĉðªªÂĉĐąÂ£ğĐÂ÷ðĉðª
ą®ªğ¤ĐÂ÷ðÂðĐ¿®Īéğ®÷¸Đ¿®ĉĉ®Đĉ÷¸Đ¿®Y,cǟ
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¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ðĉðª®ĄğÂĐıąÂĉÂðº

]ğïïąı÷¸ç®ıąÂĉçĉǳ¤÷ðĐǟǴ
Uą÷Ă®ąĐıĪéğĐÂ÷ðąÂĉç
c¿®Īéğ®÷¸®¤¿Ăą÷Ă®ąĐı¿®éª£ıĐ¿®Y,cǚðªĐ¿÷ĉ®ÂĐïı¿÷éªÂðĐ¿®¸ğĐğą®ǚïı¸éğ¤ĐğĐ®ªğ®Đ÷
ðğï£®ą÷¸¸¤Đ÷ąĉ¸¸®¤ĐÂðº£÷Đ¿Đ¿®Ăą÷Ă®ąĐıïąç®Đº®ð®ąééı÷ąĐ¿®Y,cǣĉĂą÷Ă®ąĐÂ®ĉÂðĂąĐÂ¤ğéąǟc¿®ĉ®
¸¤Đ÷ąĉÂð¤éğª®ǚ£ğĐą®ð÷ĐéÂïÂĐ®ªĐ÷Ǚ
• ¤¿ðº®ĉÂðïąç®Đą®ðĐéąĐ®ĉǤ
• ¤¿ðº®ĉÂðĂą÷Ă®ąĐııÂ®éªĉǤ
• ¸éğ¤ĐğĐÂðº÷¤¤ğĂð¤ıé®Ī®éĉǤ
• Đ®ððĐĉª®¸ğéĐÂðºǤ
• ĉğĂĂéıðªª®ïðªÂðĐ¿®ą®é®ĪðĐĂą÷Ă®ąĐıïąç®ĐǤ
• Âð¤ą®ĉ®ª¤÷ïĂ®ĐÂĐÂ÷ð¸ą÷ïð®ī÷ą®İÂĉĐÂðºĂą÷Ă®ąĐÂ®ĉǤ
• ª÷īðĐğąðÂðĐ¿®Ăą÷Ă®ąĐıïąç®Đº®ð®ąééıǤ
• ĂąÂ¤Âðº÷ą¤÷ïĂ®ĐÂĐÂ÷ðĂ÷éÂ¤Â®ĉ÷¸ðı¤÷ïĂ®ĐÂðºĂą÷Ă®ąĐÂ®ĉ÷ąĐ®ððĐĉǤðª
• º®ð®ąé®¤÷ð÷ïÂ¤¤÷ðªÂĐÂ÷ðĉǚĉğ¤¿ĉÂðĐ®ą®ĉĐąĐ®ĉǟ
c¿®ĉ®¸¤Đ÷ąĉïı¤¿ðº®¸÷ąĪąÂ®Đı÷¸ą®ĉ÷ðĉÂð¤éğªÂðºĐ¿÷ĉ®ĉ®Đ÷ğĐ£÷Ī®Âðą®ĉĂ®¤Đ÷¸Đ¿®ĉ®ĂąĐÂ¤ğéą
ąÂĉçĉǟą®ªğ¤ĐÂ÷ðÂðĐ¿®Īéğ®÷¸ðıĂą÷Ă®ąĐıïıªĪ®ąĉ®éı¸¸®¤ĐĐ¿®Īéğ®÷¸ĉ®¤ğąÂĐÂ®ĉÂðĐ¿®Y,cǟ,Đïı
also impact the REIT’s financing arrangements (refer to Funding risk).
Uą÷Ă®ąĐıĪéğ®ĉïı¸ééÂ¸Đ¿®ğðª®ąéıÂðºĉĉğïĂĐÂ÷ðĉ÷ðī¿Â¤¿Đ¿®Ăą÷Ă®ąĐıĪéğĐÂ÷ðĉ÷ğĐéÂð®ªÂðĐ¿Âĉ
Uą®ĉ®ðĐĐÂ÷ðą®£ĉ®ªǚ¤¿ðº®ÂðĐ¿®¸ğĐğą®ǟĉ¤¿ðº®ĉÂðĪéğĐÂ÷ðĉ÷¸ÂðĪ®ĉĐï®ðĐĂą÷Ă®ąĐÂ®ĉą®ą®¤÷ąª®ª
ÂðĐ¿®ĉĐĐğĐ÷ąıÂð¤÷ï®ĉĐĐ®ï®ðĐǚðıª®¤ą®ĉ®ĉÂðĪéğ®īÂéé¿Ī®ð®ºĐÂĪ®ÂïĂ¤Đ÷ðĐ¿®ĉĐĐğĐ÷ąıÂð¤÷ï®
÷¸Đ¿®Y,cǟ
ĉĂą÷Ă®ąĐıĪéğ®ĉ¸éğ¤ĐğĐ®ǚĉ÷Đ÷÷ïıą®Đğąðĉ¸ą÷ïĂą÷Ă®ąĐıĉĉ®ĐĉǟY®ðĐéðª÷¤¤ğĂð¤ıé®Ī®éĉïı
¤¿ðº®ĉą®ĉğéĐ÷¸¤¿ðº®ĉÂðĐ¿®Ăą÷Ă®ąĐıïąç®ĐðªĐ¿Âĉïı¸¸®¤ĐĐ¿®ªÂĉĐąÂ£ğĐÂ÷ðĉĂÂª£ıĐ¿®Y,c
ðªĐ¿®ïąç®ĐĂąÂ¤®÷¸ĉ®¤ğąÂĐÂ®ĉǟ
c¿®Y,cīÂéé¿Ī®ÂĐĉĂą÷Ă®ąĐÂ®ĉÂðª®Ă®ðª®ðĐéıą®Īéğ®ªą®ºğéąéıÂð¤¤÷ąªð¤®īÂĐ¿ÂĐĉĪéğĐÂ÷ð
Ă÷éÂ¤ıǟc¿®Âðª®Ă®ðª®ðĐĪéğĐÂ÷ðĉ÷¸Đ¿®Ăą÷Ă®ąĐÂ®ĉą®Đ¿®£®ĉĐ®ĉĐÂïĐ®ĉ÷¸Đ¿®Âðª®Ă®ðª®ðĐĪéğ®ąĉĐĐ¿®
ĐÂï®÷¸ğðª®ąĐçÂðºĐ¿®ĪéğĐÂ÷ððªïıð÷Đą®¸é®¤ĐĐ¿®¤ĐğéĂąÂ¤®Ăą÷Ă®ąĐıī÷ğéªą®éÂĉ®Â¸ĉ÷éªǟ
c¿®Âðª®Ă®ðª®ðĐĪéğĐÂ÷ðĉą®ĉğ£Û®¤ĐĐ÷ðğï£®ą÷¸ĉĉğïĂĐÂ÷ðĉī¿Â¤¿ïıĂą÷Ī®Đ÷£®Âð¤¤ğąĐ®ǟ
Uą÷Ă®ąĐıéÂĄğÂªÂĐı
ıĐ¿®ÂąðĐğą®ǚÂðĪ®ĉĐï®ðĐĉÂðą®éĂą÷Ă®ąĐıĉĉ®Đĉą®ÂééÂĄğÂªÂðĪ®ĉĐï®ðĐĉǚðªĐ¿®ą®ÂĉąÂĉçĐ¿Đĉ¿÷ğéªĐ¿®
Y,c£®ą®ĄğÂą®ªĐ÷ą®éÂĉ®Ăą÷Ă®ąĐıĉĉ®ĐĉǚÂĐïıð÷Đ£®£é®Đ÷ª÷ĉ÷Âðĉ¿÷ąĐĂ®ąÂ÷ª÷¸ĐÂï®ǚ÷ąïıð÷Đ£®
£é®Đ÷ą®éÂĉ®Ăą÷Ă®ąĐıĉĉ®Đ¸÷ąĐ¿®ï÷ğðĐĐī¿Â¤¿ÂĐ¿ĉ£®®ðĪéğ®ªǟc¿ÂĉïıªĪ®ąĉ®éı¸¸®¤ĐĐ¿®
Y,cǣĉð®ĐĐðºÂ£é®ĉĉ®ĐĉðªĐ¿®Īéğ®÷¸ĉ®¤ğąÂĐÂ®ĉÂðĐ¿®Y,cǟ

c®ððĐ¤÷ð¤®ðĐąĐÂ÷ð
c¿®ïÛ÷ąÂĐı÷¸Đ¿®Ăą÷Ă®ąĐÂ®ĉ¤÷ïĂąÂĉÂðºĐ¿®Y,cǣĉĂ÷ąĐ¸÷éÂ÷ą®ĉÂðºé®Đ®ððĐ®ªǟc¿Âĉ®İĂ÷ĉ®ĉĐ¿®Īéğ®ðª
Ă®ą¸÷ąïð¤®÷¸®¤¿Ăą÷Ă®ąĐıĐ÷Đ¿®£ÂéÂĐı÷¸Đ¿÷ĉ®Đ®ððĐĉĐ÷¤÷ðĐÂðğ®Đ÷ï®®ĐĐ¿®Âą÷£éÂºĐÂ÷ðĉğðª®ąĐ¿®
ą®ĉĂ®¤ĐÂĪ®é®ĉ®ºą®®ï®ðĐĉǟc¿®ą®ÂĉąÂĉçĐ¿ĐÂ¸÷ð®÷ąï÷ą®÷¸Đ¿®ïÛ÷ąĐ®ððĐĉ¤®ĉ®Đ÷£®Đ®ððĐǚĐ¿®
Y,cïıð÷Đ£®£é®Đ÷¸Âðªą®Ăé¤®ï®ðĐĐ®ððĐĉ÷ðé®ĉ®Đ®ąïĉĐ¿Đą®Đé®ĉĐĉ¸Ī÷ğą£é®ĉĐ¿®¤ğąą®ðĐ
Đ®ąïĉǟ]¿÷ğéªą®Ăé¤®ï®ðĐĐ®ððĐĉé®ĉ®Đ¿®Ăą÷Ă®ąĐı÷ðé®ĉĉ¸Ī÷ğą£é®Đ®ąïĉĐ¿ÂĉīÂééªĪ®ąĉ®éıÂïĂ¤ĐĐ¿®
ą®ĐğąðĉðªĐ¿®÷Ī®ąééĂ®ą¸÷ąïð¤®÷¸Đ¿®Y,cðªĪéğ®÷¸Đ¿®Ăą÷Ă®ąĐÂ®ĉǟc¿®Y®ĉĂ÷ðĉÂ£é®ðĐÂĐı÷¸Đ¿®Y,c
¤ĐÂĪ®éıïðº®ĉĐ¿®Đ®ððĐĉ®é®¤ĐÂ÷ðĂą÷¤®ĉĉĐ÷ïðº®Đ¿ÂĉąÂĉçǟ
®Ī®é÷Ăï®ðĐąÂĉç
c¿®Y,cīÂéé¸÷¤ğĉ÷ðĉğĉĐÂð£é®Âð¤÷ï®ą®ĐğąðĉðªïÂðÂïÂĉÂðºª®Ī®é÷Ăï®ðĐąÂĉçǟc¿®Y,cīÂééð÷Đ
ğðª®ąĐç®ĉĂ®¤ğéĐÂĪ®ª®Ī®é÷Ăï®ðĐǟðıª®Ī®é÷Ăï®ðĐąÂĉçīÂéé£®ĉğ£ĉĐðĐÂééıïÂĐÂºĐ®ªĐ¿ą÷ğº¿¸Âİ®ªĂąÂ¤®
¤÷ðĉĐąğ¤ĐÂ÷ð¤÷ðĐą¤Đĉǚðªğðª®ąĐçÂðºĂą®Ǻé®ĉÂðº¤ĐÂĪÂĐÂ®ĉą®éĐÂðºĐ÷Đ¿®ª®Ī®é÷Ăï®ðĐǚ£÷Đ¿ĂąÂ÷ąĐ÷
ðªªğąÂðºǚ¤÷ðĉĐąğ¤ĐÂ÷ðǟc¿®Y,cīÂéé®ðª®Ī÷ğąĐ÷¤¿Â®Ī®é®Ī®é÷¸Ăą®Ǻ¤÷ïïÂĐï®ðĐĂĂą÷ĂąÂĐ®Đ÷Đ¿®
Ăą÷Û®¤ĐĂąÂ÷ąĐ÷¤÷ïï®ð¤Âðºª®Ī®é÷Ăï®ðĐ¤ĐÂĪÂĐÂ®ĉǟ
D÷ºğąðĐ®®÷¸ªÂĉĐąÂ£ğĐÂ÷ð÷ą¤ĂÂĐéą®Đğąð
D÷ºğąðĐ®®¤ð£®ºÂĪ®ðĉĐ÷Đ¿®ï÷ğðĐ÷¸ðıÂð¤÷ï®÷ą¤ĂÂĐéą®Đğąð¸ą÷ïĐ¿®ĉ®¤ğąÂĐÂ®ĉ÷ąĐ¿®
Ă®ą¸÷ąïð¤®÷¸Đ¿®Y,cǚð÷ą¤ðĐ¿®ą®Ăıï®ðĐ÷¸¤ĂÂĐé¸ą÷ïĐ¿®Y,c£®ºğąðĐ®®ªǟ
Cðº®ï®ðĐĂ®ą¸÷ąïð¤®
c¿®Y,cīÂéé£®ą®éÂðĐ÷ðĐ¿®®İĂ®ąĐÂĉ®ǚ®İĂ®ąÂ®ð¤®ǚðªĉĐąĐ®ºÂ®ĉ÷¸ÂĐĉ®İ®¤ğĐÂĪ®ªÂą®¤Đ÷ąĉðªïðº®ï®ðĐ
÷¸Đ¿®¿ąĐ®ą)éé$ą÷ğĂǟĉą®ĉğéĐǚĐ¿®é÷ĉĉ÷ąğðĪÂé£ÂéÂĐı÷¸ç®ıĂ®ąĉ÷ðð®éĐĐ¿®¿ąĐ®ą)éé$ą÷ğĂ¤÷ğéª
¿Ī®ðªĪ®ąĉ®ÂïĂ¤Đ÷ðĐ¿®ïðº®ï®ðĐðª¸Âðð¤ÂéĂ®ą¸÷ąïð¤®÷¸Đ¿®Y,cðªĐ¿®ą®¸÷ą®ą®ĐğąðĉĐ÷
ĉ®¤ğąÂĐı¿÷éª®ąĉǟ
ĂÂĐé®İĂ®ðªÂĐğą®
c¿®Y,cīÂéé£®ą®ĉĂ÷ðĉÂ£é®¸÷ą¤ĂÂĐé®İĂ®ðªÂĐğą®Đ¿ĐïıąÂĉ®ǟ
c¿®ą®ÂĉąÂĉçĐ¿ĐĐ¿®¤Đğéą®ĄğÂą®ª¤ĂÂĐé®İĂ®ðªÂĐğą®ïı®İ¤®®ª¤ğąą®ðĐéı®İĂ®¤Đ®ª®İĂ®ðªÂĐğą®ī¿Â¤¿
¤÷ğéªé®ªĐ÷Âð¤ą®ĉ®ª¸ğðªÂðº¤÷ĉĐĉðªÂïĂ¤ĐªÂĉĐąÂ£ğĐÂ÷ðĉǟªªÂĐÂ÷ðééıǚðıą®ĄğÂą®ï®ðĐ¸÷ąğð¸÷ą®ĉ®®ð
ïĐ®ąÂé¤ĂÂĐé®İĂ®ðªÂĐğą®÷ðĐ¿®Ăą÷Ă®ąĐÂ®ĉ¤÷ğéªÂïĂ¤ĐĐ¿®Ă®ą¸÷ąïð¤®÷¸Đ¿®Y,cǟ
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¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ðĉðª®ĄğÂĐıąÂĉÂðº

]ğïïąı÷¸ç®ıąÂĉçĉ ǳ¤÷ðĐǟǴ
¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ðĉ
,ðªªÂĐÂ÷ðĐ÷¤ĄğÂąÂðºĐ¿®ĉĉ®ĐĉÂð¤÷ðð®¤ĐÂ÷ðīÂĐ¿Đ¿®ĉ®¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ðĉǚĐ¿®Y,cīÂéé¤÷ðĐÂðğ®Đ÷Âª®ðĐÂ¸ıð®ī
ÂðĪ®ĉĐï®ðĐ÷ĂĂ÷ąĐğðÂĐÂ®ĉ¸÷ąĂ÷Đ®ðĐÂé¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ðǟc¿®Y,cīÂéé®ðª®Ī÷ğąĐ÷¤÷ðªğ¤Đééą®ĉ÷ð£é®ðª
ĂĂą÷ĂąÂĐ®ªğ®ªÂéÂº®ð¤®÷ðĂ÷Đ®ðĐÂéÂðĪ®ĉĐï®ðĐ÷ĂĂ÷ąĐğðÂĐÂ®ĉǟ
c¿®ą®ÂĉąÂĉçĐ¿ĐĐ¿®Y,cīÂéé£®ğð£é®Đ÷Âª®ðĐÂ¸ıĉğÂĐ£é®ÂðĪ®ĉĐï®ðĐ÷ĂĂ÷ąĐğðÂĐÂ®ĉĐ¿Đï®®ĐĐ¿®Y,cǣĉ
ÂðĪ®ĉĐï®ðĐ÷£Û®¤ĐÂĪ®ĉǟĪ®ðÂ¸ĉğ¤¿÷ĂĂ÷ąĐğðÂĐÂ®ĉą®Âª®ðĐÂ¸Â®ªǚĐ¿®ıïıð÷Đ£®£é®Đ÷£®ĉ®¤ğą®ª÷ð
appropriate terms. These factors may restrict the REIT’s ability to add investments to its portfolio and this may
ªĪ®ąĉ®éıÂïĂ¤Đºą÷īĐ¿ðªą®ĐğąðĉĐ÷ĉ®¤ğąÂĐı¿÷éª®ąĉǟ

İĐ®ðĉÂ÷ððªą®¸Âðð¤Âðº
c¿®Y,cǣĉ£ÂéÂĐıĐ÷ą®¸Âðð¤®÷ąą®ĂıÂĐĉª®£ĐĉĉĐ¿®ı¸ééªğ®īÂéé£®ÂïĂ¤Đ®ª£ıïąç®Đ¤÷ðªÂĐÂ÷ðĉǚĐ¿®
financial status of the REIT, the value of the REIT’s properties, and prevailing economic conditions, including
ÂðĐ®ą®ĉĐąĐ®ĉǚĐĐ¿®ĐÂï®÷¸ïĐğąÂĐı÷ąą®¸Âðð¤Âðºǟc¿®ą®ÂĉąÂĉçĐ¿ĐĐ¿®Y,cïıð÷Đ£®£é®Đ÷®İĐ®ðª÷ą
ą®¸Âðð¤®ÂĐĉª®£Đĉ£®¸÷ą®ïĐğąÂĐıǟU÷ĉĉÂ£é®Âð¤ą®ĉ®ĉÂðĐ¿®ÂðĐ®ą®ĉĐąĐ®ǚĐ¿®¤÷ĉĐ÷¸ÂðĐ®ą®ĉĐąĐ®¿®ªº®ĉðª
Đ¿®é®Ī®é÷¸¸Âðð¤Âé¤÷Ī®ððĐĉą®ĄğÂą®ª£ıé®ðª®ąĉïıéĉ÷ªĪ®ąĉ®éıÂïĂ¤ĐĐ¿®÷Ă®ąĐÂðºðª¸Âðð¤Âé
Ă®ą¸÷ąïð¤®÷¸Đ¿®Y,cǚĐ¿®ªÂĉĐąÂ£ğĐÂ÷ðĉ÷¸Đ¿®Y,cðªĐ¿®Y,cǣĉ£ÂéÂĐıĐ÷ąÂĉ®®ĄğÂĐıðªǥ÷ą®ðĐ®ąÂðĐ÷
ð®īª®£Đ¸¤ÂéÂĐÂ®ĉǟ

Y®éÂð¤®÷ðĐ¿ÂąªĂąĐÂ®ĉ
c¿®Y®ĉĂ÷ðĉÂ£é®ðĐÂĐıïı®ðºº®Đ¿ÂąªĂąĐıĉ®ąĪÂ¤®Ăą÷ĪÂª®ąĉÂðą®ĉĂ®¤Đ÷¸ĂąĐ÷ąĐ¿®ī¿÷é®÷¸Đ¿®Y,cǣĉ
Ă÷ąĐ¸÷éÂ÷ǚ£®ÂðºĐ¿®¿ąĐ®ą)éé$ą÷ğĂ®ðĐÂĐÂ®ĉ÷ąĐ¿ÂąªĂąĐÂ®ĉ÷ğĐĉÂª®Đ¿®¿ąĐ®ą)éé$ą÷ğĂǟc¿®ĉ®ĉ®ąĪÂ¤®ĉ
īÂéé£®ĉğ£Û®¤ĐĐ÷¤÷ðĐą¤Đğéąąðº®ï®ðĐĉ£®Đī®®ðĐ¿®Y®ĉĂ÷ðĉÂ£é®ðĐÂĐıðªĐ¿®ą®é®ĪðĐĐ¿ÂąªĂąĐÂ®ĉǟ
¸Âéğą®÷¸Đ¿ÂąªĂąĐÂ®ĉĐ÷ªÂĉ¤¿ąº®Đ¿®Âąºą®®ªą®ĉĂ÷ðĉÂ£ÂéÂĐÂ®ĉïıªĪ®ąĉ®éı¸¸®¤ĐĐ¿®ïðº®ï®ðĐðª
¸Âðð¤ÂéĂ®ą¸÷ąïð¤®÷¸Đ¿®Y,cðªĐ¿®ą®¸÷ą®éĉ÷ªĪ®ąĉ®éıÂïĂ¤Đą®ĐğąðĉĐ÷ÂðĪ®ĉĐ÷ąĉǟ

,ðĐ¿®ĉ®¤Âą¤ğïĉĐð¤®ĉǚĐ¿®Y,cïıð®®ªĐ÷ąÂĉ®¸ğąĐ¿®ą®ĄğÂĐıǚªÂĉĂ÷ĉ®÷¸ĉĉ®Đĉ¸÷ąé÷ī®ąïąç®Đ
Īéğ®Đ¿ð¤÷ğéª÷Đ¿®ąīÂĉ®¿Ī®£®®ðą®éÂĉ®ªǚ÷ą®ðĐ®ąÂðĐ÷ð®īª®£Đ¸¤ÂéÂĐÂ®ĉ÷ðé®ĉĉ¸Ī÷ğą£é®Đ®ąïĉǟ

÷ð¸éÂ¤Đĉ
c¿®Y,cïı®ðºº®¿ąĐ®ą)éé)÷éªÂðºĉUĐı=ÂïÂĐ®ªǚī¿÷ééı÷īð®ªĉğ£ĉÂªÂąı÷¸¿ąĐ®ą)éé=ÂïÂĐ®ªǚĐ÷
Ăą÷ĪÂª®Ăą÷Ă®ąĐıïðº®ï®ðĐðª¸¤ÂéÂĐÂ®ĉïðº®ï®ðĐĉ®ąĪÂ¤®ĉÂðą®ĉĂ®¤Đ÷¸ĪąÂ÷ğĉĂą÷Ă®ąĐÂ®ĉÂðĐ¿®Y,cǟ
c¿®Y®ĉĂ÷ðĉÂ£é®ðĐÂĐıðª¿ąĐ®ą)éé)÷éªÂðºĉUĐı=ÂïÂĐ®ªéĉ÷¿Ī®Đī÷¤÷ïï÷ðİ®¤ğĐÂĪ®Âą®¤Đ÷ąĉǟ
c¿Âĉïı¤ą®Đ®¤÷ð¸éÂ¤Đ÷¸ÂðĐ®ą®ĉĐǟY®éĐ®ªĂąĐıĐąðĉ¤ĐÂ÷ðĉéĉ÷¤ąąıąÂĉçĐ¿ĐĐ¿®ı¤÷ğéª£®
ĉĉ®ĉĉ®ªðªï÷ðÂĐ÷ą®ªé®ĉĉąÂº÷ą÷ğĉéıĐ¿ðĐąðĉ¤ĐÂ÷ðĉīÂĐ¿ğðą®éĐ®ªĐ¿ÂąªĂąĐÂ®ĉǟc¿®Y,cīÂééïÂĐÂºĐ®
Đ¿®ĉ®ąÂĉçĉĐ¿ą÷ğº¿Đ¿®¤÷ð¸éÂ¤Đĉ÷¸ÂðĐ®ą®ĉĐðªą®éĐ®ªĂąĐıĂ÷éÂ¤ıĐ¿Đº÷Ī®ąðĉĐ¿®īıĐ¿®Y,cïðº®ĉ
ĉğ¤¿¤÷ð¸éÂ¤Đĉ÷ąĐąðĉ¤ĐÂ÷ðĉǟ
#ğðªÂðº
c¿®Y®ĉĂ÷ðĉÂ£é®ðĐÂĐıïı¸ğðª¸ğĐğą®ą®¸Âðð¤Âðºǚ¤ĂÂĐé®İĂ®ðªÂĐğą®ðª¤ĄğÂĉÂĐÂ÷ðĉ¸ą÷ï®ÂĐ¿®ą
ª®£Đ÷ą®ĄğÂĐıïąç®Đĉǟc¿®Y,cǣĉ£ÂéÂĐıĐ÷ąÂĉ®¸ğðªĉ¸ą÷ï®ÂĐ¿®ąïąç®Đ÷ð¸Ī÷ğą£é®Đ®ąïĉÂĉª®Ă®ðª®ðĐ
÷ððğï£®ą÷¸¸¤Đ÷ąĉÂð¤éğªÂðºǙ
• Đ¿®º®ð®ąé®¤÷ð÷ïÂ¤ðªĂ÷éÂĐÂ¤é¤éÂïĐ®Ǥ
• Đ¿®ĉĐĐ®÷¸ª®£Đðª®ĄğÂĐı¤ĂÂĐéïąç®ĐĉǤ
• Đ¿®Ă®ą¸÷ąïð¤®ǚą®ĂğĐĐÂ÷ððª¸Âðð¤ÂéĉĐą®ðºĐ¿÷¸Đ¿®Y,cǤðª
• Đ¿®Īéğ®÷¸Đ¿®Ăą÷Ă®ąĐÂ®ĉǟ
¿ðº®ĉĐ÷ðı÷¸Đ¿®ĉ®÷ą÷Đ¿®ą¸¤Đ÷ąĉ¤÷ğéªé®ªĐ÷ðÂð¤ą®ĉ®ª¤÷ĉĐ÷¸¸ğðªÂðºǚéÂïÂĐ®ª¤¤®ĉĉĐ÷¤ĂÂĐéǚ
Âð¤ą®ĉ®ªą®¸Âðð¤ÂðºąÂĉç¸÷ąĐ¿®Y,cðªǥ÷ąðÂð£ÂéÂĐıĐ÷®İĂðª÷Ă®ąĐÂ÷ðĉ÷ąĂğą¤¿ĉ®ĉĉ®ĐĉÂð
ïðð®ąĐ¿Đïı£®ð®¸ÂĐĐ¿®Y,cðªÂĐĉĉ®¤ğąÂĐı¿÷éª®ąĉǟ

c¿®ą®Âĉéĉ÷ąÂĉçĐ¿ĐĐ¿®Y,cïı£®ğð£é®Đ÷¿®ªº®¸ğĐğą®£÷ąą÷īÂðºĉĐ÷ïÂĐÂºĐ®¸ğĐğą®ÂðĐ®ą®ĉĐąĐ®ąÂĉçǚ
÷ąĐ¿ĐĐ¿®Đ®ąïĉ÷¸ĉğ¤¿¿®ªºÂðºą®é®ĉĉ¸Ī÷ğą£é®Đ¿ðĐ¿®®İÂĉĐÂðºĐ®ąïĉǟ
®£Đ¸¤ÂéÂĐığðª®ąĐçÂðºĉðª¤÷Ī®ððĐĉ
c¿®Y,cÂĉĉğ£Û®¤ĐĐ÷ðğï£®ą÷¸ğðª®ąĐçÂðºĉðª¤÷Ī®ððĐĉğðª®ą®İÂĉĐÂðºª®£Đ¸¤ÂéÂĐÂ®ĉǚÂð¤éğªÂðºÂð
ą®éĐÂ÷ðĐ÷º®ąÂðºąĐÂ÷ðªÂðĐ®ą®ĉĐ¤÷Ī®ąąĐÂ÷ĉǟð®Ī®ðĐ÷¸ª®¸ğéĐī÷ğéª÷¤¤ğąÂ¸Đ¿®Y,c¸ÂéĉĐ÷ïÂðĐÂð
Đ¿®ĉ®¸Âðð¤Âé¤÷Ī®ððĐĉǟc¿Âĉïı£®¤ğĉ®ª£ıï÷ðºĉĐ÷Đ¿®ą¸¤Đ÷ąĉǚğð¸Ī÷ğą£é®ï÷Ī®ï®ðĐĉÂðÂðĐ®ą®ĉĐ
ąĐ®ĉǳĐ÷Đ¿Đ®İĐ®ðĐÂðĐ®ą®ĉĐąĐ®ĉą®ð÷Đ¿®ªº®ªǴ÷ąª®Đ®ąÂ÷ąĐÂ÷ðÂðĐ¿®Âð¤÷ï®÷ąĐ¿®Īéğ®÷¸Đ¿®Y,cǣĉ
Ă÷ąĐ¸÷éÂ÷ǟ,ðĐ¿®®Ī®ðĐĐ¿Đð®Ī®ðĐ÷¸ª®¸ğéĐ÷¤¤ğąĉǚĐ¿®é®ðª®ąïıą®ĄğÂą®Âïï®ªÂĐ®ą®Ăıï®ðĐ÷¸ª®£Đ
¸¤ÂéÂĐıǟc¿®Y,cïıð®®ªĐ÷ªÂĉĂ÷ĉ®÷¸ĉ÷ï®÷ąéé÷¸ÂĐĉĂą÷Ă®ąĐÂ®ĉ¸÷ąé®ĉĉĐ¿ðĐ¿®Âą£÷÷çĪéğ®ǚąÂĉ®
ªªÂĐÂ÷ðé®ĄğÂĐıǚ÷ąą®ªğ¤®÷ąĉğĉĂ®ðªªÂĉĐąÂ£ğĐÂ÷ðĉÂð÷ąª®ąĐ÷ą®Ăıª®£Đ¸¤ÂéÂĐıǟ
$®ąÂðº
c¿®é®Ī®é÷¸º®ąÂðº®İĂ÷ĉ®ĉĐ¿®Y,cĐ÷ðı¤¿ðº®ĉÂðÂðĐ®ą®ĉĐąĐ®ĉðªÂð¤ą®ĉ®ĉĐ¿®Y,cǣĉ®İĂ÷ĉğą®Đ÷
ï÷Ī®ï®ðĐĉÂðĐ¿®Īéğ®÷¸Đ¿®Y,cǣĉĂ÷ąĐ¸÷éÂ÷÷ąĂ®ą¸÷ąïð¤®ï®ĉğą®ĉǟ)Âº¿®ąº®ąÂðºīÂééÂð¤ą®ĉ®Đ¿®
®¸¸®¤Đǟ,¸Đ¿®é®Ī®é÷¸º®ąÂðºÂð¤ą®ĉ®ĉ÷Ī®ąĐ¿®Đ®ąï÷¸Đ¿®Y,cǣĉª®£Đ¸Âðð¤ÂðºǚĐ¿Âĉïı¤ą®Đ®ą®¸Âðð¤Âðº
ąÂĉç÷ðĐ¿®Y,cǣĉª®£ĐĉĉÂĐĂĂą÷¤¿®ĉ®İĂÂąıǟ
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ÂĉĂğĐ®ĉðªéÂĐÂºĐÂ÷ð
c¿®Y,cïıÂðĐ¿®÷ąªÂðąı¤÷ğąĉ®÷¸£ğĉÂð®ĉĉ£®ÂðĪ÷éĪ®ªÂðĂ÷ĉĉÂ£é®éÂĐÂºĐÂ÷ððªªÂĉĂğĐ®ĉǳ¸÷ą®İïĂé®ǚ
Đ®ðð¤ıªÂĉĂğĐ®ĉǚ÷¤¤ğĂĐÂ÷ðé¿®éĐ¿ðªĉ¸®Đı¤éÂïĉ÷ąĐ¿ÂąªĂąĐı¤éÂïĉǴǟt¿ÂéĉĐĐ¿®®İĐ®ðĐ÷¸ðı
ªÂĉĂğĐ®ĉðªéÂĐÂºĐÂ÷ð¤ðð÷Đ£®ĉ¤®ąĐÂð®ªĐĐ¿ÂĉĐÂï®ǚðıªÂĉĂğĐ®÷ąéÂĐÂºĐÂ÷ðïı£®¤÷ĉĐéıðªïı
ªĪ®ąĉ®éı¸¸®¤ĐĐ¿®÷Ă®ąĐÂ÷ðéðª¸Âðð¤Âéą®ĉğéĐĉ÷¸Đ¿®Y,cǟ
Uą®Ǻ®ïĂĐÂĪ®ąÂº¿Đĉðª÷Đ¿®ąąÂĉçĉĉĉ÷¤ÂĐ®ªīÂĐ¿Û÷ÂðĐǺ÷īð®ąĉ¿ÂĂºą®®ï®ðĐĉ
c¿®Û÷ÂðĐǺ÷īð®ąĉ¿ÂĂºą®®ï®ðĐĉĐ÷ī¿Â¤¿Đ¿®Y,cǳ÷ąĉğ£ǺĐąğĉĐ÷¸Đ¿®Y,cǴÂĉĂąĐıǚ¤÷ðĐÂðĂą®Ǻ®ïĂĐÂĪ®
rights which restrict the REIT’s dealings in respect of its interest in the coǺ÷īð®ªĐąğĉĐ÷ąĐ¿®¤÷Ǻ÷īð®ª
Ăą÷Ă®ąĐıǟ,ðĂąĐÂ¤ğéąǚī¿®ą®Đ¿®Y,cīÂĉ¿®ĉĐ÷ª®éīÂĐ¿ÂĐĉÂðĐ®ą®ĉĐĉÂð¤÷Ǻ÷īð®ªĐąğĉĐ÷ąĂą÷Ă®ąĐıǚ®¤¿
÷Đ¿®ą¤÷Ǻ÷īð®ąīÂéé¿Ī®Ăą®Ǻemptive right over the REIT’s interests, other than in limited circumstances (for
example, by way of a permitted transfer to a member of the REIT’s unitholder or owner group).
ðğï£®ą÷¸Û÷ÂðĐǺ÷īð®ąĉ¿ÂĂºą®®ï®ðĐĉéĉ÷¤÷ðĐÂðǙ
• ĐºǺé÷ðº÷ĂĐÂ÷ðĉǚĂğąĉğðĐĐ÷ī¿Â¤¿Đ¿®Y,cïı£®ą®ĄğÂą®ªĐ÷Đç®ą®ĉ÷ð£é®ĉĐ®ĂĉǚÂ¸ÂĐīÂĉ¿®ĉĐ÷ĉ®éé
ÂĐĉÂðĐ®ą®ĉĐÂð¤÷Ǻ÷īð®ªĐąğĉĐ÷ą¤÷Ǻ÷īð®ªĂą÷Ă®ąĐıǚĐ÷¤ğĉ®÷ð®÷ąï÷ą®÷¸Đ¿®÷Đ¿®ą¤÷Ǻowners’
ÂðĐ®ą®ĉĐĉĐ÷£®¤ĄğÂą®ª÷ðĉğ£ĉĐðĐÂĪ®éıĐ¿®ĉï®Đ®ąïĉǤ
• ªąºé÷ðºąÂº¿ĐĉǚĂğąĉğðĐĐ÷ī¿Â¤¿¤÷Ǻ÷īð®ąïıą®ĄğÂą®Đ¿®Y,cĐ÷ĉ®ééÂĐĉÂðĐ®ą®ĉĐĉÂð¤÷Ǻ÷īð®ª
ĐąğĉĐÂ¸Đ¿®¤÷Ǻ ÷īð®ąīÂĉ¿®ĉĐ÷ĉ®ééÂĐĉÂðĐ®ą®ĉĐðªĐ¿®Y,c¿ĉð÷Đ®İ®ą¤Âĉ®ªÂĐĉĂą®Ǻ®ïĂĐÂĪ®Ǥðª
• Ăą÷ĪÂĉÂ÷ðĉğðª®ąī¿Â¤¿ª®¸ğéĐĉé®Ăą÷¤®ĉĉïı£®ĐąÂºº®ą®ª÷ð¤¿ðº®÷¸¤÷ðĐą÷é®Ī®ðĐǚ
Âð¤éğªÂðºī¿®ą®Đ¿®Y®ĉĂ÷ðĉÂ£é®ðĐÂĐıÂĉą®Ăé¤®ªīÂĐ¿ð®ðĐÂĐıĐ¿ĐÂĉð÷Đą®éĐ®ª£÷ªı¤÷ąĂ÷ąĐ®÷¸
Đ¿®Y®ĉĂ÷ðĉÂ£é®ðĐÂĐıǚīÂĐ¿Đ¿®ª®¸ğéĐĉé®Ăą÷¤®ĉĉºÂĪÂðºĐ¿®÷Đ¿®ą¤÷Ǻ÷īð®ąĉąÂº¿ĐĐ÷¤ĄğÂą®Đ¿®
REIT’s interests at the relevant default interest valueǟ
ªªÂĐÂ÷ðééıǚªÂĉĂğĐ®ĉïıąÂĉ®£®Đī®®ð¤÷Ǻ÷īð®ąĉðªī¿®ą®ªÂĉĂğĐ®¤ðð÷Đ£®ą®ĉ÷éĪ®ªǚ
ðğï£®ą÷¸Û÷ÂðĐǺ ÷īð®ąĉ¿ÂĂºą®®ï®ðĐĉĂą÷ĪÂª®¸÷ąĐ¿®ĉé®÷¸Đ¿®ą®é®ĪðĐĂą÷Ă®ąĐıÂð¤Âą¤ğïĉĐð¤®ĉ
ī¿®ą®¤÷Ǻ÷īð®ąª÷®ĉð÷Đ¤ĄğÂą®Đ¿®÷Đ¿®ą¤÷Ǻowners’ interests.

JĂ®ąĐ÷ąąÂĉç
t¿Âé®Đ¿®Y,cÂĉð÷Đð÷Ă®ąĐ÷ą÷¸ðı÷¸Đ¿®Ăą÷Ă®ąĐÂ®ĉÂðĐ¿®=÷ðºté®,ðĪ®ĉĐï®ðĐUąĐð®ąĉ¿ÂĂǳǢ=t,UǢǴǚ
Đ¿®ĪéğĐÂ÷ððªıÂ®éª÷¸Đ¿®ĉ®ĉĉ®Đĉ¤÷ğéª£®ïĐ®ąÂééıªĪ®ąĉ®éı¸¸®¤Đ®ª£ıðğï£®ą÷¸÷Ă®ąĐÂ÷ðéąÂĉçĉ
÷¸Đ¿®Đ®ððĐĉ÷¸Đ¿÷ĉ®Ăą÷Ă®ąĐÂ®ĉǟ,ðĂąĐÂ¤ğéąǚĐ¿®Y,cïı£®¸¸®¤Đ®ª£ıǙ
• ÷ïĂ®ĐÂĐÂ÷ð– Âð¤ą®ĉ®ª¤÷ïĂ®ĐÂĐÂ÷ðÂðĐ¿®Ăğ£ǚºïÂðºǚą®ĐÂééÂĄğ÷ąïąç®Đĉðª÷Đ¿®ąĉĂ®¤ÂéĐıĉĐ÷ą®ĉÂð
the regions of Australia in which its tenants operate. The REIT’s tenants compete for customers with a
īÂª®ĪąÂ®Đı÷¸÷Đ¿®ąą®ĐÂéĉĉ®Đĉǚ¿÷Đ®é÷Ă®ąĐ÷ą¤÷ïĂðÂ®ĉǚą®ĐÂééÂĄğ÷ą÷ğĐé®ĐĉǚºïÂðº¤÷ïĂðÂ®ĉðª
÷Đ¿®ąĉĂ®¤ÂéÂĐıĉĐ÷ą®ĉǚĉ÷ï®÷¸ī¿Â¤¿¤÷ğéª£®ǚ÷ą¤÷ğéª£®¤÷ï®ǚ£®ĐĐ®ą®ĄğÂĂĂ®ªðª¤÷ğéª¿Ī®¤¤®ĉĉ
to greater financial resources than the REIT’s tenants. Competitor actions could be difficult to predict and
ïıªĪ®ąĉ®éıÂïĂ¤Đ÷ðĐ¿®Ăą÷¸ÂĐ£ÂéÂĐı÷¸Đ¿®Đ®ððĐĉǤðª
• Y®ºğéĐÂ÷ð÷¸÷Ă®ąĐ÷ąĉ– ¤¿ðº®ĉÂðé®ºÂĉéĐÂ÷ððªº÷Ī®ąðï®ðĐĂ÷éÂ¤Â®ĉĐ¿Đą®ºğéĐ®éÂĄğ÷ąðªºïÂðº
Ī®ðğ®ĉ÷ąºïÂðºéīĉïıªĪ®ąĉ®éıÂïĂ¤ĐĐ¿®Ăą÷¸ÂĐ£ÂéÂĐı÷¸Đ¿®Đ®ððĐĉǟıīı÷¸®İïĂé®ǚ
ą®ªğ¤ĐÂ÷ðĉÂðĐ¿®ðğï£®ą÷¸ºïÂðºï¤¿Âð®ĉǚą®ĉĐąÂ¤ĐÂ÷ðĉ÷ðĐąªÂðº¿÷ğąĉǚÂð¤ą®ĉ®ĉÂðĐİ®ĉðªé®ĪÂ®ĉ
ÂïĂ÷ĉ®ª÷ðºïÂðºï¤¿Âð®ĉǚĉï÷çÂðºą®ĉĐąÂ¤ĐÂ÷ðĉðªªĪ®ąĐÂĉÂðºą®ĉĐąÂ¤ĐÂ÷ðĉïıð®ºĐÂĪ®éıÂïĂ¤ĐĐ¿®
Ăą÷¸ÂĐ£ÂéÂĐı÷¸Ī®ðğ®ĉǟ÷ðĪ®ąĉ®éıǚĐ¿®ą®ªğ¤ĐÂ÷ð÷ąą®ï÷Īé÷¸ą®ºğéĐ÷ąı£ąąÂ®ąĉĐ÷®ðĐąıÂðĐ÷Đ¿®ÂðªğĉĐąı
ïıéĉ÷ð®ºĐÂĪ®éıÂïĂ¤ĐĐ¿®Ăą÷¸ÂĐ£ÂéÂĐı÷¸Đ¿®Ăğ£ĉĐ¿ą÷ğº¿Âð¤ą®ĉ®ª¤÷ïĂ®ĐÂĐÂ÷ðǟĉĐ¿®ĉ®ĉĉ®Đĉą®
ğĉ®ªĉĂğ£ĉðªºïÂðºĪ®ðğ®ĉǚ¤¿ðº®ĉÂðºïÂðºðªéÂĄğ÷ąéīĉ÷ąĐ¿®ÂąÂðĐ®ąĂą®ĐĐÂ÷ðïı¸¸®¤ĐĐ¿®
ĐąªÂðºðªĂ®ą¸÷ąïð¤®÷¸Đ¿®÷Ă®ąĐ÷ąĉðªĐ¿®ą®£ıĐ¿®Īéğ®÷¸Đ¿®¿÷Đ®éĉĉ®ĐĉǚĐ¿®£ÂéÂĐı÷¸ĉğ¤¿
Đ®ððĐĉĐ÷Ă®ą¸÷ąïĐ¿®Âą÷£éÂºĐÂ÷ðĉðªĐ¿®ą®¸÷ą®Đ¿®Īéğ®÷¸ǚðªą®Đğąð¸ą÷ïǚðÂðĪ®ĉĐï®ðĐÂðĉ®¤ğąÂĐÂ®ĉǟ

¤¤÷ğðĐÂðºĉĐðªąªĉ
c¿®ğĉĐąéÂð¤¤÷ğðĐÂðº]ĐðªąªĉĐ÷ī¿Â¤¿Đ¿®Y,cª¿®ą®ĉą®ĉ®Đ£ıĐ¿®ğĉĐąéÂð¤¤÷ğðĐÂðº
]Đðªąªĉ÷ąªǳǢ]ǢǴðªą®¤÷ðĉ®Ąğ®ðĐéı÷ğĐ÷¸Đ¿®¤÷ðĐą÷é÷¸Đ¿®Y,cðªĐ¿®Âą®¤Đ÷ąĉǟ¿ðº®ĉĐ÷
¤¤÷ğðĐÂðºĉĐðªąªĉÂĉĉğ®ª£ı]÷ą¤¿ðº®ĉĐ÷Đ¿®¤÷ïï÷ðéı¿®éªĪÂ®īĉ÷ðĐ¿®ĂĂéÂ¤ĐÂ÷ð÷¸Đ¿÷ĉ®
ĉĐðªąªĉ¤÷ğéªïĐ®ąÂééıªĪ®ąĉ®éı¸¸®¤ĐĐ¿®¸Âðð¤ÂéĂ®ą¸÷ąïð¤®ðªĂ÷ĉÂĐÂ÷ðą®Ă÷ąĐ®ªÂðĐ¿®Y,cǣĉ
¸Âðð¤ÂéĉĐĐ®ï®ðĐĉǟ
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,ðĐ®ą®ĉĐąĐ®ĉ
c÷Đ¿®®İĐ®ðĐĐ¿ĐÂðĐ®ą®ĉĐąĐ®ĉą®ð÷Đ¿®ªº®ªǚğð¸Ī÷ğą£é®ï÷Ī®ï®ðĐĉÂðÂðĐ®ą®ĉĐąĐ®ĉą®éĐÂðºĐ÷®İÂĉĐÂðº
ª®£Đ¸¤ÂéÂĐÂ®ĉ¤÷ğéªé®ªĐ÷Âð¤ą®ĉ®ªÂðĐ®ą®ĉĐ®İĂ®ðĉ®ǟc¿Âĉ¤÷ğéªÂïĂ¤ĐĐ¿®é®Ī®é÷¸ªÂĉĐąÂ£ğĐÂ÷ðĉĪÂé£é®Đ÷
ĉ®¤ğąÂĐı¿÷éª®ąĉǟ
®ąÂĪĐÂĪ®ĉ
c¿®Y,cīÂééğĉ®ª®ąÂĪĐÂĪ®ÂðĉĐąğï®ðĐĉĐ÷¿®ªº®Đ¿®Y,cǣĉ®İĂ÷ĉğą®Đ÷ÂðĐ®ą®ĉĐąĐ®ĉǟc¿®ïąçǺĐ÷Ǻïąç®Đ
ĪéğĐÂ÷ð÷¸ª®ąÂĪĐÂĪ®ÂðĉĐąğï®ðĐĉ¤÷ğéª¤¿ðº®ĄğÂ¤çéıðªĉÂºðÂ¸Â¤ðĐéıǟ]ğ¤¿ï÷Ī®ï®ðĐĉïı¿Ī®ð
ªĪ®ąĉ®®¸¸®¤Đ÷ðĐ¿®¸Âðð¤ÂéĂ®ą¸÷ąïð¤®ðª¸Âðð¤ÂéĂ÷ĉÂĐÂ÷ð÷¸Đ¿®Y,cǟ
,ð®ðĐ®ąÂðºÂðĐ÷ª®ąÂĪĐÂĪ®¤÷ðĐą¤ĐĉǚĐ¿®Y,cīÂéé£®®İĂ÷ĉ®ªĐ÷Đ¿®ąÂĉçĐ¿ĐĂąĐıĐ÷Đ¿®¤÷ðĐą¤Đ£®¤÷ï®
Âðĉ÷éĪ®ðĐ÷ą÷Đ¿®ąīÂĉ®ª®¸ğéĐ÷ðÂĐĉ¤÷ðĐą¤Đğé÷£éÂºĐÂ÷ðĉǟc¿®Y®ĉĂ÷ðĉÂ£é®ðĐÂĐıīÂééĉ®®çĐ÷ïðº®Đ¿Âĉ
ąÂĉç£ı÷ðéı®ðĐ®ąÂðºÂðĐ÷¿®ªºÂðºąąðº®ï®ðĐĉīÂĐ¿ą®ĂğĐ£é®¤÷ğðĐ®ąĂąĐÂ®ĉǟ
,ðĉğąð¤®
,ðĉğąð¤®¤÷Ī®ąº®ÂĉïÂðĐÂð®ªÂðą®ĉĂ®¤Đ÷¸®¤¿Ăą÷Ă®ąĐıǳÂð¤éğªÂðºÂðĉğąð¤®¸÷ąª®ĉĐąğ¤ĐÂ÷ð÷ąªïº®
Đ÷Đ¿®Ăą÷Ă®ąĐıðªĂğ£éÂ¤ąÂĉçéÂ£ÂéÂĐıǴī¿®ą®Đ¿Đ¤÷Ī®ąº®ÂĉĪÂé£é®÷ð¤÷ïï®ą¤ÂéĐ®ąïĉǟ,ðĉğąð¤®
¤÷Ī®ąº®īÂééÂð¤éğª®ªÂ¸¸®ąÂðºé®Ī®éĉ÷¸¤÷Ī®ą¸÷ąïĐ®ąÂéé÷ĉĉ÷ąªïº®ÂĐ®ïĉĉğ¤¿ĉ¤¤Âª®ðĐéªïº®ǚ
¸é÷÷ªðªª®ï÷éÂĐÂ÷ððªą®ï÷Īé÷¸ª®£ąÂĉǟ]÷ï®ąÂĉçĉą®ð÷Đ£é®Đ÷£®Âðĉğą®ªĐ¤¤®ĂĐ£é®Ăą®ïÂğïĉǟ
İïĂé®ĉ÷¸é÷ĉĉ®ĉĐ¿Đą®º®ð®ąééıð÷ĐÂðĉğą®ªºÂðĉĐÂð¤éğª®īą÷ą¤Đĉ÷¸Đ®ąą÷ąÂĉïðªðĐğąé
Ă¿®ð÷ï®ðĉğ¤¿ĉ®ąĐ¿Ąğç®ĉ÷ą¿ğąąÂ¤ð®ĉǟ
ðıé÷ĉĉ®ĉÂð¤ğąą®ªªğ®Đ÷ğðÂðĉğą®ªąÂĉçĉǚ÷ąé÷ĉĉÂð®İ¤®ĉĉ÷¸Đ¿®Âðĉğą®ªï÷ğðĐĉǚïıªĪ®ąĉ®éı¸¸®¤ĐĐ¿®
Ă®ą¸÷ąïð¤®÷¸Đ¿®Y,cǚðª¤÷ğéªé®ªĐ÷é÷ĉĉ÷¸ĉ÷ï®÷¸Đ¿®¤ĂÂĐéÂðĪ®ĉĐ®ª£ıĐ¿®Y,cǟ,ð¤ą®ĉ®ĉÂð
Âðĉğąð¤®Ăą®ïÂğïĉïı¸¸®¤ĐĐ¿®Ă®ą¸÷ąïð¤®÷¸Đ¿®Y,cĐ÷Đ¿®®İĐ®ðĐĐ¿®ıą®ð÷Đą®¤÷Ī®ą£é®¸ą÷ïĐ¿®
Đ®ððĐğðª®ąĐ¿®Âąé®ĉ®ĉǟðı¸Âéğą®£ıĐ¿®¤÷ïĂðı÷ą¤÷ïĂðÂ®ĉĂą÷ĪÂªÂðºÂðĉğąð¤®ǳ÷ąðıą®Âðĉğąð¤®Ǵ
may adversely affect the REIT’s right of recovery under its insurance.
,ðĉ÷éĪ®ð¤ı
,ðĐ¿®®Ī®ðĐ÷¸ðıéÂĄğÂªĐÂ÷ð÷ąīÂðªÂðºğĂ÷¸Đ¿®Y,cǚĐ¿®¤éÂïĉ÷¸Đ¿®Y,cǣĉ¤ą®ªÂĐ÷ąĉǚÂð¤éğªÂðºðı
¤÷ğðĐ®ąĂąĐığðª®ąðı¿®ªºÂðº÷ą÷Đ¿®ąª®ąÂĪĐÂĪ®ąąðº®ï®ðĐĉǚīÂééąðç¿®ª÷¸Đ¿÷ĉ®÷¸ÂĐĉ
ĉ®¤ğąÂĐı¿÷éª®ąĉǟhðª®ąĉğ¤¿¤Âą¤ğïĉĐð¤®ĉĐ¿®Y,cīÂéé¸ÂąĉĐą®Ăı÷ąªÂĉ¤¿ąº®éé¤éÂïĉ÷¸ÂĐĉ¤ą®ªÂĐ÷ąĉǟðı
ĉğąĂéğĉĉĉ®ĐĉīÂééĐ¿®ð£®ªÂĉĐąÂ£ğĐ®ªĐ÷Đ¿®Y,cǣĉĉ®¤ğąÂĐı¿÷éª®ąĉǟééĉ®¤ğąÂĐı¿÷éª®ąĉīÂééąðç®ĄğééıÂðĐ¿®Âą
¤éÂïðªīÂéé£®®ðĐÂĐé®ªĐ÷ð®Ąğéĉ¿ą®Ă®ąĉ®¤ğąÂĐıǟ

÷ïĂéÂð¤®
c¿®Y,cÂĉïðº®ªÂðĪ®ĉĐï®ðĐĉ¤¿®ï®ī¿Â¤¿ï®ðĉĐ¿ĐĐ¿®Y®ĉĂ÷ðĉÂ£é®ðĐÂĐıÂĉĉğ£Û®¤ĐĐ÷ĉĐąÂ¤Đ
ą®ºğéĐ÷ąıðª¤÷ïĂéÂð¤®ąąðº®ï®ðĐĉğðª®ąĐ¿®÷ąĂ÷ąĐÂ÷ðĉ¤ĐðªÂĐĉğĉĐąéÂð#Âðð¤Âé]®ąĪÂ¤®ĉ
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#÷ą®¤ĉĐ#Âðð¤Âé,ð¸÷ąïĐÂ÷ð
c¿®¸÷ąīąªé÷÷çÂðºĉĐĐ®ï®ðĐĉǚ÷ĂÂðÂ÷ðĉðª®ĉĐÂïĐ®ĉĂą÷ĪÂª®ªÂðĐ¿®Uą®ĉ®ðĐĐÂ÷ðǚÂð¤éğªÂðºðı¸÷ą®¤ĉĐ
¸Âðð¤ÂéÂð¸÷ąïĐÂ÷ðĂą÷ĪÂª®ªǚą®éı÷ðĪąÂ÷ğĉ¤÷ðĐÂðº®ð¤Â®ĉðªĉĉğïĂĐÂ÷ðĉǟsąÂ÷ğĉ¸¤Đ÷ąĉðªąÂĉçĉǚ£÷Đ¿
çð÷īððªğðçð÷īðǚïðı÷¸ī¿Â¤¿ą®÷ğĐĉÂª®Đ¿®¤÷ðĐą÷é÷¸Đ¿®Y,cǚïıÂïĂ¤ĐğĂ÷ðĐ¿®Ă®ą¸÷ąïð¤®÷¸
Đ¿®Y,cðª¤ğĉ®¤ĐğéĂ®ą¸÷ąïð¤®Đ÷ĪąıĉÂºðÂ¸Â¤ðĐéı¸ą÷ï®İĂ®¤Đ®ªą®ĉğéĐĉǟc¿®ą®¤ð£®ð÷ºğąðĐ®®
Đ¿ĐĐ¿®Y,cīÂéé¤¿Â®Ī®ÂĐĉĉĐĐ®ª÷£Û®¤ĐÂĪ®ĉ÷ąĐ¿Đ¸÷ąīąªé÷÷çÂðºĉĐĐ®ï®ðĐĉ÷ą¸÷ą®¤ĉĐĉīÂéé®Ī®ðĐğĐ®ǟ
ðĪÂą÷ðï®ðĐé
ĉīÂĐ¿ðıĂą÷Ă®ąĐıǚĐ¿®ą®ÂĉąÂĉçĐ¿Đ÷ð®÷ąï÷ą®÷¸Đ¿®Ăą÷Ă®ąĐÂ®ĉÂðĐ¿®Y,cǣĉĂ÷ąĐ¸÷éÂ÷ïı£®
¤÷ðĐïÂðĐ®ªð÷ī÷ąÂðĐ¿®¸ğĐğą®ǟ$÷Ī®ąðï®ðĐ®ðĪÂą÷ðï®ðĐéğĐ¿÷ąÂĐÂ®ĉïıą®ĄğÂą®ĉğ¤¿¤÷ðĐïÂðĐÂ÷ð£®
ą®ï®ªÂĐ®ªǟc¿®ą®Âĉéīıĉą®ĉÂªğéąÂĉçĐ¿ĐĐ¿®Y,cïı£®ą®ĄğÂą®ªĐ÷ğðª®ąĐç®ðıĉğ¤¿ą®ï®ªÂĐÂ÷ðĐ
ÂĐĉ÷īð¤÷ĉĐǟ]ğ¤¿ð®Ī®ðĐī÷ğéªªĪ®ąĉ®éıÂïĂ¤ĐĐ¿®Y,cǣĉ¸Âðð¤ÂéĂ®ą¸÷ąïð¤®ǟðĪÂą÷ðï®ðĐééīĉ
ÂïĂ÷ĉ®Ă®ðéĐÂ®ĉ¸÷ą®ðĪÂą÷ðï®ðĐéªïº®ðª¤÷ðĐïÂðĐÂ÷ðī¿Â¤¿¤ð£®ïĐ®ąÂéÂðĉÂĻ®ǟ
,ðªªÂĐÂ÷ðǚÂ¸ðıą®ï®ªÂĐÂ÷ðą®ĄğÂą®ªĐ÷£®ğðª®ąĐç®ð÷ðĂą÷Ă®ąĐıÂĉð÷Đ¤÷ïĂé®Đ®ªĂą÷Ă®ąéıǚĐ¿Âĉïı
ªĪ®ąĉ®éı¸¸®¤ĐĐ¿®Y,cǣĉ£ÂéÂĐıĐ÷ĉ®ééĐ¿®ą®é®ĪðĐĂą÷Ă®ąĐı÷ąĐ÷ğĉ®ÂĐĉ¤÷ééĐ®ąé¸÷ą¸ğĐğą®£÷ąą÷īÂðºĉǟ
]¿÷ğéªð®ī÷ąï÷ą®ĉĐąÂðº®ðĐ®ðĪÂą÷ðï®ðĐééīĉ÷ąą®ºğéĐÂ÷ðĉ£®ÂðĐą÷ªğ¤®ªÂðĐ¿®¸ğĐğą®ǚðıą®ï®ªÂĐÂ÷ð
¤÷ĉĐĉą®ĄğÂą®ªĐ÷£®Âð¤ğąą®ª£ıĐ¿®Y,cïıÂð¤ą®ĉ®ïĐ®ąÂééıÂð÷ąª®ąĐ÷¤÷ïĂéıīÂĐ¿Đ¿®ð®īéīĉ÷ą
ą®ºğéĐÂ÷ðĉǟ
İĂ÷ĉğą®Đ÷¿Ļąª÷ğĉĉğ£ĉĐð¤®ĐĂą÷Ă®ąĐıīÂĐ¿ÂðĐ¿®Y,cǣĉĂ÷ąĐ¸÷éÂ÷¤÷ğéªą®ĉğéĐÂðĂ®ąĉ÷ðéÂðÛğąı¤éÂïĉǟ
]ğ¤¿¤éÂï¤÷ğéªĂą÷Ī®ºą®Đ®ąĐ¿ðĐ¿®Īéğ®÷¸Đ¿®¤÷ðĐïÂðĐ®ªĂą÷Ă®ąĐıǟð®ðĪÂą÷ðï®ðĐéÂĉĉğ®ïı
éĉ÷ą®ĉğéĐÂðÂðĐ®ąąğĂĐÂ÷ðĉĐ÷Đ¿®÷Ă®ąĐÂ÷ðĉ÷¸Ăą÷Ă®ąĐıǚÂð¤éğªÂðºĐ¿®¤é÷ĉğą®÷ąą®Ǻé®ĉ®÷¸Đ¿®Ăą÷Ă®ąĐıǟ
J¤¤ğĂĐÂ÷ðé¿®éĐ¿ðªĉ¸®Đı
c¿®ą®ÂĉąÂĉçĐ¿ĐéÂ£ÂéÂĐıąÂĉÂðº¸ą÷ï÷¤¤ğĂĐÂ÷ðé¿®éĐ¿ðªĉ¸®ĐıïĐĐ®ąĉĐĂą÷Ă®ąĐıïı£®
ĐĐąÂ£ğĐ£é®Đ÷Đ¿®Y,cĉĐ¿®éðªé÷ąªÂðĉĐ®ª÷¸ǚ÷ąĉī®ééĉǚĐ¿®Đ®ððĐǟc÷Đ¿®®İĐ®ðĐĐ¿ĐðıéÂ£ÂéÂĐÂ®ĉïı
£®£÷ąð®£ıĐ¿®Y,cǚĐ¿ÂĉïıÂïĂ¤ĐĐ¿®¸Âðð¤ÂéĂ®ą¸÷ąïð¤®÷¸Đ¿®Y,cǳĐ÷Đ¿®®İĐ®ðĐð÷Đ¤÷Ī®ą®ª£ı
Âðĉğąð¤®Ǵǟ,ðªªÂĐÂ÷ðǚĂ®ðéĐÂ®ĉïı£®ÂïĂ÷ĉ®ªğĂ÷ðĐ¿®Y,cī¿Â¤¿ïı¿Ī®ðªĪ®ąĉ®ÂïĂ¤Đ÷ðĐ¿®
Y,cǟ
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]ğïïąı÷¸ç®ıąÂĉçĉ ǳ¤÷ðĐǟǴ
c¿®ą®ą®ąÂĉçĉĉĉ÷¤ÂĐ®ªīÂĐ¿ðıĉĐ÷¤çïąç®ĐÂðĪ®ĉĐï®ðĐǟc¿®ĉ®Âð¤éğª®ǚ£ğĐą®ð÷ĐéÂïÂĐ®ªĐ÷Ǚ
• ÂéğĐÂ÷ðąÂĉç– as the REIT issues securities to new investors, existing securityholders’ proportional
£®ð®¸Â¤Âé÷īð®ąĉ¿ÂĂÂðĐ¿®ğðª®ąéıÂðºĉĉ®Đĉ÷¸Đ¿®Y,cïı£®ą®ªğ¤®ªǟ#÷ą®İïĂé®ǚÂ¸ı÷ğª÷ð÷Đ
ĂąĐÂ¤ÂĂĐ®Âð¸ğĐğą®®ðĐÂĐé®ï®ðĐ÷¸¸®ą÷ą¤¿÷÷ĉ®ð÷ĐĐ÷ą®ÂðĪ®ĉĐı÷ğąªÂĉĐąÂ£ğĐÂ÷ðĉĂğąĉğðĐĐ÷ðı¸ğĐğą®
ªÂĉĐąÂ£ğĐÂ÷ðą®ÂðĪ®ĉĐï®ðĐĂéðǚĐ¿®ðı÷ğą£®ð®¸Â¤Âé÷īð®ąĉ¿ÂĂÂðĐ¿®Y,cïı£®ªÂéğĐ®ªǟc¿®Y®ĉĂ÷ðĉÂ£é®
ðĐÂĐıīÂéé÷ðéıąÂĉ®®ĄğÂĐıÂ¸ÂĐ£®éÂ®Ī®ĉĐ¿ĐĐ¿®£®ð®¸ÂĐ÷¸¤ĄğÂąÂðºĐ¿®ą®é®ĪðĐĉĉ®Đĉ÷ąą®ªğ¤Âðºº®ąÂðº
ÂĉÂðĐ¿®ÂðĐ®ą®ĉĐĉ÷¸Đ¿®ĉ®¤ğąÂĐı¿÷éª®ąĉ
• UąÂ¤ÂðºąÂĉç– ĉ®¤ğąÂĐÂ®ĉïıĐąª®÷ðĐ¿®]yĐǚ£÷Ī®÷ą£®é÷īĐ¿®,ĉĉğ®UąÂ¤®÷ąð®ĐĐðºÂ£é®ĉĉ®Đ
ï÷ğðĐĂ®ąĉ®¤ğąÂĐıǟc¿®ĂąÂ¤®÷¸Đ¿®ĉ®¤ğąÂĐÂ®ĉ¤ð¸ééĉī®ééĉąÂĉ®ǟc¿®ĂąÂ¤®Đī¿Â¤¿ĉ®¤ğąÂĐÂ®ĉĐąª®
÷ðĐ¿®]yïı£®¸¸®¤Đ®ª£ıąðº®÷¸¸¤Đ÷ąĉÂð¤éğªÂðºǙï÷Ī®ï®ðĐĉðªĪ÷éĐÂéÂĐıÂðÂðĐ®ąðĐÂ÷ðéðª
é÷¤éĉ¿ą®ïąç®ĐĉǤº®ð®ąé®¤÷ð÷ïÂ¤¤÷ðªÂĐÂ÷ðĉÂðğĉĐąéÂðª÷¸¸ĉ¿÷ą®Âð¤éğªÂðºÂð¸éĐÂ÷ðǚÂðĐ®ą®ĉĐąĐ®ĉ
ðª®İ¤¿ðº®ąĐ®ĉǤą®¤÷ïï®ðªĐÂ÷ðĉ£ı£ą÷ç®ąĉǤ¤¿ðº®ĉÂðº÷Ī®ąðï®ðĐǚ¸Âĉ¤éǚï÷ð®Đąıðª
ą®ºğéĐ÷ąıĂ÷éÂ¤Â®ĉǤ¤¿ðº®ĉĐ÷éīĉǳĂąĐÂ¤ğéąéıĐİĐÂ÷ðéīĉǴǤÂð¤éğĉÂ÷ð÷ąą®ï÷Īé¸ą÷ïïąç®ĐÂðªÂ¤®ĉǤ
ðª¤¿ðº®ĉÂðĐ¿®ĉğĂĂéıðªª®ïðª÷¸éÂĉĐ®ªĂą÷Ă®ąĐıĉ®¤ğąÂĐÂ®ĉǟ¿ðº®ĉÂðĐ¿®ĉĐ÷¤çïąç®ĐąĐÂðº÷¸
ĉ®¤ğąÂĐÂ®ĉą®éĐÂĪ®Đ÷÷Đ¿®ąéÂĉĐ®ªĉ®¤ğąÂĐÂ®ĉǚ®ĉĂ®¤Âééı÷Đ¿®ąéÂĉĐ®ªĂą÷Ă®ąĐıĐąğĉĐĉǚïıéĉ÷¸¸®¤ĐĂąÂ¤®ĉĐ
ī¿Â¤¿ĉ®¤ğąÂĐÂ®ĉĐąª®
• =ÂĄğÂªÂĐıąÂĉç– Đ¿®ą®¤ð£®ð÷ĉĉğąð¤®÷¸ð¤ĐÂĪ®ĐąªÂðºïąç®Đ¸÷ąĐ¿®ĉ®¤ğąÂĐÂ®ĉǟ=ÂĄğÂªÂĐı÷¸Đ¿®
ĉ®¤ğąÂĐÂ®ĉīÂéé£®ª®Ă®ðª®ðĐ÷ðĐ¿®ą®éĐÂĪ®Ī÷éğï®÷¸Đ¿®£ğı®ąĉðªĉ®éé®ąĉÂðĐ¿®ïąç®ĐĐðıºÂĪ®ð
ĐÂï®ǟ¿ðº®ĉÂðéÂĄğÂªÂĐıïı¸¸®¤ĐĐ¿®ĂąÂ¤®Đī¿Â¤¿ĉ®¤ğąÂĐı¿÷éª®ąĉą®£é®Đ÷ĉ®ééĐ¿®Âąĉ®¤ğąÂĐÂ®ĉǟ
]ÂºðÂ¸Â¤ðĐ£é÷¤çĉ÷¸ĉ®¤ğąÂĐÂ®ĉ¿®éª£ıÂðªÂĪÂªğéÂðĪ®ĉĐ÷ąĉïıą®ªğ¤®éÂĄğÂªÂĐıÂðĐ¿®ĐąªÂðº÷¸ĉ®¤ğąÂĐÂ®ĉǟ
C¤ą÷Ǻ®¤÷ð÷ïÂ¤
¿ðº®ĉÂðĐ¿®º®ð®ąé®¤÷ð÷ïÂ¤÷ğĐé÷÷ç£÷Đ¿ÂðğĉĐąéÂðªºé÷£ééıïıÂïĂ¤ĐĐ¿®Ă®ą¸÷ąïð¤®÷¸Đ¿®
Y,cðªÂĐĉĂ÷ąĐ¸÷éÂ÷ǟ
İïĂé®ĉÂð¤éğª®ǳī¿®Đ¿®ąÂðªÂĪÂªğééı÷ąÂð¤÷ï£ÂðĐÂ÷ðǴǙ
• ¤¿ðº®ĉÂð®¤÷ð÷ïÂ¤¤÷ðªÂĐÂ÷ðĉðª÷ğĐé÷÷çÂðğĉĐąéÂðªÂðĐ®ąðĐÂ÷ðééıǤ
• ¤¿ðº®ĉÂðğĉĐąéÂðº÷Ī®ąðï®ðĐǚÂðªğĉĐąÂéǚ¸Âĉ¤éǚï÷ð®Đąıǟą®ºğéĐ÷ąıĂ÷éÂ¤Â®ĉ÷ą¤¿ðº®ĉĐ÷éīĉǳ®ǟºǟ
ĐİĐÂ÷ðéīĉǴǤ
• ¤¿ðº®ĉÂðÂðĐ®ą®ĉĐąĐ®ĉǚ®İ¤¿ðº®ąĐ®ĉ÷ąąĐ®ĉ÷¸Âð¸éĐÂ÷ðǤ
• ÂðĪ®ĉĐ÷ąĉ®ðĐÂï®ðĐ¸÷ąĂąĐÂ¤ğéąĉ®¤Đ÷ąĉðªą®é®ĉĐĐ®ĉ®¤Đ÷ąĉ÷Ī®ąĐ¿®®¤÷ð÷ïÂ¤¤ı¤é®Ǥ
• Đ¿®ÂïĂ¤Đ÷¸ÂðĐ®ąðĐÂ÷ðé¤÷ð¸éÂ¤Đĉ÷ą¤Đĉ÷¸Đ®ąą÷ąÂĉïǤ
• Ă®ą¸÷ąïð¤®÷¸¤÷ïĂą£é®éÂĉĐ®ª®ðĐÂĐÂ®ĉðªĂą÷Û®¤ĐĉǤ
• ¤¿ðº®ĉÂðĐ¿®º®ð®ąéé®Ī®é÷¸ĂąÂ¤®ĉÂðé÷¤éðªÂðĐ®ąðĐÂ÷ðéĉ¿ą®ïąç®Đĉðªº®ð®ąéÂðĪ®ĉĐ÷ą
ĉ®ðĐÂï®ðĐÂðĐ¿®ĉ®ïąç®ĐĉǤðª
• ĉÂºðÂ¸Â¤ðĐÂðªğĉĐąÂéǚ¤÷ðĐą¤Đğé÷ąĂ÷éÂĐÂ¤éªÂĉĐğą£ð¤®ĉÂïĂ¤ĐÂðºĐ¿®Y,c÷ąĐ¿®¤÷ðĐÂðğÂĐı÷¸ÂĐĉ
£ğĉÂð®ĉĉǟ

÷ðĉ®Ąğ®ðĐéıĐ¿®ĐąªÂðºĂąÂ¤®÷¸ĉ®¤ğąÂĐÂ®ĉïı£®Âð¸éğ®ð¤®ª£ı¸¤Đ÷ąĉð÷ðǺĉĂ®¤Â¸Â¤Đ÷Đ¿®Y,cðª÷ğĐ÷¸
Đ¿®Y,cǣĉ£ÂéÂĐıĐ÷¤÷ðĐą÷éǟ
D÷ĉĉğąð¤®ĉ¤ð£®ïª®Đ¿ĐĐ¿®Ă®ą¸÷ąïð¤®÷¸Đ¿®ĉ®¤ğąÂĐÂ®ĉīÂééð÷Đ£®ªĪ®ąĉ®éı¸¸®¤Đ®ª£ı
ĉğ¤¿ïąç®Đ¸éğ¤ĐğĐÂ÷ðĉ÷ą¸¤Đ÷ąĉǟD®ÂĐ¿®ąĐ¿®Y,c÷ąĐ¿®Âą®¤Đ÷ąĉ÷ąðı÷Đ¿®ąĂ®ąĉ÷ðºğąðĐ®®ĉĐ¿®
Ă®ą¸÷ąïð¤®÷¸Đ¿®ĉ®¤ğąÂĐÂ®ĉǟ
¿ðº®ĉÂðéīĉǚą®ºğéĐÂ÷ððªĂ÷éÂ¤ı
¿ðº®ĉÂðéīĉǚą®ºğéĐÂ÷ðĉðªº÷Ī®ąðï®ðĐĂ÷éÂ¤ıïı¸¸®¤ĐĐ¿®Y,c÷ąĐ¿®Đ®ððĐĉðªĐ¿®
ĐĐą¤ĐÂĪ®ð®ĉĉ÷¸ðÂðĪ®ĉĐï®ðĐÂðĐ¿®Y,cǟ#ğąĐ¿®ąǚĐ¿®ÂïĂ¤Đ÷¸¤ĐÂ÷ðĉ£ıº÷Ī®ąðï®ðĐĉïı¸¸®¤Đ
Đ¿®Y,cǣĉ¤ĐÂĪÂĐÂ®ĉÂð¤éğªÂðºĉğ¤¿ïĐĐ®ąĉĉ¤÷ïĂéÂð¤®īÂĐ¿®ðĪÂą÷ðï®ðĐéą®ºğéĐÂ÷ðĉðªĐİĐÂ÷ðǟ
cİ
The REIT’s Operating Earnings may be affected by changes in taxation law, including changes in
Âð¤÷ï®Đİǚ$]c÷ąĉĐïĂªğĐıé®ºÂĉéĐÂ÷ðǚĂąĐÂ¤ğéąéıÂ¸Đ¿®ıą®éĐ®Đ÷Ăą÷Ă®ąĐıÂðĪ®ĉĐï®ðĐǟcİĐÂ÷ðéīïı
¤¿ðº®ĉą®ĉğéĐ÷¸é®ºÂĉéĐÂ÷ðǚ¤ĉ®éīÂðğĉĐąéÂǚąğéÂðºĉðªª®Đ®ąïÂðĐÂ÷ðĉÂĉĉğ®ª£ıĐ¿®ğĉĐąéÂð
÷ïïÂĉĉÂ÷ð®ą÷¸cİĐÂ÷ð÷ą÷Đ¿®ąĂą¤ĐÂ¤®ĉ÷¸ĐİğĐ¿÷ąÂĐÂ®ĉǟc¿®ĐİĐą®Đï®ðĐ÷¸ªÂĉĐąÂ£ğĐÂ÷ðĉÂðĐ¿®
hands of the REIT’s securityholders may also be affected by changes to the tax regime applicable to
Đ¿®Y,cǚ÷ąĐ¿®Y,cǣĉ£ÂéÂĐıĐ÷ïç®Đİª®¸®ąą®ªªÂĉĐąÂ£ğĐÂ÷ðĉǟcİ¤÷ðĉÂª®ąĐÂ÷ðĉïıªÂ¸¸®ą
£®Đī®®ðÂðĪ®ĉĐ÷ąĉǚĐ¿®ą®¸÷ą®Ăą÷ĉĂ®¤ĐÂĪ®ÂðĪ®ĉĐ÷ąĉą®®ð¤÷ğąº®ªĐ÷ĉ®®çĂą÷¸®ĉĉÂ÷ðéĐİªĪÂ¤®Âð
¤÷ðð®¤ĐÂ÷ðīÂĐ¿ðıÂðĪ®ĉĐï®ðĐÂðĉ®¤ğąÂĐÂ®ĉǟ
J¸¸ĉ¿÷ą®ÂðĪ®ĉĐ÷ąĉÂðïðº®ªÂðĪ®ĉĐï®ðĐĐąğĉĐĉą®º÷Ī®ąð®ª£ıĂąĐÂ¤ğéąĐİĐÂ÷ðąğé®ĉǟð÷¸¸ĉ¿÷ą®
ÂðĪ®ĉĐ÷ąĉ¿÷ğéª÷£ĐÂðĐ¿®Âą÷īðĐİĐÂ÷ðªĪÂ¤®Âðą®éĐÂ÷ðĐ÷Đ¿÷ĉ®ąğé®ĉǟ
ĉĐ¿®Y,cÂĉéą®ªı®ĉĐ£éÂĉ¿®ªǚğðą®éÂĉ®ª¤ĂÂĐéºÂðĉ®İÂĉĐīÂĐ¿ÂðĐ¿®Ă÷ąĐ¸÷éÂ÷ǟĉĉğ¤¿ǚĐ¿®
ªÂĉĂ÷ĉé÷¸ð®İÂĉĐÂðºĂą÷Ă®ąĐıïı¤ąıĉĐéÂĉ® ¤ĂÂĐéºÂðĐ¿ĐīÂéé£®ªÂĉĐąÂ£ğĐ®ªĐ÷ÂðĪ®ĉĐ÷ąĉðªīÂééð®®ª
to be included in the calculation of the investor’s taxable income. The impact of this will depend on a number
÷¸¸¤Đ÷ąĉÂð¤éğªÂðºĐ¿®ĂąÂ¤®ðªĐÂïÂðº÷¸Đ¿®ĉé®ðªĐ¿®Ăą÷¸Âé®÷¸Đ¿®ÂðĪ®ĉĐ÷ąǟ
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,ðĐ®ąðĐÂ÷ðéJ¸¸®ąY®ĉĐąÂ¤ĐÂ÷ðĉ
This document does not constitute an offer of new securities of CLW (“New Securities”) in any jurisdiction in which it would £®ğðéī¸ğéǟ,ðĂąĐÂ¤ğéąǚĐ¿Âĉª÷¤ğï®ðĐïıð÷Đ£®ªÂĉĐąÂ£ğĐ®ªĐ÷ðıĂ®ąĉ÷ðǚðªĐ¿®D®ī]®¤ğąÂĐÂ®ĉïıð÷Đ£®÷¸¸®ą®ª÷ąĉ÷éªǚ
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Glossary
Defined Term

Meaning

Acquisitions

The acquisition of a 24.5% interest in a portfolio of 37 telecommunication exchange
properties and a 100% interest in an A-grade office building in Upper Mount Gravatt,
Brisbane for $413.6 million (excluding transaction costs)

AEST

Australian Eastern Standard Time

Application

An application for New Securities under the Retail Entitlement Offer

Application Monies

Monies received from an applicant in respect of their Application

ASIC

Australian Securities and Investments Commission

ASX

ASX Limited (ABN 98 008 624 691) and, where the context requires, the financial market
that it operates (i.e. the Australian Securities Exchange)

ASX Announcement

The announcement released by Responsible Entity to ASX on Friday, 16, August 2019 in
relation to the Offer and annexed as Annexure A to this Retail Offer Booklet

ASX Listing Rules

The official listing rules of the ASX, as amended or repealed from time to time

Corporations Act

Corporations Act 2001 (Cth)

Early Retail Acceptance Due
Date

5:00pm (AEST), Wednesday, 28 August 2019

Early Retail Entitlement Offer

That part of the Retail Offer in respect of which applications have been received by the
Early Retail Acceptance Due Date

Early Retail Entitlement Offer
Allotment Date

Friday, 30 August 2019

Eligible Institutional
Securityholder

An Institutional Securityholder which has been invited to participate in the Institutional
Entitlement Offer

Eligible Retail Securityholder

A Securityholder who satisfies the definition outlined in Section 1.1

Eligible Securityholder

An Eligible Institutional Securityholder or an Eligible Retail Securityholder

Entitlement

The entitlement to 1 New Security for every 13 Securities held on the Record Date by
Eligible Securityholders

Entitlement and Acceptance
Form

The Entitlement and Acceptance Form accompanying this Retail Offer Booklet which
can be used to make an Application

Entitlement Offer

The accelerated non-renounceable entitlement offer of 1 New Security for every 13
Securities held on the Record Date at the Issue Price, and comprised of the Institutional
Entitlement Offer and the Retail Entitlement Offer

Final Allotment Date

Monday, 9 September 2019

Final Retail Closing Date

5.00pm (AEST), Monday, 2 September 2019

Ineligible Securities

is defined in section 1.4.1

Ineligible Securityholder

A Securityholder that is neither an Eligible Institutional Securityholder nor an Eligible
Retail Securityholder

Institutional Entitlement Offer

The offer of New Securities to Eligible Institutional Securityholders and invited
Institutional Investors under the Entitlement Offer, as described in Section 1.2
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Defined Term

Meaning

Institutional Investor

A person:
1	in the case of a person with a registered address in Australia, who is an “exempt
investor” as defined in ASIC Corporations (Non-Traditional Right Issues)
Instrument 2016/84; or
2	if outside Australia, to whom offers for issue of Securities may lawfully be made
without the need for a lodged product disclosure statement, prospectus or other
disclosure document or other lodgement, registration, filing with or approval by a
governmental agency (other than one with which Responsible Entity is willing, in
its absolute discretion, to comply)

Institutional Securityholder

A holder of Securities on the Record Date who is an Institutional Investor

Investor Presentation

The investor presentation dated Friday, 16 August 2019 in relation to the Offer and
annexed as Annexure B to this Retail Offer Booklet.

Issue Price

The issue price per New Security, being $5.20 per New Security

New Securities

Securities offered under the Offer

Offer

The Entitlement Offer and the Placement

Operating Earnings

Operating Earnings is a financial measure which represents the profit/(loss) under
Australian Accounting Standards adjusted for net fair value movements non-cash
accounting adjustments such as straight-lining of rental income, amortisation and other
unrealised or one-off items. Operating Earnings also aligns to the Funds from Operations
as defined by the Property Council of Australia

Operating EPS Yield

The percentage rate of return calculated by dividing the Operating Earnings per Security
by the Issue Price

Placement

The institutional placement of New Securities at the Issue Price

Record Date

7.00pm (AEST) on Tuesday, 20 August 2019

Registry

Link Market Services Limited

REIT

Charter Hall Long WALE REIT

Responsible Entity

Charter Hall WALE Limited (ABN 20 610 772 202, AFSL 486721)

Retail Entitlement Offer

The offer of New Securities to Eligible Retail Securityholders under the Entitlement Offer,
as described in Section 1.3

Retail Offer Booklet

This booklet dated Thursday, 22 August 2019, including the ASX Announcement and
the Investor Presentation

Retail Offer Period

The period from the date the Retail Entitlement offer opens until the Final Retail Closing
Date

Security

One stapled unit in Charter Hall Long WALE REIT

Securityholder

The registered holder of a Security

Underwriters

J.P. Morgan Securities Australia Limited (ABN 61 003 245 234) and UBS AG, Australia
Branch (ABN 47 088 129 613)

Underwriting Agreement

The underwriting agreement between Responsible Entity and the Underwriters dated
Friday, 16 August 2019, as described in Section 4.19
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Corporate Directory
Charter Hall WALE Limited (registered office)
Level 20, No.1 Martin Place
Sydney NSW 2000
GPO Box 2704
Sydney NSW 2001
Charter Hall Long WALE REIT Offer Information Line
+61 1300 303 063
Open between 8.30am and 5.30pm (AEST) Monday to Friday
during the Retail Offer Period (Thursday, 22 August 2019 to Monday, 2 September 2019)
Underwriters
J.P. Morgan Securities Australia Limited
Level 18, J.P. Morgan House
85 Castlereagh Street
Sydney NSW 2000

UBS AG, Australia Branch
Level 16, Chifley Tower
2 Chifley Square
Sydney NSW 2000
Legal Adviser
Allens
Deutsche Bank Place
Corner of Hunter and Phillip Streets
Sydney 2000 NSW
Registry
Link Market Services Limited
Level 12, 680 George Street
Sydney NSW 2000
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